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Page 2.

In book noisiness of klystron oscillators of small power

(reflecting and span klystrons) and requirement for their noise

characteristics as a function of application conditions are described.

Is given the noise level reached and the possible ways of its decrease

are discussed. The chaotic instabilities of amplitude and frequency

as well as regular components in the noise spectra, connected with the

mechanical effects and the ionic processes are examined. Are informed

about the methods of the measurements of amplitude and frequencies nyx

noises.

Book is intended for engineers and scientific workers, who carry

out development and use of klystron oscillators of small power; it

also can be useful for students of advanced courses in

radio-electronic specialties.

7 Tables, 61 Fig., bibl. 105 titles.
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Page 3.

Preface.

Noise level of master oscillators and heterodynes in radar

devices/equipment is one of most important characteristics, which

determine sensitivity of device/equipment and, thereby, technical

potential of radio-electronic system as a whole. Up to now as such

generators the reflecting and span klystrons of a small power most

extensively are used.

Development of coherent methods of radar advanced special

requirements for by klystron oscillator both on noise level in Doppler

frequency band and on absence in noise spectrum of different kind of

components on account of regular frequency or phase modulation. In

connection with this the development of paths and methods of reduction

in the noises of klystron oscillators and connected with this problem

investigations of their noise characteristics and the study of the

sources of the instability of oscillations/vibrations are at present

the main questions about the creation of contemporary klystrons.

Interest in these questions on the part of the developers of

electronic shf instruments and the designers of radar equipment is

sufficiently great.

However, with exception of articles in periodic publications, any

generalizing publications, which contain fundamental aspects of

problem, virtually are absent. The available specialized literature
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throws light on only the separate questions, connected with noisiness

of klystron oscillators.

Known theoretical works, which marked beginning of investigation

of fluctuations in reflex klystrons ' , are limited by examination only

of separate sources of fluctuations.

FOOTNOTE * I. L. Bershteyn. DAN USSR, 1956, Vol. 106, page 453; V.

N. Nikon. "Proceedings of VUZ [ - Institute of Higher

Education]", Radiofizik, 1959, Vol. 2, No 6; Ye. N. Bazarov, M. Ye.

Zhabotinskiy. "radio engineering and electronics", 1959, Vol. 4, No

10 and 1961, Vol. 6, No 1: A. N. Masakhov. Fluctuations in hunting

systems. Publishing house "science", 1968. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Practical there are no works, in which are examined the instabilities

of almost periodic character. The experimental data, available in the

periodic literature, are frequently represented in the difficultly

comparable form.

Page 4.

Entirely this book is systematic presentation of noisiness of

low-power klystron oscillators, including examination of sources of

instability of oscillations/vibrations, methods of measuring of

noises, and also general questions of application of low-noise

klystrons. According to the intention of the authors the book must be

available to both the developers of electrical vacuum instruments and

2-' .. .2 . .. 
. . . -. . , ' ° ¢ - . _.

.. . '. '. - ... .- , < .. .'., .. .- .- - -*.. , - ., -, - - -. .- , - .- ; ,, ..
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to creators of radio-electronic equipment, in which are utilized the

low-noise klystrons. This created definite difficulties, since the

specialists of one group do not frequently have a sufficient

preparation in the region of the theory of random processes, and the

specialists of another group, as a rule are not familiar with the

technological and design problems, which appear during the development

of klystrons.

This situation determined style of book, after making it

necessary to pay primary attention to physical side of questions

examined into loss of strictness of presentation. The mathematical

calculations, available in the book, are maximally simplified and they

predominantly have illustrative value. The part of the formula is

given without the conclusions/outputs. This relates, in particular,

to S 2 Chapters 1, where the sources of fluctuations in reflex

klystron are examined. The materials of sections of a book, which

concern the conditions of applying low-noise klystron oscillators, the

methods of noise reduction by radio equipment, the methods of

measuring the noises, are presented are schematically introduced for

the best understanding of the problems, confronting developments of

klystrons.

Readers, who desire more deeply to become acquainted with

separate sides of problem in question, will aid references on special

literature.

* *** * * . 1 b .' **.* **.*. -*. , . . .
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, Authors grateful to professor Doctor of Technical Science M. B.

Golant to professor Doctor of Technical Science V. M. .Lopukhin for

useful observations, made during reading of manuscript.
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Page 5.

Chapter 1.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES AND NOISINESS OF KLYSTRON OSCILLATORS.

Operating principles, the fundamental parameters and the

characteristics of klystron oscillators.

Velocity modulation of electronic flux. The energy conversion of

direct current into the energy of high-frequency field is realized in

the klystrons with the aid of dynamic control of electronic flux.

With is utilized the finiteness of the electron transit time between

the electrodes of instrument. The electronic flux, formed in the

region of the electron gun, is headed under the effect of the

accelerating voltage/stress into the region of the cavity resonator,

where is concentrated high-frequency electric field, i.e., into the

region of resonator gap. In the first approximation, all electrons

enter resonator gap with one and the same speed, determined by the

magnitude of the voltage/stress between resonator and cathode of

klystron, and the density of electronic flux to its passage through

the gap remains constant/invariable in the time. In resonator gap in

the presence of variable/alternating shf voltage the electrons undergo

velocity modulation and they leave gap with different speeds. The

speed of the electron, which has passed through resonator gap, depends

on the moment/torque of the transit time of gap and is determined by

the expression

7

¢,:... .... -.,..... . -.- -: . . . . . ......... ,........... .. , .- .. , . . . , . . . . . .. . .-
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= V,+w, sin of,

where v - speed of the electron, which has passed through resonator

gap; v, - the average speed of electron, determined by direct/constant

voltage V, between cathode and resonator of klystron; v, - maximum

change in the velocity of electron in resonator gap, which corresponds

to amplitude U of variable/alternating shf voltage on resonator gap;

- the angular frequency of variable/alternating shf voltage.

This expression is correct under condition ( U/Vo)<<l, which is

usually fulfilled in low-power generators.

Page 6.

In connection with this the fact that flight/span of electrons

through resonator gap are required specific time tg, characterized by

transit angle og =Ltt , change in velocity of electron in gap, i.e.

effectiveness of velocity modulation, it depends on 80g The coefficient

of the effectiveness of interaction of electrons with shf electric

field of resonator (coefficient of electronic interaction) M is

connected with the transit angle 6. with the following expression:

sin 6t '2
o/2

The value of a maximum change in the velocity of electron in resonator

gap can be determined according to formula v,=vMU/2V.. The greater

the transit angle e0, the less is the gap from the point of view of

velocity modulation effective. When e,=2n modulation generally is

. .*. . . . . .

,' '.' .' ' , . € - . , - ,. . , ... , .- . -. .. . . .. . - . . .. * ,.
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absent. Under the effect of the velocity modulation the electron

stream in the process of further motion becomes heterogeneous on the

density, i.e., velocity modulation is converted into modulation on the

density. In this case the clusters (packets, groups) of electrons are

formed. The processes of clustering - electron bunching - in the

reflecting and in the span klystrons they are different, although the

difference is not fundamental. Let us examine the physical picture of

grouping in each of these two types of klystron oscillators.

Grouping in span klystron. In Fig. 1.1. schematically

two-cavity span klystron and space-time diagram of electron motion in

the region between the first and second resonators is represented. On

the diagram the angle of the slope of the lines, equivalent to

electron paths, to the time axis t (angle a) is the greater, the

greater the speed of electron motion. B the region of the gap of

input resonator electrons enter at identical speeds. In the presence

of shf voltage/stress in the input gap Usinwt occurs modulation of

electrons on the speed and the electrons, which flew the inlet gap at

the different moments of time (t,, t2 , t, on the diagram), they will

move in the space between the input and output gaps with different

speeds. In this space, called drift space, there are no external

electric fields and electrons move by the inertia.

Speed of electrons, which fly input gap at moment of time t,,

when electrical shf field is equal to zero, does not change.

* Page 7.

4.
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But the electrons, which fly through the input gap are later, when shf

electric field accelerating (moment/torque t2 ), obtains a velocity

increment and will gradually overtake the electrons, which flew gap at

moment/torque t,. Accordingly the electrons, which fly through the

gap at moment/torque t,, slow down by shf electric field. These

electrons will lag behind those previously flown out and gradually

converge with the electrons, which flew through the input gap into the

range of time from t, to t,, forming a cluster. The center of this

-cluster is formed/shaped about the electrons, which flew through the

input the gap, when shf voltage on the gap was equal to zero and it

was changed from that inhibiting to that accelerating.

So that grouped electronic flux during interaction with field of

output resonator would give up to it energy, it is necessary that

electronic clusters would enter working gap of output resonator at

those moments of time, when shf voltage on gap will be inhibiting.

Since the electron transit time in the space of the drift depends on

accelerating voltage, then it seems sufficiently to clear that the

klystron can generate only within the limits of the specific ranges of

values of accelerating voltage of those called the zones of

generation.

a . .- . • . , . . . - - . . - - - , .- - - - , - -, - .. . - - . . -. . . . - , . , o - - . , ., ,
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Fig. i.I. Grouping circuit of electrons in span klystron: P, -

input resonator; P. - output resonator; n - electron gun; K -

collector/receptacle; 1 and 2 - gaps of input and output resonators

respectively; 3 - cathode; 4 - heater; 5 - focusing electrode; 6 -

opening of connection/communication between resonators; 7 -

conclusion/output of shf energy; 8 - drift space; i - length of drift

space; U, and U, - amplitude of alternating voltages on gaps of input

and output resonators respectively; a - angle, whose tangent is

proportional to velocity of electrons; t - time; z - distance.

Key: (1). Gap of output resonator. (2). Gap of input resonator.

Page 8.

For maximum energy transfer from electronic flux to field of

output resonator bundles of electrons must fall into output gap at

moments of time t, (see diagram in Fig. 1). Based on this condition,

it is possible to determine the optimum transit angle of electrons in

-- '-a.,- * ... •* ..
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drift space 0.- in this case necessary to consider possible phase

shift 0 between shf voltage/stress in the output and input gaps, which

*- depends on the device/equipment of feedback between the resonators

(diagram Fig. 1 shows the case, when p=0)

where N=0, 1, 2, 3, etc.

If length of drift space between centers of input and output gaps

is equal to 1, then expression (1.1) can be recorded as follows:

wI +y=2%(N+ 3). (1.2)

From (1.2) values of optimum accelerating voltage V ...... for

different numbers of the generating zones N can be obtained.

Grouping in reflex klystron. Fig. 1.2 schematically depicts

reflex klystron and space-time diagram of electron motion in the

region between the resonator and the reflector.

In contrast to span klystron, in reflex klystron grouping of

electrons occurs in inhibiting electric field. The greater the speed

of the electrons, which fly into the region of the decelerating field

between the resonator and the reflector, the greater the path they

will pass before the return to resonator gap and the greater the time
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will passbetween their first and second flight/span through the gap.

Therefore grouping occurs around those electrons, which fly into the

space between the resonator and the reflector, after passing gap at

the moment of the time, when voltage/stress on the gap equal to zero

changes from that accelerating to braking.

Thus, in reflex klystron "slow" electrons seemingly overtake

"rapid".

Page 9.

With the specific voltages/stresses on resonator and the reflector the

electrons will return to resonator gap at such moments of the time,

when field in the gap for the returning electrons is inhibiting.

Consequently, and in reflex klystron there are specific zones of

generation, which depend on the feeding voltages/stresses. The

optimum-transit angle of electrons for the different zones of

generation 0.. is determined by the expression

0... ==0R +6g=21r (N+-!.) (1.3)

where N=0, 1, 2, 3...., and OR - transit angle of electrons in the

decelerating field of reflector.

On the basis of condition (1.3), optimum values of feeding

voltages/stresses, which correspond to peak power output in limits of

one or the other zone of generation, can be obtained from expression

WIR 8M V + =2w N+-) (1.4)

.V0 . .. . . IV... . . . . . .. e .Ie _V4)
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where IR - distance between resonator and reflector; d -gap length of

resonator.
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Fig. 1.2. Grouping circuit of electrons in reflex klystron: P -

resonator; n - electron gun; 0 - reflector; 1 - resonator gap; 2 -

region of grouping; 3 - cathode; 4 - heater; 5 - focusing electrode; 6

- conclusion/output shf energy; U - amplitude of alternationg voltage
on resonator gap; t - time; z - distance.

Key: (1). Reflector. (2). Resonator gap.

Page 10.

Process of interaction of modulated on density (grouped) electron

stream with shf field of resonator. Clusters of electrons, flying

through the gap, induce current in the resonator. The action of this

current is equivalent to change in the admittance of resonator, in

reference to its gap. The introduced by electronic flux conductivity

is called electronic conductivity and is equal to the ratio of the

4
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complex amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the induced current

to the complex amplitude of voltage/stress on the gap:

Y=G,+iB,=---=l2 NDN (1.5)

where Y - complete electronic conductivity; G, B, - active and

reactive components of electronic conductivity respectively; I,. I.,

complex amplitudes of the fundamental harmonic of convection and

induced currents respectively; M, - coefficient of electronic

interaction of the output gap (for reflex klystron, in which the

function of input and output gaps they are combined, M,=M,).

Amplitude and frequency of steady-state oscillations are

determined from condition of equality of zero sums of hollow

electronic conductivity and admittance of circuit of resonator with

load, in reference to gap:

+ yr =:o. (1.6)

During the separation of imaginary and real parts (1.6) are obtained

the equations, which determine amplitude and frequency:

G+Q,=0. (1.7)

B,+ B1 =0. (1.8)

Since G, and B, are functions of transit angle in field of

grouping, then with change in mode of operation of klystron will be

changed power output and oscillation frequency. A change in the
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oscillation frequency of klystron with a change in the voltage/stress

on the resonator or voltages/stresses on the reflector is called

electronic tuning/adjusting. From the bunching theory it is known [1,

2], that the complex amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of

convection current is expressed for span and reflex klystrons as

follows:

il~o, =2IJ, (X) e', (1.9)

where X - bunching parameter (X=MUO/2V0 ); I - operating current in the

gap; J, - function of Bessel of 1 orders.

Page 11.

Complex amplitude of voltage/stress on gap is equal - jU, if

instantaneous values are assigned in the form of Usinwt. Then,

substituting (1.9) in (1.5), we obtain

2J, (X) (1.10)
X

where

G " I for the span klystron;
2 V

M2ft I
G-- - for reflex klystron.

2 V0

From expression (bI.l)) it follows that electronic conductivity of

klystron depends on ratio J,(X)/X. The electronic power of klystron

is determined by product G,U'/2 and therefore XJ,(X) is proportional,

n:!7e -
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since X=MUO/2V,. The maximum value of electronic power corresponds to

the value of bunching parameter X=2.4. However, due to the effect of

losses in the resonator system of klystron the peak power output of

klystron oscillator, i.e., the power, isolated in the external load,

usually is reached at the smaller values of bunching parameter. It is

possible to show that for obtaining the maximum power in the load the

value of load admittance, converted to gap g, must be close to the

conductivity of losses gp. In this case the optimum value of

voltage/stress on the gap is reached at X-l.8.

In short description presented above of physical processes in

klystrons is not examined influence of whole series of factors: space

charge of electronic flux, load, heterogeneities of electric fields,

etc. However, the account of all these factors does not qualitatively

change picture and it is necessary only during calculations. The more

detailed illumination of phased processes in the klystrons the readerr

can find, for example, in [1, 2). The effect of different mentioned

factors on the noise characteristics of klystron oscillators will be

clarified in the subsequent sections.

Page 12.

Fundamental parameters and special feature of work of klystron

oscillators. Such parameters include:

- working frequency band with the mechanical retuning;

- output fluctuating power, isolated in the load;

* . .. . . . ..- **, *** ... .*.*. .-. .-. -.- '.* -- * -'-* --. ..- -.. * *' .* * * -- * .-. *.. *-I
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- electronic-tuning range of frequency, i.e., the band of the

generatable frequencies within the limits of one zone of generation

corresponding to a change of the feeding voltages/stresses with the

decrease of power output up to the specific level (usually to half

from the optimum value in the center of the zone of generation). This

parameter is especially important for reflex klystrons.

Working frequency band with mechanical retuning is determined in

essence by construction/design of resonator system. The range of the

*. mechanical retuning of reflex klystrons for the different types of

instruments changes within very wide limits. For the klystrons with

the integral cavity, reconstructed by a change in the end

,% capacity/capacitance (gap capacitance of resonator), the range of

mechanical retuning is from 5 to 40%. In wide-range reflex klystrons

s about by detachable external resonators the range of mechanical

retuning it can exceed octave. The mechanical retuning of the

.. frequency of the span klystrons is considerably more complicated than

reflecting, and the range of the mechanical retuning of span klystrons

* does not exceed 2-3%.

Usually to by low-noise klystron oscillator are not presented

requirements of guarantee of broad band of mechanical retuning of

frequency, which is explained by specific conditions for work of

equipment. The need for weakening microphonics for the purpose of

lowering the level of vibration noises forces to maximally harden the

construction/design of klystrons and to limit the possibility of
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displacing the structural elements/cells. Therefore the most

low-noise klystrons, as a rule work either at the fixed/recorded

oscillation frequencies or with the mechanical retuning within the

small limits ( not more than 10%).

Power output of two-cavity span generator klystrons ranges from

several hundred milliwatts to several ten watts, and for reflex

klystrons - from several units of milliwatts to 1-2 W. During the use

of klystrons as the heterodynes a sufficient power level does not

exceed tens of milliwatts and therefore here predominantly are used

reflex klystrons. From the master oscillators in the amplifier

chains/networks hundred milliwatts are required already. In this case

are used both reflecting and span two-cavity klystrons.

Electronic-tuning range in majority of reflecting klystrons

composes 0.3-0.5 from fundamental frequency.

Page 13.

This parameter is very important at the use of klystrons in the

modes/conditions of frequency modulation and in the diagrams of the

automatic frequency control. Electronic-tuning range is inversely

*" proportional to the quality of the resonator system of klystron.

Subsequently it will be shown that the value of frequency noises is
.5

inversely proportional to the square of the loaded quality. Therefore

during the creation of the low-noise klystrons they attempt to

maximally increase the equivalent quality of resonator system. In

.................. ...... * *.... . .. S*S- S
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this case in the most low-noise klystrons electronic tuning/adjusting

virtually is absent.

Sensitivity of frequency to change in voltages/stresses on

resonator or on reflector is closely related to value of

electronic-tuning range. These parameters can be determined for

reflex klystron from the following expressions:

Of J;o 0R (1.11)

OVR 2Q.(Vo+IVRI) '

f O R -IR(
-3V0 4Q.(Vo+VR)k -O)

Respectively for the two-cavity span klystron

Of fo e,,, (1.1)
OVo 2Q,,,,, Vo

where 0,,.- transit angle of the electrons between the resonators; Q,.

- loaded quality of the resonator of reflex klystron; Q,,, -

equivalent quality of the resonator system of span klystron.

Let us note that expressions (1.1i)- ( 1.13) are approximate,

since in them space-charge effect of electronic flux and some other

factors is not considered. More exact expressions are given, for

example, to [3].

For majority of reflecting heterodyne klystrons sensitivity of

frequency to change in voltage/stress on reflector near center of zone

of generation (this parameter accepted to call slope/transconductance

................ *
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of electronic tuning/adjusting) comprises in centimeter wavelength

range of 0.2-3 MHz/v. Reflex klystrons with the increased power

output, as a rule work on the lower numbers of the zones of

generation, i.e., with smaller 6R. and therefore they have the lower

sensitivity of frequency to a change in the feeding voltages/stresses.

Page 14.

This is correct for span klystrons, whose oscillation frequency more

*[ weakly depends on voltage/stress on the resonator, the less the number

of the zone of oscillations (i.e. the less the value 0,,). For the

relatively high- voltage span of klystrons the sensitivity of

frequency to a change in the voltage/stress on the resonator composes

usually 5-10 kHz/v.

Only fundamental parameters of klystron oscillators Above are

briefly examined. For the total characteristic of the performance

properties of klystrons there is a complex of the very important

parameters, which determine frequency stability and power of the

generatable oscillations under different external influences. Such

parameters include for example, the temperature frequency coefficient,

which determines the thermostability of klystron, barometric frequency

drift, the deviation of frequency and power with the impacts and the

vibrations and others. Since these parameters are not directly

connected with the noise characteristics of klystrons, their detailed

examination is inexpedient, since it exceeds the scope of the book.

Therefore we will be restricted to the following observation. Some of
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the mentioned parameters are determined by the rigidity of

construction/design, in connection with which of their magnitude they

indirectly characterize the effect of mechanical and acoustic effects

on the spectrum of the fluctuations of oscillations of klystron. The

corresponding questions will be presented into S 4 this chapter.

In conclusion briefly let us pause at fundamental regimes of work

of klystron generators.

Voltage/stress on resonator of contemporary heterodyne reflex

klystrons of centimeter wavelength range is 200-400 V with currents of

resonator 20-40 mA and power output to 100-200 mW. The modes of

operation of reflex klystrons with an increased power output (to

0.5-1.5) W are characterized by more high voltages on the resonator

- to 500- 1000 V. The current of resonator in such klystrons is

50-100 mA usually. Negatively voltage/stress on the reflector in the

majority of the cases lies/rests within the limits of 100-500 V. The

higher the voltage/stress on the resonator, the less the dense grids

(i.e. the more transparent for the electronic flux) can be utilized in

the klystron. Therefore with an increase in the voltage/stress

usually decreases the interception of grid current and, as it will be

shown subsequently, are improved noise characteristics. The lower the

electronic conductivity of klystron, the higher-impedance optimum load

becomes and the value of the loaded quality of resonator respectively

* is raised. With by this decreases the sensitivity of frequency to a

* change in the mode of operation of klystron [cm. (1.11)- ( 1.13).

.......................
-. **b
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All these considerations apply in the same manner both to the

reflecting and to the span klystrons.

Page 15.

With parameters and modes of operation of reflecting and span

klystrons it is possible to become acquainted, for example, in [4, 5],

and also in Chapter 4 this book.

Fig. 1.3 shows appearance of typical low-noise klystrons.

2. Sources of the chaotic instability of amplitude and frequency of

klystron oscillators.

2.1. Classification of sources of instability and their physical

characteristics.

When they speak about steady-state (steady) state of work of

generator, then constancy of frequency and amplitude of oscillations

is implied. In actuality even in the steady-state mode/conditions

frequency and amplitude of oscillations continuously change under the

effect of many internal and external destabilizing factors. Some of

them operate they slowly and affect only the lasting stability of

oscillations (change in the ambient temperature, drift of supply

voltages, aging the elements of the construction/design of generator).

The examination of these sources of instability does not enter into

the goals of the book, and we will pay entire attention to such

sources, which disrupt the stability of oscillations in time intervals

less than 1-10 s.
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Fig. 1.3. Appearance of low-noise klystrons: a) reflecting; b) span.

Page 16.

Short-term instability of oscillations is developed in the form

of rapid changes in amplitude and frequency (divergences of their

instantaneous values from averages). These changes can be random or

periodic. Probable deviations (fluctuation) have continuous energy

spectrum, periodic - discrete/digital. All real processes are not

strictly periodic, only approaching by it to a greater or lesser

extent. They have continuous spectrum; however, ittis concentrated in

the narrow range of frequencies (or in several narrow frequency

ranges). The processes of this type are called almost periodic. For

the brevity we will call them subsequently regular, taking into

account their nearness to the purely periodic processes. Fig. 1.4

shows the form of the spectra of random, purely periodic and almost

periodic (regular) processes.

I.i--------------------------- - . . - .. .
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Regular component instabilities amplitudes and frequencies of

electronic generators are caused both by external reasons (pulsation

of voltages of supply, focusing/induction, mechanical and acoustic

effects) and by internal, connected with complicated physical

processes, which take place in region of electron beam of instrument.

Nature of regular components will be in detail examined in S 5 present

chapters; therefore we will be restricted to the aforesaid and will

pass to the examination of the sources of random components of

instability (fluctuations) in klystron oscillators.

Shot noise of cathode current. The discreteness carrier of

electric charge is the physical cause for the shot fluctuations of
cathode current. A quantity of electrons, which leave cathode at the

different moments of time, is changed randomly, as a result of which

of emission is not constant, but it fluctuates about its average/mean

value.

N.

I.
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W(IWFJ, 1

F FF

Fig. 1.4. Energy spectra of random (a), periodic (b) and almost

periodic (regular) (c) processes.

Page 17.

If cathode works in the mode/conditions of temperature limitation,

then the spectral density of the mean square of the fluctuations of

current is given by Schottky's formula (they call also it the formula

of complete shot noise):

W 21,, (1.14)

where e - electron charge; 1, - emission current.

As a rule cathodes of majority of electronic devices are utilized

in mode/conditions of limitation of current by space charge. In this

case in immediate proximity of the cathode is accumulated/stored the

dense clouds of electrons, whose space charge forms the region of the

minimum of potential near the cathode. Now the strength of current of

ray/beam is not equal to emission current, since from the region of

-" the minimum of potential are reflected back/ago to the cathode those

electrons, whose initial thermal velocities are insufficient for

* ,.* . -
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overcoming the formed potential threshold. The mode/conditions of the

limitation of current by space charge is always utilized in the

klystrons. The appearance of a region of the minimum of potential

significantly changes the noise characteristics of electronic flux.

It is not difficult to show that in this mode/conditions the shot

. noise is suppressed. In fact, let us assume that a random increase in

the emission current occurred. This will unavoidably increase the

density of space charge in the cloud of electrons near the cathode and

the depth of the minimum of potential will increase. As a result a

quantity of electrons, capable of overcoming the potential threshold,

decreases since for this it is necessary the high initial velocity.

Thus, any fluctuation of emission current partially is compensated in

the current after the region of the minimum of potential. The action

of the minimum of potential is developed as a kind of negative current

feedback. The spectral density of the mean square of noise current in

this case is designed from the formula

Wp = 2e/. r (w). (.5)

Here 1. - current of electron beam after the region of the minimum of

the potential ( but not emission current as in the case of the

mode/conditions of temperature limitation), but r2 w) - the

coefficient of depression, which considers noise suppression by space

charge. On low frequencies and with the sufficiently large potential

of the anode of the electron gun r2 it is approximated by the formula

r 9 k (4 T
4 V.)
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where V, - potential of the anode of the electron gun; V - is the

depth of the minimum of potential; k=1.38.10 -2 3 J/deg - Boltzmann

constant; T, - absolute temperature of cathode.

Page 18.

Formula (1.16) gives sufficiently good approximation/approach, if

potential of anode exceeds several volts. For the oxide cathode,

frequently utilized in the klystrons, T,; 1100°K and

4) V- V. 5VO

This expression shows that even in low-voltage reflex klystrons the

shot noise at the low frequencies deeply is suppressed; so, with

V,=300 into the coefficient of depression r2=0.6.10-. Experiment

confirms the depression of shot noise by space charge; however, it is

not so/such deep, as it follows from the theory. This disagreement

can be connected with the disturbance/perturbation of the region of

the minimum of potential with electrons, elastic those reflected from

the anode. In reflex klystrons to them the electrons, not interepted

by grids during the reverse motion from the region of reflector, are

added.

Measurements show that for klystron guns with supply voltages of

from hundreds of volts to several kilovolts coefficient of depression

of shot noise can compose 10-1 and even it is less.

With increase in frequency suppression of shot noise weakens due

. . . . . ... . € . . '4 . 4' .. :-,- . ***,,*.t**, . * , .- ... :. ,- . , - ..- - . . - . . .
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to span effects between cathode and region of minimum of potential (it

is developed inertness of cloud of space charge near the cathode).

The dependence r2 on the frequecy, designed in an approximate manner,

it is shown in Fig. 1.5 [6]. Along the axis of abscissas is plotted

relation w,,w,,,, where u 1 =21 ' '2"%14  -I -M natural vibration
\2kK me0 /

frequency of electronic plasma into the region of the minimum of the

potential (m - mass of electron, 1, - current density, e. - dielectric

constant of vacuum). In the range of superhigh frequencies W/4L'p it

is usually of the order of one; therefore the suppression of shot

noise is insignificant. The calculation of the coefficient of

depression is carried out for area of beam, directly adjacent the

r-gion minimum of potential.

.5- * 5'* -S * * - S * * .. * . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . 5.. . .. . . . . .. *. --.......-.-- .. . . . . . . .
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Fig. 1.5. Dependence of coefficient of depression of shot noise r 2 on

frequency.

Page 19.

* This is important to remember, since at the superhigh frequencies it

cannot be spoken about the noise of the current of ray/beam not at all

without specifying the positions of the section in question. Matter

in the fact that in contrast to the low frequencies, at which span

effects are weak, at the superhigh frequencies noise current changes

its value with the coordinate due to the combined action of span

effects and elastic forces of space charge of electrons in the

ray/beam. Later we will pause at the specific character of noise

propagation in the electronic flux at the superhigh frequencies in

more detail.

Fluctuations of velocity of electrons. Initial thermal

velocities, which escape from the cathode, as is known, they are

distributed according to the law of Maxwell:

2

n (v,) m70 v e  (1.18)

<k
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Here n. - number of electrons, which flew out from the cathode in a

certain small time interval, and n(v,) - number of those of them,

which have a speed of escape v,. The average/mean initial velocity is

equal to

( AT.W (1.19)

Thus, for oxide cathode (T.-II00°K) 1-1,62.10 m/s. For the judgment

about this value it is useful to express by its equivalent potential

V---- 'i2 O-0.074 %,. This is very small value. Therefore in many

instances the electronic flux, accelerated in the gun, is considered

-* one-speed, since against the background of the accelerating potentials

*' into hundred and thousands of volts the velocity spread, measured by

the tenth of volt, is negligible. So they enter also during the

* construction of theory and the calculation of the main parameters of

-electronic devices, including klystrons. However, during the analysis

of noisiness to disregard the multispeed character of the motion of

electronic flux is impossible. Matter in the fact that at a

sufficient transit angle the difference in the velocities of

electrons, even small, will lead to the random grouping of electronic

flux, i.e., to the appearance of a supplementary noise current in the

ray/beam.

Page 20.
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Strict analysis of effect of multispeed electron motion on

noisiness of electronic flux is difficult and therefore at present

almost always is utilized approximate approach, which consists in the

fact that real multispeed flow they replace to one-velocity, but they

consider that speed of latter weakly fluctuates in time. The value of

these fluctuations can be found from the examination of the

average/mean initial velocity of electrons.

If shot effect is absent, then average/mean initial velocity

(designed on set of electrons, which left cathode during certain small

time interval) does not depend on timing, at which we begin

calculation, i.e., it is time-constant value.

Shot effect leads to the fact that quantity of electrons, which

possess one or the other speeds, randomly is changed together with

random change in total number of electrons from one moment of time to

another. Significant is the fact that the random redistribution of a

number of electrons, which possess different initial velocities,

occurs. Under such conditions the calculation of the average/mean

initial velocity at the different moments of time must give somewhat

distinguished results: at some moment of time the portion of fast

electrons increases and the average/mean initial.velocity grows/rises,

after then occurs reverse process and so on. This means that the

average/mean initial velocity fluctuates. It is natural that the

fluctuations will be preserved also in the accelerated electronic

flux, although their value upon the acceleration will change.

* * * .**

v J - * -* * ' * ~ * ~ ~ . ~ * ** -~
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Spectral density of mean square of fluctuations of initial

velocity for mode/conditions of limitation of current with temperature

of cathode is expressed by formula

W(4-~~T.k (120)mJL

With work in mode/conditions of limitation of current by space

charge the same formula gives spectral density of fluctuations of

speed in minimum of potential, if we replace emission current 1, by

current of ray/beam 1K (i.e. to current, formed by electrons, which

passed through region of minimum of potential). From (1.20) it

follows that the spectral density of the fluctuations of the initial

velocity does not depend on frequency.

Ionic noise. With the work of cathode in the mode/conditions of

the limitation of current by space charge the ionization of residual

gas can cause noise ray/beam. The essence of this phenomenon consists

of the following. Forming between anode and cathode of electron gun

positive ions are accelerated by electric field available in this

region in the direction of cathode.

Page 21.

Falling into the region of the minimum of potential, each ion by the

specific time decreases its depth, partially compensating, negative

space charge of the cloud of electrons near the cathode. The decrease

................................. * . .
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of the depth of the minimum of potential causes the flash/burst of

electronic current of ray/beam, whose duration is determined by the

retention time of positive ion in the region near the cathode. Since

the mass of ions many times of more than the mass of electrons, the

speed, acquired by the first during their motion to the cathode, is

small, which causes a comparatively large duration of the passage of

the region of the minimum of potential and the corresponding flash

duration of electronic current. Since the ionizing events are random

events, the appearance of electronic flashes/bursts of the described

* type will be random. This means that in the current of ray/beam

*supplementary component with the continuous spectrum will appear. It

- was called of ionic noise or noise of ionization. The spectral

density of ionic noise is uniform up to frequencies on the order of 10

MHz; at the higher frequencies it rapidly decreases (width of ionic

"* noise spectrum it is determined by the duration of its component

-. electronic bursts).

Ionic noise in triodes is examined in [7, 8). The results of

analysis can be used, also, for the evaluation/estimate of the level

of ionic noise in diode electron gun (9]. In this case the spectral

density of the mean square of the noise current of ionic origin can be

evaluated according to the formula

W, 880e,,VVo. (1.2)

Here I, - average value of the ion current, which enters the cathode

(in the amperes); V. - accelerating potential (in volts).

o-i ~ ~ -- -2.- - - .- ** ** *
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Let us rate/estimate specific weight/gravity of ionic noise based

on example of typical low-power klystron with parameters: V,=300 V

1.=0,02 a. With the usual vacuum (pressure of residual/remanent of

gas on the order of 10-' mm rt. st.) the strength of ion current to

the cathode is of the order 20-' a. In accordance with formulas

(1.15) and (1.17) with the current of ray/beam /.=0,02 a the spectral

density of complete shot noise Wp=2e4=6,4.10 -2 ' a2/Hz. Depression by

* space charge (rl-1/5 V.=0.66.10-) decreases it to value

• WAP= 2e/-2= 4.2"|0- a2/Hz. However, the level of the spectral density

of ionic noise on (1.21) is equal to

*W,==880eIj,/ 0=2,4.10-" a 2 /Hz.

Thus, ionic noise can considerably exceed suppressed by space

charge shot; however, level of ion noise is noticeably lower than

level of complete shot noise.

* -: . . [ . ....... . . . ,',..'..-,,' * -,.' .*,, .' '.'
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Page 22.

Noises of current distribution. The initial velocity of the

electron, which escapes from the cathode, has longitudinal and

transverse components. Their values are changed randomly from one

electron to the next and therefore the electrons, which flew out from

one and the same point on the cathode, move along the random

trajectories and at the sufficiently large distance from the cathode

they can prove to be at the most varied points of the cross section of

ray/beam. With the interception of the part of the current the

indicated fact leads with positive electrode (for example, by grid) to

an increase in the noise level in the ray/beam after the section of

interception, since a quantity of electrons, which fall by the

electrode or passing by it is changed randomly in time. The spectral

density of the mean square of this supplementary noise current is

designed from the formula

WF,---! - 2e . (1.22)

Here 3 - the coefficient of transmission of grid, which intercepts

electrons (it is equal to the ratio of the average/mean current of the

ray/beam beyond the grid I'K - to the average/mean current of the

ray/beam before grid 3 'K)'

Complete shot noise of current, which passed intercepting

electrode, is limiting value of noise of current distribution. This

d is evident from formula (1.22): with A<<l (almost complete

interception of current) ',:2el It is necessary to note that current

% * . 4,*

" - -- -.. .
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interception increases the noise level in the ray/beam only in such a

case, when the noise level of the current, which is adequate/approach

the intercepting electrode, lower than complete shot.

Formula (1.22) shows that spectral noise density of current

distribution does not depend on frequency. This means that current

interception can increase the noisiness of ray/beam not only on the

low, but also at the superhigh frequencies. The latter was confirmed

the calculations of Beam and experiments [10, 11).

Besides increase in noise current current interception leads to

"* increase in level of fluctuations of speed, since

high-speed/high-velocity composition of electronic flux changes

randomly upon contact of electrons with different initial velocities

with intercepting electrode.

Noises of secondary emission. The typical distribution of

secondary electrons the energies is shown in Fig. 1.6. The majority

of them has an energy, which does not exceed 2.0 eV, and low speed.

The secondary electrons, dislodged/chased from the grids of the

high-frequency gap of klystron, for a while move in the gap and they

interact with the ac field, as a result of which the supplementary

electronic conductivity of gap, which has active and reactive

components, appears.

Page 23.
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If the current of secondary electrons in the gap fluctuates, then will

". fluctuate the value of secondary-electron conductivity, which must

lead to modulation of amplitude and phase of voltage/stress on the

gap. The value of the reactive component secondary-electron

conductivity is considerable even with the small current of secondary

electrons [12] and therefore its fluctuation they can strongly act on

the frequency of generator.

Let us examine noises in current of secondary electrons. If o

secondary-emission coefficient of grid, and I, - current of the

primary electrons, which bombard the conductors of grid, then the

current of secondary electrons is equal to I,=Ia.

If primary-electronic current fluctuates (i1=I>6 1 (t), then this

will cause fluctuations of secondary-electron current, coherent with

61,(t). Furthermore, during the calculation of the fluctuations of

secondary-electron current one must take into account that a quantity

of secondary electrons, dislodged/chased by one primary, is changed

randomly. This leads to the fact that the secondary-emission

coefficient, averaged over the surface of the bombarded electrode,

fluctuates: o-a-+Sa(), where o - average/mean in the time value of

secondary-emission coefficient. Taking into account the smallness of

fluctuations by comparatively average values, we can find

whence 6I2o6I1,+I1,6o. Components 61, and 6o are not correlated, so so

,% £ i , j., ,St% ,4 .- . ,o . . ,.... ;...........,.
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their calling processes are independent; therefore the spectral

density of the mean square of the fluctuations of secondary-electron

current is equal to the sum of spectral densities 61, and 6o:

()' W,+.. (1.23)
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Fig. 1.6. Typical distribution of secondary electrons,

dislodged/chased from metals, on energies: eV, - energy of secondary

electrons; n(V3 ) - number of secondary electrons of those possessing

energy eV,.

*Page 24.

Usually is called secondary-electron only noise, connected to

fluctuations of secondary-emission coefficient, i.e., components whose

spectral density is reflected by second member of formula (1.23). The

*" spectral density of secondary-electron noise is designed from

following formula [8]:

,=2eII - ) i,=2e (H1 - )I. (1 .24)

* where H - coefficient, which depends just as o, from the energy of

primary electrons and that exceeding value Y for several ones with the

energy of primary electrons, calculated by hundred volts.

Let us note that low-velocity electrons in interelectrode space

of klystron can appear not only due to secondary emission, but also as

a result of ionization of molecules of residual gas. The effect of

:,' "~~~~. .............. ...... .... ...,................. ........ ....... ....... .
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such electrons must be similar to the effect of slow secondary

electrons; however, it seems to us that.with the normal vacuum a

quantity of them is small.

Flicker noise of cathode current. From the experiments it is

known that the spectral noise density of cathode current substantially

grows/rises with decrease in frequency F. This it is not possible to

explain by the action of sources examined above of the noises of

cathode current (shot, ionic), whose spectral density at the low

frequencies is in effect constant.

Component of noise of cathode current, which calls increase in

its spectral density at low frequencies, was called flicker noise. In

the majority of the cases the spectral density of the flicker noise of

the current of the oxide cathode, which works in the mode/conditions

of space charge, is satisfactorily described by empirical formula [81:

a,. --f!-. --l __ (2______ , (1.25)

F1,+ I +h (2itF-,)2

where u - is most frequently close to 1, v - to 2. Values a, a, and

7, depend on material, geometric dimensions and conditions for the

work of cathode.

The physical nature of flicker noise of oxide cathode is

complicated; picture almost always observed during experiment is

result of joint action of several physical processes. All these

d'
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processes are characterized by inertness.

Page 25.

The electronic surges, caused by them, very slowly attenuate, as a

result of which the spectral density of the fluctuations of current

(result of the imposition of such surges) has strongly expressed

'- low-frequency component. A number of processes, which call flicker

effect, includes:

- fluctuations of the local work function of electrons from the

cathode. They occur due to contact of extraneous atoms or ions with

the surface of cathode, and also as a result of the heterogeneity of

the diffusion of barium atoms from the inner layers of oxide coating

for its surface. Sections forming in this case on the surface of

cathode with the increased or lowered/reduced emission have the

specific "lifetime"; a change in their state occurs slowly due to the

inertness of those calling this phenomenon of physicochemical and

diffusion processes;

- fluctuation of the resistor/resistance of the high-impedance

layer between the oxide layer and the metallic support/base of

cathode. This layer has semiconductive properties. The

voltage/stress, which falls on the layer with the course through it of

direct current, fluctuates due to a random change in the concentration

of movable charge carriers. Latter/last process is inertial, since it

is connected with the slow migration of admixed atoms in the layer.

It is understandable that those arisen must cause the fluctuations of

". . ° - - ° .. . o. . . . .. .. . . . . .
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the current through the instrument by such shape of the fluctuation of

voltage/stress, since they operate consecutively/serially with

direct/constant voltage, applied from without between the outputs of

the cathode and anode;

- fluctuations of space charge near the cathode, which appear

during capture in the region of the minimum of the potential of

positive ines, emitted by cathode. The seized ions can for long

oscillate in potential well, partially compensating negative space

charge, i.e., decreasing the depth of pit. This causes the

flashes/bursts of electronic current of the corresponding duration.

Experiment shows that the spectral density of the fluctuations of

current, caused by this process, is constant at the low frequencies

and drops according to the law of F- 2 on the high, i.e. he is

described by the second member o.f formula (1.25). Transient frequency

lies/rests at region of tens - hundred hertz [13J.

Named reasons for generation of flicker noise of cathode current

are not the only possible. The complexity of the physicochemical

structure of oxide cathodes and the heterogeneity (porosity) of their

surface make the investigation of nature of flicker noise by very

difficult. Up to now number of questions, in particular the degree of

the suppression of flicker noise by space charge, remains not

completely clear. The general theory, which could quantitatively

describe the complex of the phenomena, which call flicker noise, was

not created. Only separate possible mechanisms are examined.

Experimental data not always comparable due to the incompleteness of
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the information about the physicochemical and structural state of

cathode and vacuum. An important question about the spectrum of

flicker noise at the lowest possible frequencies is not resolved. The

survey/coverage of the works, dedicated to the investigation of

flicker effect, can be found in monograph [113.

Page 26.

Interesting experimental data, which made it possible to explain the

role of the separate sources of flicker noise, are obtained recently

into [13]. At frequencies the spectral density of flicker noise, as a

rule is below 103-104 Hz, it exceeds the spectral density of complete

shot noise and considerably exceeds the spectral density of the shot

noise, suppressed by space charge. This makes flicker noise with one

of the most dangerous sources of instability.

Surplus flicker noise in multielectrode tubes. The investigation

of the fluctuations of current in the instruments with several

positive electrodes shows that the level of flicker noise in the

circuits of separate electrodes frequently exceeds the value, which it

would be possible to expect, on the basis of the level of the flicker

noise of the current of cathode. In a number of cases the correlation

between the noise of the current of cathode and the noise in the

circuit of any positive electrode is small. This speaks, that in the

multielectrode instruments there are sources of surplus flicker noise,

which operate independent of the flicker noise of cathode current.

Surplus flicker noise was discovered in experiments with the tetrodes,

;"" ""° " " " "- ~~~~.. ... .. .. ...... "....... ...... .. - ,,- . ,..,.."..,, .. ..
... '-"".. . .,'•.......... ...............
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the pentodes and the tubes with secondary emission [14, 15, 103].

Authors [14, 15] consider that effects of current distribution in

secondary emission are reason for surplus flicker noise. It was above

indicated that the same effects cause surplus noises with the uniform

spectrum. However, if physical nature of noises current distribution

and secondary- electron noises with the uniform spectrum are

completely clear and their theory is developed, this cannot be said

about surplus flicker noise. Nevertheless it cannot be ignored in the

examination of the fluctuation properties of klystrons. The

information about level and spectrum of surplus flicker noise can be

obtained from the experiment, studying the fluctuations of circuital

current of the isolated/insulated grids of klystron. Since in the

majority of contemporary klystrons the grids are not

isolated/insulated, for conducting such measurements the specially

prepared mock-ups are necessary.

Noises of thermal origin. The effective resistance, entering the

circuits, connected with the electronic flux (for example, the

effective resistance of resonator), are the source of thermal noises.

The chaotic voltage/stress, which develops on these

resistors/resistances, can modulate the velocity of electrons and

increase thus the noisiness of ray/beam. the spectral density of the

mean square of thermal noise voltage, which develops on

resistor/resistance of r, is given by Nycuist's formula:
W, -4kT,/r. (1-26)

Here k - Boltzmann constant; T, - absolute temperature of the noisy

- . . . . . . - .* ** : * 'q~ .~
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resistor/resistance.

Page 27.

Effects, called thermal noise, as a rule are considerably weaker

than noise effect of electronic flux and therefore in examination of

fluctuations in existing klystron oscillators with them need not be

considered.

*. 2.2. Propagation of shf/SVCh noises in the electronic flux.

At superhigh frequencies time of electron motion in instrument

considerably exceeds oscillatory period. Under such conditions

propagation along the electronic flux of any disturbance/perturbation,

be it signal or noise, acquires specific features.

It is known that disturbances/perturbations are propagated along

electronic flux in the form of waves of space charge (163. During the

propagation the continuous and mutual conversion of variable speed of

electrons and kinetic energy connected with it into the

variable/alternating density of space charge and the potential

- electric field energy connected with it occurs. Similar to

transmission modes in the waveguides, the waves of space charge are

characterized by different forms of the distribution of the variable

physical parameters over the cross section and by different phase

speeds. The difference between the waves of the waveguide and the

waves of space charge consists, in particular, in the fact that in the

first case we deal concerning the electromagnetic vibrations, which
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are propagated rapidly (phase speeds of waveguide waves of more than

the speed of light), and secondly - with predominantly

electromechanical type oscillations/vibrations, which are propagated

it is comparatively slow (phase wave velocity of space charge they are

close to the average speed of electrons).

Simplest picture is formed in drifting one-dimensional electronic

flux, whose parameters do not depend on transverse coordinates. In

this case all variables, which characterize the dynamic state of flow

(variable speed current density, the density of space charge, the

intensity/strength of longitudinal electric field), are propagated in

the form of two waves of space charge from somewhat distinguished

phase speeds. The interference of these waves leads to the fact that

the amplitude of total oscillation periodically changes along the

ray/beam, similarly how this occurs in the presence of the

interference of straight line and reflected of waves in the waveguide.

Page 28.

Difference consists in the fact that in the first case a phase

difference of the interfering waves, which move to one side, is

changed from one point to the next due to the fact that their phase

speeds are different, and secondly - as a result of the counter motion

of the waves, which have identical with respect to value phase speed.

In contrast to one- dimensional case, in electronic flux of final

section is propagated not by one, but infinite number of pairs of
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waves of space charge (each of them it consists of rapid and slow

waves). If the distribution of initial disturbance in area of beam is

close to the uniform, then wave amplitude of lowest (fundamental) type

considerably exceeds the wave amplitudes of space charge of the

highest types *.

FOOTNOTE '. Lowest type of rapid and slow waves are characterized by

the almost uniform distribution of disturbances/perturbations over

area of beam; in highest type waves the periodicity of

disturbances/perturbations along a radius and an azimuth occurs.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

In the klystrons precisely this position occurs; therefore in the

majority of the cases it is possible to examine only the propagation

of the waves of fundamental type space charge, i.e., to reduce the

- problem to the one-dimensional, taking into account the finite

quantity of area of beam by quantitative corrections (161.

One should note that wave theory of space charge is linear, i.e.,

it is suitable for describing propagation only of slight disturbances.

Wave theory of space charge is entirely applicable for describing

noise propagation in electronic flux, since they cause slight

disturbances. It is possible to obtain the simple correlations, which

connect the spectral densities of the fluctuations of current and

- speed in two consecutive sections of electronic flux [11, 17]:

% %a . a - '°... . '

. . .."- *j* '.* 'a * ' ' a . . a,'
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W. (w,x)=A2W.(w,O) + B2W(w,0)+2ABm W,.(,0),
W,(w, x) =- C2WV (W, 0) + D2 W1 ((, 0) + 2CDIm W,, (w,0),

Im W, (w, x) = ACW (, 0) + BD W,(, 0) + (1.27)

+(AD + BC) Im W 1, w,0),
Re W, (w, x) = Re W,, (w, 0).

Here w,<m)x) and W,(,,.x) - spectral densities of the mean squares of the

fluctuations of current and speed; W, (,w x) - mutual spectral density

of these fluctuations, which is the measure for the correlation

between them.

Obviously, W,(w,O), W (w,0) and W,,(w,0) should be considered as

spectral densities of fluctuations, which excite waves of space charge

in the beginning of section of electronic flux (with x=0).
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Coefficients A, B, C, D, are determined by the average parameters of

electronic flux, by the length of the section in question, and also by

frequency w. During the conclusion/output of these expressions the

model of one-dimensional one-velocity flow was accepted. They are

valid not only for the drifting electronic flux, but also for the flow

with a smooth change in the average velocity of electrons. In the

particular case of the drift of expression (1.27) they take the form

W,(wx)=cos2 w"p W"(W-0)+ --2S sn- X

••Wi (-0, 0) - "'P -"" sin 2 .P__ W," (W,, 0),
W 10 70

W ( ), ) sin2 PX W (w, 0),

-r cos 2 __ X W, (w, 0) + _ 10 sin,..PX W,.(W, ), (1.28)

VO wp o W

4O

-' - ' " - ,', ," +4 
.

. " ". .. " + " S-" " "S., ' * ," + " " " +' " " " . " + -a - ." . , " " -
-

+ - . " - " " - ' ,- - . ' - , " - " +
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IM Wit,(w,X)= C033 p X IM Wit,(W,O0)+I
'v

S -

I - W .( ) - Ws V W , ( u, 0) J -
2 [wp v0  W /l

Re Wi, (u, x) = Re Wi, (w, 0),

where 10 i v. - average/mean current and velocity of electrons; P -

natural vibration frequency of the electronic plasma of ray/beam,

determined by the average density of space charge p.:

e p8 (1.29)
i n F0

The finite dimensions of area of beam can be taken into consideration

in (1.28) by the replacement of the frequency of plasma w, for the

reduced frequency of plasma w,-=R2 W, where R2 <1 - coefficient of

reduction, depending on the frequency of disturbances/perturbations,

average speeds of electrons, diameters of the drift tube and ray/beam

[16].

Initial spectral densities of fluctuations W(w, 0),

--* W1 (W, 0), Wit, 0) can be assigned in the beginning of region of drift,

i.e., at output of electron gun. In order to determine the

connection/communication of these values with spectral densities of

noises in the field of the minimum of potential, it is possible, it

would seem, to use relationships/ratios (1.27), having correspondingly

determined coefficients of A, B, C, D. Unfortunately this is not the

case.

Page 30.

.................................."".......".-.......''
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Matter in the fact that formulas (1.27) are obtained for the

one-velocity model of electronic flux and cannot be used them in the

region of the minimum of the potential, where the scatter of

velocities of electrons let us compare it with their average speed.

The analysis of noise propagation in this region is very complex; the

results, obtained in [18, 19] and confirmed by experiment with the

construction of the low-noise travelling-wave tubes, they show that

the important processes, which lead to the establishment of the

correlation between the noises of current and speed, here occur. The

data, obtained in the works indicated, make it possible to assign

initial spectral noise densities at a sufficient removal/distance from

the region of the minimum of the potential, where the electron stream

it is possible to consider it one-velocity which makes it possible to

utilize for further translation of the noises of relationship/ratio

(1.27).

Thus, problem of translation of noises in any section of

electronic flux in principle is solved. The possibility of

calculating the distribution of the spectral density of noise current

along the electron beam has important value for engineering the

low-noise shf instruments, since it makes it possible to find the

coordinate, in which noise current is minimal. Arranging/locating at

this point resonator, it is possible to decrease the noise in its gap.

Computations and experiment show that in the case thin, of the rigidly

focused with magnetic field electronic fluxes, whose properties are
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close to the one-dimensional, the difference in the levels of noise

current in maximums and minimums of standing wave reaches 15-20 dB,

which indicates the significant magnitude of gain. However, such

electronic fluxes are utilized only in low-power LBV. The electronic

fluxes of generator klystrons essentially from them differ. Usually

* .they are focused electrostatically, their diameter is comparatively

great, and electron optics of gun is sufficiently rough, especially in

the low-voltage klystrons. Under the conditions indicated in the

electron gun appear the surplus of shf noises, which significantly

raise the level of the fluctuations of current in the minimum of erect

noise wave.

Let us point out fundamental reasons for their appearance.

1. Heterogeneity of emission over surface of cathode. The

heterogeneity of emission is connected both with grain structure of

the emitting surface and with the temperature differentials. It is

possible to show that both these reasons lead to an increase in the

amplitudes of the noise waves of space charge of highest types (11,

20, 21). At first glance this does not present danger, since the

field of high-frequency gaps is relatively uniform and therefore it

interacts in essence with the waves of fundamental type space charge.

Page 31.

However, due to nonlamellar nature of electronic flux and current

interception occurs the redistribution of the wave amplitudes of space
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charge, as a result of which the noise energy, transferred by the

waves of space charge of the highest types, is transmitted to

fundamental type wave. Available experimental data confirm this

mechanism [22).

2. Lens effects. In the electron guns, which form convergent

beam, the field of orificed anode operates as electrostatic lens. The

combined action of this field and space charge of ray/beam changes

electron path, converting the convergent flow into the cylindrical.

As calculations and experiment [11, 23) are shown, in this case

increase the fluctuations of longitudinal velocity of electronic flux.

The greater the initial angle of convergence of ray/beam, the more

considerable the increment in the fluctuations.

3. Current interception. As a result of current interception

the noises of current distribution appear. The mechanism of their

appearance on shf in fundamental the same and at the low frequencies;

let us note that current interception they accompany the

transformation of the transmission modes of space charge.

4. Modulation of space charge near the cathode by electrons,

which return to cathode (in reflex klystrons).

Theory of surplus shf noises is at present developed

insufficiently; therefore reliable information about complete noise

level and its change along electronic flux can be obtained only from

... .:a. ,.. i . ...v.......... .. . . .... . ,. .. . . ,
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experiment.

Scarce experimental data indicate that in low-voliage klystrons

of short-wave part of range of microwaves effect of surplus noises is

great; complete level of shf noise current of ray/beam in order

approaches complete shot and, apparently, little is changed with

coordinate. In the high-voltage klystrons it is possible to expect

the smaller noisiness of ray/beam, especially in the long-wave section

of the range of microwaves. In this case the selection of the

rational position of resonator can lead to the decrease of the effect

of shf noises; however, the freedom of this selection is limited by

the small length of the electro-statistically focused flow.

3. Effect of the noises of electronic flux on amplitude and frequency

of klystron oscillator.

Let us examine how noises of electronic flux affect frequency and

amplitude of oscillations of reflex klystron. For clarity and

simplicity we utilize during the solution of this problem a

quasi-static method, on the basis of the equation of steady-state

oscillations.
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Equivalent diagram of reflex klystron is represented in Fig.

1.7. The complete conductance of gap, which includes the conductivity

-* of losses in resonator 9p. the conductivity of external load g,,

o
4. 4 - -"
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converted to the gap through the coupling element, and the active part

of the electronic conductivity of gap g,. is equal to g==gp+g.+,,.

Complete susceptance of gap, which consists of susceptance of

resonator wC-(l/L) and reactive part of the electronic conductivity

of gap b,, is equal to b=wC-(I1wL)+b, The electronic conductivity of

gap g,+jb, should not be confused with the electronic conductivity of

klystron G,+jB, [see equation (1.5). The first is determined by

grouping in the gap, and the second - in the decelerating field.

If instantaneous voltage on gap is assigned in the form of

u(t)=Usinwt, then

o- u, }

= 2MIJ, M U e -JO e-0, } (1.30)

where '. - complex amplitude of fundamental harmonic of induced

current; U - complex amplitude of voltage/stress on gap. Current I is

connected with the current of cathode with the relationship/ratio

I = 1., (1.31)

where p - coefficient, which considers all losses of current on the

way from cathode into the decelerating field and back to gap. If in

the klystron are three grids (grid of anode of projector and two

grids, the generatrices gap), then A=AAA,2, where A,., A., 93 -

coefficients of transmission of the grids indicated.

Equation describing diagram in Fig. 1.7 for first (fundamental)

harmonic of oscillations, is expressed as follows:

I, + U(g +ib)=0.
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Fig. 1.7. Equivalent diagram of reflex klystron.
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Taking into account nearness of oscillation frequency to

resonance frequency of oscillatory circuit, it is possible to utilize

approximation for complete susceptance b:

h = uC--(I uL) + , ft2C --j.+ b,:=2C (w--wo). (132)

where -j,,=i1/1T- - natural frequency of "cold" resonator;

w0 WIK-(bI2C) - natural frequency of resonator, loaded with electronic

*1 flux, that differs from w. due to effect of reactive component

electronic load of gap.

Aforesaid makes it possible to rewrite equation of oscillations

as follows:

U. -- U g + 2C (u) w-- ) . (1.33)

After substituting here U and I. from (1.30) and after isolating the

imaginary and real parts, let us find:

,MU6
gU -2M1 sin . (1.34

2C (w-wo) U-2MJ, ( Mo cose. 1
5'UI
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These equations describe steady-state oscillations from reflector

klystron, determining their amplitude and frequency.

3.1. Fluctuations of modulation (low-frequency) origin.

Noise effect in electronic flux leads to the fact that amplitude

and oscillator frequency continuously fluctuate; in this case their

.average/mean values remain constants.

By simplest and obvious reason for fluctuations is modulation of

oscillation low-frequency components of noises. Since the noise level

is very small, the modulating noise spectra are converted into the

spectra of fluctuations linearly, i.e., spectral component of

fluctuations at the certain frequency F is caused by spectra2

components of the noises of the ray/beam only of the same frequency.

Therefore during the analysis of the fluctuations of modulation origin

it is possible to take only that region of the spectrum of noises,

which coincides with the region of the spectrum of fluctuations in

question into consideration. In the majority of the cases they are

interested in the Doppler frequency band of the fluctuations, which

stretches from ten or hundred hertz to hundreds of kilohertz (see

Chapter 3). This means that the fluctuation of oscillation and their

calling noises can be considered the processes, slow in comparison

with "carrying" oscillation itself and even with the transient

processes, whose rate is determined by the time constant (by passband)

of resonator.

.1

• t' . '%' '" ,'% % '' - -' - - " . . " '-" ", . " " ", .'. -".'." <-"." "', ,"-"'."'- , " ". , " '', '. ,.1
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Actually, the high-frequency boundary of the frequency band of the

fluctuations indicated lies/rests at area of hundreds of kilohertz,

the carrier frequency is measured by thousands of megahertz, and the

passband of resonator - usually ten megahertz.

Slowness of processes in question makes it possible to utilize

for calculating fluctuations of equation of steady state (1.34). In

the description of steady-state oscillations the coefficients in these

equations are constant: the ac-tion of low-frequency noises produces

slow and small in the value changes in these coefficients, which, in

turn, leads to the fluctuations of amplitude and frequency. With the

aid of equations (1.34) it is possible-to find the

connection/communication between the instantaneous values of

fluctuations and their calling noises. This method of calculation

assumes that the transient processes are absent, i.e., amplitude and

frequency are the inertia-free functions of the randomly changing

parameters of klystron.

Let us rewrite equations (1.34), after substituting in them W.

from (1.32) and after taking into consideration, that g=gp+g.+g,:

(MUO

(gp + g. + g,) U = 2MIJI ) cos ,

2C 2 (!.35)

Here L8=8-2r(N+3/4) - divergence of the transit angle of electrons in
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the decelerating field from its optimum value, equal to 2v(N+3/4).

During the noise effect fluctuate the following parameters in the

equations:

1. Current of ray/beam I=I+61(t).

2. Electronic conductivities g,=g,+,,g,(t),b, =-,+ b,(t). The

electronic load of gap is created by both the fast beam electrons and

by slow secondary electrons, dislodged/chased from the grids. The

fluctuations of primary electronic and secondary-electron currents

cause the fluctuations of electronic conductivities.

3. Transit angle of electrons in decelerating field 0=+60(t)

[respectively AM=D+60(t)]. These fluctuations appear as a result of

the effect of the fluctuations of the initial velocity of electrons

and fluctuations of the density of the space charge of ray/beam for

the electron transit time in the decelerating field. In turn the

fluctuations of space charge are caused by fluctuations in the current

-of ray/beam.
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After representing unknown solutions for amplitude and

frequencies in the form of sums of average/mean values and

fluctuations U=U+6U(t), w=W+6w(t), we can rewrite equations (1.35)

taking into account disturbances/perturbations of their coefficients

as follows:
lgp+g.+g,+g,(t)IIO+U(t)i =2Ml7+

+.• .. {MIU+aU(tle} +"'" + 1l(t)lJ , . 2 / V , Co s [ E + t ]

8b,2C M +jj U(t)j= (1.36)

-2,M17+WI(t)IJ,{ M 2UV+0U( } sin Dle+

+ 60 (t)].
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During conclusion/output (1.36) we disregarded/neglected

straight/direct effect of fluctuations of rate and transit angle on

amplitude of induced current, after substituting into argument of

Bessel function average/mean values of transit angle e and potential

of electrons V,. It is possible to show that error connected with

this simplification affects the accuracy of the calculation of the

fluctuations of amplitude in essence. In the most interesting

mode/conditions (optimum grouping, nearness to the center of the zone

of generation) the error is negligible.

Low value of fluctuations in comparison with average/mean values

makes it possible to linearize equations (1.36) for all fluctuation

terms, after which equation they take the form:

(g + g. + g)U+ (+g+g)8U (M + &g. (t)

=2mTJ1 MU &Wcs+-+2JM OT 1tT,,.0 ( mO 0

MIJ;( A2-V cos 8U (t) -KM( -- 2MYs, I.--T sin 4680 (t),

2c (w-_ ,+ _ )-U+ 2c (_,.c)aU( ts

+ w (t + uL/. (t) = - M -TJ1 MI) -

,,,,A 1 * ", -, ' . -.,, ., .. • - ,. " -.' ' , * ." ., ." " -' " - ." " .'. "" -" ."' ", *. -,. - '
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_2MJ, - s i I l t) -2 M -[J, Va ?

Mo MU6X o sin, a-6 U (t) - 2MT"J cos,60 (t).
S2V 0

For average/mean values equations of steady state (1.35) must be

fulfilled

(9V . + . g) U =-2M iJ, (M Cos ,

2C-=-2M J ) sin T .

Deducting these equations from appropriate equations of system

(1.37), we obtain equations for fluctuations

u8g, (1)+ 2M1, -, cos A (t) - 2 ) - 2M (J,

> sin -68 (t),

X M6 sin O ,U(t)-U U;b,(t) - 2AIJ, 1 4Vo)sf s I(t) -
'2 V, JJ2V

- 2M 1J, m cos -b, (M.
SVo I

After conversions, for which is used connection/communication

between average parameters, caused by equations (1.38), and recursion

formulas for functions of Bessel

x, (X Z- I .()+ J J)J"()o (x) -L (x)I.

2(

fluctuation of frequendy and relative fluctuations of amplitude

UL
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6U(t)/U are expressed by simple formulas:

au (t) j, (T ) a[Il(t) ag,( M .- 0 (t) tg -6 A0

X XJ2 (X).I 1.9
S b,(t) _ £g, (t) O(t) 1 Ia () 2Q 9 9 gcos 2 -'

where g=gp+g+ge - complete average/mean conductance of gap:

Q.=wClg - quality of loaded resonator; X=MUO/2V. - average bunching

parameter.
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In center zones of oscillations (Z'=6) of fluctuation of

- amplitude are defined only by fluctuations of current 61(t) and by

*- fluctuations of active electronic conductivity, and fluctuations of

frequency - by fluctuations of.reactive/jet electronic conductivity

and by fluctuations of transit angle 60(t). The straight/direct

effect of the fluctuation of current on 6w(t) is absent.

-I(t). ?g,(t) ), (t (t) with initial noises of electronic flux now

remains to connect.

Fluctuations in electron stream 61(t) reflected. In accordance

with (1.31) I=pIK The fluctuations of current I are caused not only

by the noise of cathode current, but also appearing with the

interception of electrons by grids by the noise of the current

distribution:
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psi) . (to (t). where 8Ht)

- fluctuations of current distribution. In turn,

B1(t)=&l.PMt-&jM -M(t) *,where 8,(t) and (e) M

- low-frequency components of shot and ionic noises, and 61,(t) -

flicker noise of cathode current.

FOOTNOTE 1. In 61,(t) for simplicity the effect of the electrons, which

return to the cathode from the region of reflector, is not taken into

consideration. Experiment shows that such electrons, acting on the

minimum of potential near the cathode, increase the noise level of

cathode current. This occurs due to the fact that the electronic

flux, which returns to the cathode, is modulated by the noises of

*current distribution and by amplitude noise. The phenomenon indicated

is not reflected in the evaluations/estimates, given further, since

the straight/direct effect of the noises of current distribution on

the oscillation prevails. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Thus,

&/t) - 'P ~ (t) + -ul (t) + M/ I) + Mt) (1.40)

Fluctuations of electronic conductivities Zg,(t) and 8b,(t).

Electronic conductivities appear both with the straight line and with

the reverse transit of the electrons through the gap and have

components, by specified load gap by the flow of the primary (fast)

and secondary (slow) electrons, dislodged/chased from the grids of the

,]
*-" -. .. "- -. -. ., -. .. -. ..*, ' ." ,' " .'. *" .".....". - " .. '-.,- .- -" . ."....-....-. ." ."-. " ... .".."-"- -." 4 '
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klystron:

g' g, + g, + g'g+ g,
el A r 2

Sbe + b,+b,(1.4)

Page 38.

Here index "l" designates primary-electronic, index "2" -

secondary-electron conductivities. Mark in the form of arrow/pointer

by point upward indicates that the conductivities are connected with

the straight/direct flight/span of electrons, by point down - with the

reverse/inverse.

primary-electronic conductivities are determined by known

formulas [1]:

gA' - 1 [2 (1 - cos ) sin O.,

A 2 sinr b4._ 2V [2 s g +Cos O)]. (1.42)

For secondary-electron conductivities we utilize following

expressions:

ft 4
2 b ' =_ (1.43)g ' 2 / o 2 e2 - 2 Vo 02

g

In (1.42) and (1.43) are used these designations: ok - transit

angle of primary (fast) electrons in gap, /,t and /4 - currents of

primary electrons, which intersect gap with straight/direct and

reverse transits flights/spans respectively, l] and /' - currents of

:',- --- - -,-...... -,... .-. .-.-. -, . * -' . -: ,, . . .. - ..- " ". .- '. . '4- . -- " i " - "_
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secondary electrons, dislodged/chased from grids with straight/direct

and reverse transits through gap (Fig. 1.8), 6r, - mean angle of

flight/span of secondary (slow) electrons in gap. Value -02 is

located by the averaging of the time of flight of secondary electrons

over their initial velocities.

• ""N . """ , ° . " . , ' . ' - _al'.- ' - - " % ' " " '" '- . "-"• , ' , ' . ' . . ' , " . " . ' . ' ' , - ' .
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, t'~~
~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C0n*a

0 cmffa I

Diagram, which elucidates currents of primary

and secondary electrons accepted between grids of resonator gap.

Key: (1). Reflector. (2). Grid. (3). Grid 1 (anode of electron

gun). (4). Cathode.
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For the contaminated metallic surfaces the-maximum of the function of

the distribution of secondary electrons through the rates is located

approximately 3 eV over a wide range of a change in the energy of the

primary electrons, which bombard surface. Hence follows that

approximate value ,, can be found from.formula 2 ; Ogf- 3.9(V0

In particular with V.=300 V the mean angle of flight/spanctiof

and b - 2

S 12) are given more exact expressions for secondary-electron

conductivities, which appear with reverse transits of electrons

through gap g and in contrast to g and b',o which are created

appoxiatevale 0i cn b fond romforula et V0- ... A
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by the electron stream g,2 unmodulated on the density and b,,2 appear

during the bombardment of grid with electron stream grouped in the

field of reflector, and their value depends on bunching parameter and

transit angle of primary electrons in the decelerating field. In

(1.43) this dependence is not considered. Neglect of dependence b.1

on X and e does not lead to the inadmissible errors, since the effect

of the parameters indicated on b4 is very weak [12]. As far as value

g', is concerned with the typical values B, 8 and X it can prove to be

considerably less than calculated by formula (1.43). However, the

* complete value of secondary-electron conductance, equal to sum g; and

'g,it decreases not more than twice, even if gl becomes zero.

Thus, designing g, from formula (1.43), we overstate its value.

It will be shown below that in spite of this the effect of active

secondary-electron conductivities during the fluctuation it is weak,

which justifies the made assumption.

Page 40.

Thus
Thus -,) 9 ,(t 94 7l.t

g,(2= e., -+ it2 ";

aIbO
&12' O - ¢(+ + g'7-

(.U2 72U
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Regarding / is current, which intersects gap with reverse

transits i.e., 1,=1. In accordance with (1.31) and (1.40)

u (t,=;IS (t) -r(t) 1 (t) j-(t)I + - I(t) "  Current 11 with the

straight/direct flight/span of gap somewhat more than current I, (to

the strength of current, intercepted by the grid, nearest to the

reflector, with the straight/direct and reverse electron motion).

This difference is small, since the coefficient of transmission of

grid is close to one. Therefore for the simplification we will count

*1i I; we will also consider it identical of the fluctuation of these

currents. Since into expressions for Bg,(t) and' ,b,(t) enter ratios

u, (t) T' and Mi (t) -', the error, connected with the

approximation/approach, will touch in the final analysis only of the

fluctuations of the current distribution, which in actuality in

currents 11 and 1, are not completely correlated.

Let us examine fluctuations of secondary-electron currents. If

- - coefficient of transmission Y-thof the grid of gap, which

approaches the current of primary electrons I., and a -

secondary-emission coefficient, averaged over the surface of grid,

then the current of secondary electrons is equal to I2,==(1-.)l In

S 2 it was shown that the fluctuations of secondary-electron current

were caused not only by the fluctuations of the current of primary

electrons, but also by the fluctuations of secondary-emission

coefficient, i.e.

4M
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Average/mean secondary- electron current is equal to

_ - Let us designate part 612, (t). caused by fluctuations

',. through 6. Mt) (strictly secondary-electron noise). Then relation

12,(t)/72, can be recorded as follows:

812 M
12, _ , 12,.

Taking into account the above expression (1.44) for fluctuations

of electronic conductivities they take the form:

ag, (t) = ge LA M +, +ll-

l, (t ] t;12, (t)

T, 2 , 2' (1.45)

+ ) + (t) -

, 2-1  12
here gJeg,-eg;2+g and + -- b, +b-,2+-b -average/mean values

of complete electronic conductivities.

Page 41.

Fluctuations of transit angle of electrons in decelerating field

60(t). The fundamental sources of the fluctuations of the electron

transit time in the field of reflector are the fluctuations of the

initial velocity of electrons and density of space charge in the space

between the reflector and the resonator, called fluctuations of the

current of ray/beam. A precise analysis of the combined action of

these sources is difficult. Since the problem examined/considered by

us is solved approximately, we will be restricted in this case to

...............
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simple evaluations/estimates, without taking into account space-charge

effect during the calculation of the action of the fluctuations of

rate and considering that the fluctuations of space charge are caused

only by the noises of the current of ray/beam. Let us present the

fluctuation of transit angle by the sum: - where ,O(t)

and O0(t) - components, caused by the fluctuations of rate and current

respectively. During computation O ,(t) we will proceea from the

kinematic expression for the transit angle of electrons in the

decelerating field: 0=4wRV/VoVz, where 1R - distance between the

resonator and the reflector, and VI - potential difference between

them. Since V,=mv,2 /2e, then 0 it is possible to rewrite thus:

9 =4wLRm,/2eVs, whence

eRt) 4  &V9I M O Mt
2e Vr VO

For computing component 60,(t) we utilize results of work [24], in

accordance with which connection/communication between fluctuations of

transit angle and fluctuations of current appears as follows:

20 R (1.46)

where 7R and 'IR(t) - average/mean and fluctuation currents, which

enter decelerating field, Fj,=P(a, ,) - function, which depends on

average density of space charge of electrons in decelerating field;

graph/curve of this function, borrowed of [24), is given in Fig. 1.9.

*". , - . . . - - . , . , , . , . -. < . . . . ., . .-. - .-. • , , , - - -. - .+ . . . - , ° . . - . , . -. - , - . , . : . - . , . .- . - . - -
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Page 42.

Along the axis of abscissas value

q = 21c4M,6 Vol 14 "

where W - wavelength, cm, is plotted; V0 - potential of resonator, V

J, - current density in the decelerating field A/cm 2. During

computation J, it is necessary bear in mind both the straight line,

and from reflected electron streams. As the parameter of the family

of functions Fj(aqI,) serves relation a- I , where VR -
V0

voltage/stress between the reflector and the cathode, designed taking

into account the action of space charge.

Disregarding interception of electrons by grid of gap with their

output from decelerating field, it is possible to count IR-'I and

respectively 6dR(M)-4I(). since in (1.46) relation &IR(t)7R , stands, then

error will affect only the fluctuations of current distribution, just

as during the computation of the fluctuations of electronic

conductivities.

Total fluctuations of transit angle are equal to

) 26Fi (t) (1.47)
V0 I
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0,20

.0,70 - -

0,0,5

0,2

, 04~ 45 4

Fig. 1.9. Dependence of function Fj on parameter ,q at different

values of parameter Qq.

* Page 43.

After substitution of obtained values 61(t), 6g(t), 6b(t), 60(t)

in (1.39), we will obtain

& -1 ( ) =(J + l- t)2 tg AO a a W +
U X1 2 (X) g

g ' / ( g - -'tg + 20-F, I4

gW(t)= C2o 2 x CO -

U.

:=~
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These formulas represent 6U(t)/U and 6w(t) in the form of sums,

whose components are determined by independent random physical

processes. It is known that the mean square of the sum of the

independent random processes is equal to the sum of the mean squares

of components. The same relates also to the spectral densities of the

mean squares (see appendix 1).

Let us designate spectral density of mean square of relative

fluctuations of amplitude 6U(t)/U through W .(F). that of fluctuations

of frequency 6f(t)=6w(t)/2ff - through W,(F). For the designation of

the spectral densities of the mean squares of the fluctuations of

currents, entering the right sides of expressions (1.48), we utilize

the same indices, that they stand with the designation of fluctuations

themselves. For example, to fluctuation 6I1(t) corresponds spectral

density W(F. fluctuation U.'(t) - spectral density W;(F).

Page 44.

Then

[_X + W(F) + W-6 () + W,(F) +× V .)a'- (T.), +  (T.), A), I

(2 W:(F) +(,2) _____ W, (F)
+ g . (72,) W,'(F)%( _____ge ~ g (12 127

do
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7 Y 20eg~ 2Fj,.. . W'..(F)= " + g, tg io s- - X

z 9 9 Cos' 2S6v)
Str (F) + Wj(F) + W W(F) W..(F) a

)2 (1.), (7.)2 (~

(t2 W t' (F) b,2\ 2~() ____W()~io

+Kf W.g2, () F- F)(.9
+ 1) =12 Co (V0), '

Spectral densities WP() W'F.W(),W''F, W.(F) are

rated/estimated with the aid of formulas (1.15), (1.20), (1.21),

(1.22) and (1.24), given in S 2. The spectral density of flicker

noise of the cathode current can be determined now only

experimentally. In S 2 it was indicated that in the noises of the

secondary emission and current distribution the flicker effect also

can be developed. Therefore at the sufficiently low frequencies the

true values of spectral densities W, (F) and Wo ,'(F) can prove to be

higher than calculated by formulas (1.22) and (1.24). The information

about flicker-components of spectral densities also can be obtained

only from the experiment.

In conclusion let us pause at effect of transient processes,

which could not be taken into consideration within the framework of

quasi-static method used for conclusion/output of expressions (1.49).

The analysis, based on the solution of the differential equations of

generator with the method of the slowly changing amplitudes, shows

that in the case of optimum transit angle (D-=0) the transient

processes influence the fluctuation of amplitude only, decreasing
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value W. F proportional to coefficient of p, equal to

.~i.*1 ~(1.50)

1+ [21 J.X, (TX)

FOOTNOTE '. With A*00 transient processes have certain effect also on

spectrum WftF). ENDFOOTNOTE.

If we multiply W°.(F) by this coefficient, then it is possible to

design level of spectral density of fluctuations of amplitude, also,

at frequencies, which exceed in value passband of resonator. This is

of interest during the evaluation/estimate of the noises, introduced

*by klystion - the heterodyne of superheterodyne radio receiver.

Page 45.

Expression (1.50) makes it possible to formulate applicability

condition for quasi-static formulas (1.49):

F XoJ2 () ]

If we consider that during computation w. (F) the error, which exceeds

I dB, is not admitted, then latter/last condition will be rewritten as

fol lows:

2. f. . .A) <....
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whence

-,YI
S < 0,26 A(.51)

(here) Af - passband of resonator).

In energetically effective mode/conditions of generator X=1.84,

i.e. it is final

FMKc 0,2 6 /. (1.52)

With 0#0 or with decrease X - due to a change in the mode/conditions

- of klystron on the load or according to the feed evaluation/estimate

* F,,,c becomes more rigid.

3.2. Fluctuations, called by the shf/SVCh noises of electronic flux.

Besides low-frequency noises, on amplitude and frequency of

. klystron act spectral components of shf noises of electronic flux,

oscillation frequencies localized in vicinity. Their action consists

in the fact that they produce random changes in amplitude and phase of

-. the current, induced in resonator gap. As it will be shown below,

this leads to the fluctuations of amplitude and frequency of the

generatable. The low value of noises makes it possible to assume that

spectral components of fluctuations at a certain frequency Q are

formed as a result of acting spectral components of noise at

frequencies W+12 and w-a similarly how this occurs in the case of

detection of the weakly modulated oscillation or sum of harmonic

. .. -. o- °-. ,o .. . . . . . . - . , .. ) o " . . , . . . . . . ° . - ,
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oscillation and small on the noise level.

Since we are interested in limited frequency band of fluctuations

(2<LSMc(w). fact indicated makes it possible to examine only action

of narrow region of the spectrum of noise, whose width 22...c<w.

Page 46.

From theory of random processes it is known that narrow-band

random process of x(t) can be represented in the form of oscillation

with those slowly changing by amplitude and phase:

x(t)=a(t)cost+b(t)sinw,(t)=C(t)cos[wt-p(t)], where w, - medium

frequency of noise spectrum.

It is sometimes convenient to examine narrow-band random process

in complex form:

z (t) = C(t)eJ,,t-, ). ([.53)

It is obvious that x(t)=Rez(t).

Spectra of mean squares of slowly changing functions

a(t)=C(t)coso(t) and b(t)=C(t)sino(t) are connected with spectrum of

*. mean square of noise x(t) as follows:

¢.)
W.(F) -_W,(F) = W, (f, -- F)  - W, (f, F). (1.54)

where -', F--- Let us note also that functions a(t) and b(t) arewhre/'2n 2i-

-- < " - - -"- * . ,., - - . ,- -- - - -. . ---- " .- -
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not correlated (25].

We will use relationship/ratio (1.53) for representation of noise

current, induced at grids of resonator gap; medium frequency of

selected narrow section of noise spectrum let us take as equal to

[. oscillation frequency (ww):

!.t)=C (t) ell-,-0,0 (I55

The complete induced current is equal to sum IL ()- t)(t)+ t). In

accordance with (1.30) /,(t)= /,,e'), where /. =2MJ,(MU2Vo). After

taking this into consideration, let us rewrite k,. (t) as follows:

+,, t C ( t ) e - k (' )-

Low value of noises makes it possible to consider thatV. 1.

After using this, we will obtain

/., t(t) I. O+ '"

It is hence evident that the action of shf noises is reduced to weak

modulation of amplitude and phase of the induced current.,

Page 47.

Since the modulating functions

C(tcOslcS(t)-! 01 J C(i)sn rl(t)-01

,4.

,4'

. % . . = a= . , , . ..t .. . ..~d. .=',i n, . , l = ii ~~ . . . . . 4 . 4 . - ' -. 4 4 . . . . . 4 4 - 4 ,-
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- are slow, for the approximate determination of the fluctuations of

amplitude and frequency let us furthermore use the quasi-static

method: it is possible to proceed from the equation of steady state

(1.33), and after replacing in it

2AI,(MU0) H,

i. C = 1tC os IT Mt - o (MuejMIJ2(MUOt

Xe 2MIJ, M-@)1

Xe

Key: (1). by.

Assuming/setting U=U+6U(t), ow=+6w(t) and counting 6=0, g=g, I=I

constant/invariable, we will obtain equations, analogous (1.34), but

taking into account fluctuations:

9[U+&Uy) 1=
C (t)Cos [(t)-1 .=-{l+{M iv+LI(t) } X

2MTJ {MIV + u (two },
2 Vo :

C (t) ,in [, (t) - ]
2 V0  .

MJ{M 21/ 1 (1.56)

IU+ 8 U(t)I 2C[;-+ 8u (t) - =o=_{+ Ct)Cos M ,- }×:X
- ' , M[U+U(t)le ×

C(T ) sin [p(t)--

Xo i+ c 2J,1

-. .. . . . . . .
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Page 48.

a Average/mean values of parameters are connected with equations

2C~w 2Vo sin (1.57)

2C2V )w wo o- M - 2 Vo o

Linearizing equations (1.56) for fluctuation terms [46) and

deducting of them appropriate equations (1.57), we find equations for

fluctuations:

g(,U(t)=- 2MJ'(X)X sin 6 U (t) C(t) cos[ (t)-!I s in-
U

- C (t) sin [(t) -- 1cos6,

2C, w (t) + 2C (w - wo) W (t) =

= -- 2M1J' (X)Xcos U
U

- c(t)cos.4(t)- ]cos --C(t)sin[ (t) -0 sin .

here X=MU/2V0 - average bunching parameter. After the

conversions, for which are used equations (1.57) and

relationship/ratio, which escapes/ensues from recursion formulas for

the Bessel functions: J,(X)-XJ','()=XJ(X), we will obtain we will

obtain the expressions, which determine the relative fluctuations of

amplitude and fluctuation of the angular frequency:
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aU(t)_ C(t) sin p(t)0 2J%4 X( ) sin F)
J2 ( (1.58)

- C(t) cosy(t)-ctg-bC(t) sin 0(t)
,.(t - 2C 2M7J, (X)

Let us note that in latter/last formulas slow functions

a(t)=C(t)cosp(t) and b(t)=C(t)sinp(t) figure. The spectral densities

* of their average/mean squares are expressed by the spectral density of

the mean square of the noise, which these functions present (in our

case - induced noise current). In accordance with (1.54)

W.(F)- Wb (F)== W,.(f-F) + W1.(f+ F), (1.59)

where Wj. (CfhF) - the spectral density of the mean square shf noise

current, induced at the grids of gap.

Page 49.

Let us replace in (1.58) fluctuation of angular frequency &)(t)

by 6f(t)=6w(t)/2w. Let us consider also that 7 is the average/mean

current of the electrons reflected in the gap and is expressed by

* formula (1.31): 7 where 1 - average/mean current of cathode.

,. This makes it possible to rewrite formulas (1.58) as follows:

,U (t) =b (t)

U 2Mp7. xJ2(T) cos T' (1.60)
- f a(t)+tg A0b(t)

2Q, 4WN11W.J, (X) cos M

% where a0=O-2r(N+3/4) - divergence of the mean angle of the flight/span

of electrons in the decelerating field from its optimum value, and

Q)0 f- - quality of the loaded resonator.
g g

*" .. . . -*- ... ..... . . .. . .
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Since functions a(t) and b(t) are not correlated, from (1.59) and
*: (1.60) we get following expressions for spectral densities of mean

squares of relative fluctuations of amplitude W.,(F) and fluctuations

of frequency W1,(F):

W()W.(T- F)+ W,.(f+ F)W. ) I2M() =J, (X)J2 cos ' G

W1. (F) f (\2 Iwt. (f- P)+ Wi.(f+F) ](I + tg2 
A~

,2Q. [I2MOTJ, (X) 2cos 2TO

(Index cnit indicates the high-frequency origin of fluctuations).

It is expressed spectral density of induced noise current through

spectral density of convection: WH.(f±F)=M2W (±F), where M -
coefficient of electronic interaction, and W,(f±F) - spectral density

of mean square shf noise in convection current, which penetrates gap

between resonator grids. Since F,,3 <f, approximately it is possible

• to consider that W ,,(7±F) AM2W,(f. Taking this into account

-" ~W , ( F ) --
2 .2IX J2 (X)P cos2 V (1.61)

W1 (F (J) 2  2'(-?) COS Jw,,(?= ,?;f(2)coaO

Page 50.

Until now, was not discussed question, that is convection noise
current in gap between resonator grids, which is source of induced
noise. This current is formed by the electrons, which move to the
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opposite sides - to the reflector and from it. Let us assume that the

spectral noise density in the convection current, which intersects gap

*during the motion to reflector W,'(j) is known to us.For the brevity we

will call this current "straight line", and the current of the

electrons - "reverse/inverse reflected". Thus, W'() represents with

spectral noise density in the forward current. In light of the

Soaforesaid above, for calculating the fluctuations of

oscillation/vibration is sufficient to know W,(1 only in the vicinity

of oscillation frequency, i.e., to know W (jFV) W'(

Noise also induces reverse convection current at grids of gap; at

the given instant t noises in inverse current are determined by noises

in forward current at preceded moment of time t - T,, where T, - mean

electron transit time in decelerating field. As a result, all

spectral components in inverse current are out of phase with respect

to appropriate components in the forward current. In contrast to the

forward current, which contains only constant and noise components

inverse current it contains also basic and higher harmonics of the

generatable oscillation/vibration. The highest harmonics appear in it

as a result of the nonlinearity of the process of grouping; it leads

also nonlinearity to a change in the spectral composition of noise due

to the combination effects (mixing of the frequencies of noise

components and the harmonic frequencies of the generatable

oscillation/vibration, which plays the role of heterodyne).

Thus, for example, third harmonic of oscillation/vibration,
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mixing with component of noise, whose frequency is close to frequency

of second harmonic, is formed supplementary noise of difference

frequency, close to fundamental frequency. Similarly spectral

components of noises near the fundamental frequency are transferred

into the vicinity of harmonic frequencies with the formation/education

of summation combination frequencies. With such phenomena we collide

in any nonlinear system, for example in the mixer of superheterodyne

radio receiver.

Page 51.

As a. result of combination mixing of frequencies of fluctuations

spectral density of noise convection current of electrons reflected

near oscillation frequency f proves to be spectral density function of

noise of straight/direct convection current near frequencies of all

harmonics of oscillation/vibration:

'I--

where r. - coefficients, which depend on amplitudes of harmonics,

interaction with which withstands fluctuations from vicinity of

frequencies nf into vicinity of oscillation frequency f.

In order to determine spectral density of average square of

complete noise of convection current in gap, cannot be simply

accumulated W () and WiuM since fluctuations in straight/direct and

inverse currents have common origin and one must take into account
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their correlation. The resulting noise depends on phase displacement

in the decelerating field, i.e., in the final analysis, from the mean

angle of the flight/span of electrons in the decelerating field 6.

Let us note that the combination effects weaken/attenuate the

correlation of noises in straight/direct and inverse currents, since

in the noises of inverse current the components, transferred into the

vicinity of frequency T from other regions of the spectrum, are

present.

During conclusion/output (1.61) combination effects were not

taken into consideration. It is possible to show that they are not

too strongly are not manifested at the level of spectral noise density

in inverse current, changing it by no more than 3 dB. Therefore

W,, (I)always remains the value of the same order as W/(f) and it is

possible to utilize (1.61) for the evaluation/estimate of the levels

of fluctuations, after assuming W, (1)= W (7).

In [26] are given expressions for W.,(F) and W,(F), obtained

taking into account of transient processes and combination conversion

of noises with grouping.

Page 52.

During their conclusion/output were also taken in the attention to the

fluctuation of the average speed of electrons of shf range, the

forming as a result of grouping supplementary noises in the current of

the electrons reflected; these expressions are reproduced below for

-- . .. . .. .-.. - • - .,. - .... ..- ..-..,... . .-. - -... .
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. the case Y-=0 (work in the center of the zone of generation):

W~.)=+,. F -J,) (1'.63)

5 where

... ~W V) + ii06 - ;(-+A(

2 1J0(A2 ('

*1IYJ( )2 '(1.64)

W ..( F ) + 2 Q .- J (2 X )
+ I -2J 2I (X) +

• ; ,/o = I -J2 (2f)

2J ()

(plotted functions p.,, tDV, 0/, 4D, are given in Fig. 1.10, I - the

constant component of the forward current between the grids of gap 1;

v0 - the average speed of electrons in the gap; f3 -coefficient of

transmission of the grid of the nearest to the reflector; w%,{( and

W,(f) - the spectral densities of the mean squares of noise current

*[ and noise speed of straight/direct electronic flux in the gap.

FOOTNOTE '. Between currents T,7 and Y. there is a

connection/communication: 00-p02,0'-3 pT,,, where p,, p3, g3, -

coefficients of transmission of the grids of the klystron (numbering

of grids it corresponds to Fig. 1.8). the constant component of
inverse current I is expressed as the constant component of the

straight line I thus: I=I32I,. ENDFOOTNOTE.

-'_4 . ' .'. 'o .." . . -' " " - " ' . **. . . . . .
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- \f2 -

A 0,

R=0,9

0,9

1 2 X 1 2 X

Fig. 1.10. Dependence of functions 'D,~. 4 (a) and opf. Df, (b) on

bunching parameter X at different values f.

Page 53.

During derivation of formulas (1.63) it was considered that

values of spectral noise densities of current and speed do not depend

on frequency, i.e., W(nf)==W(). W,(n --Wo(). This assumption made it

possible to obtain simple expressions for W..(F) and WJI.(F), not

containing infinite sums. Furthermore, during conclusion/output

(1.63) is not taken into consideration the possible correlation

between the noises of current and speed. After leaving thus far in

the side a question about the admissibility of these simplifications,

let us pause at the determination of the noise spectra of shf current

from speed W,(7) and W(f), spectra of fluctuations W'..(F) and W.(F)

necessary for the calculation

In S2 it was indicated that level of shf noises in electronic

...' o • .. . - o. . ,•° - . j . . . . • + + , .-. .+, .+.. . . . . .
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fluxes of low-voltage klystrons at present cannot be reliably designed

due to strong effect of surplus noise source. Therefore it is

necessary to be turned to the experiment. Since the field of the gap,

overlapped by grids, closely to the uniform, the induced noise current.

is determined to a considerable degree by the noise convection current

of the waves of fundamental type space charge. This makes it possible

to construct the procedure of experiment on expressions (1.28).

Passing from the squares of the trigonometric functions, which are

contained in (1.28), to the functions of dual angle and by expressing

initial spectral densities W,(u), 0), W (w, 0) and W,(w, 0) with the values

of the spectral densities of convection noise current in maximum and

minimum of its standing wave Wimec and Wimum, it is possible to rewrite

(1.28) in the following form:

W" (W, x) = W) I - [ K cos Pxx)
L 0va ' (1.65)

Im Wj, (w, x)- --t-W0 Ksin 2 wP(X-x,)
w V0

Re W, (w, x)- Re W,. (w, 0),

where

W2 , Mar + , ME, KM W, . +- , .i

- parameters, which characterize average/mean level and spread/scope

of the standing wave of the spectral density of noise current, while

x, the coordinate of the nearest to the section in question minimum.

Page 54.
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From expression (1.65), it follows that after determining is

experimental (with the aid of movable resonator) W,1 ,,C, WJ x, and

knowing average parameters of ray/beam /o. ,, (,.. we obtain complete

information not only about W,(,, x), but also about W,(w, x) and

". Im q,,(,, . For determination Re W1 ,(w,x) it is necessary to run

- correlation type supplementary test.

Unfortunately, experiments of this type require production of

*. special technologically complicated mock-ups, which is justified far

from always. Furthermore, in a number of cases the length of the

electrostatically focused low-voltage rays/beams is lower than half of

, the length of noise wave.

Most frequently only possibility is measurement of power of noise

in resonator of klystron with positive repeller voltage ', according

* to which can be designed spectral density of noise current in section

* of resonator.

FOOTNOTE '. Positive voltage/stress on the reflector is necessary in

order to get rid of the effect of the flow of the electrons reflected.

" ENDFOOTNOTE.

The spectral density of the fluctuations of speed can be evaluated in

this case only with weak change ,,, x along the ray/beam, ;..e., when

Wimsb(, W, .... From equations (1.65) it follows that with satisfaction

of the condition Im , and

.5 . . S * * * * ., . . . . . . .
o. 5
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(W. H )2 Wi(w (1.66)

indicated.

Indirect indication of weak change WI(w, x) along ray/beam is high

level of surplus noises, since action of uncorrelated noise sources

must together with increase in level W,(td x) weaken/attenuate its

dependence on coordinate.

Measurements show that in low-voltage reflex klystrons of

short-wave part of centimeter wave band level of noise current, as a

rule is close in order to complete shot, which makes it possible to

count use (1.66) by possible. Let us emphasize that formula (1.66)

has a character of evaluation/estimate, which sometimes can be

sufficiently rough. For the strongly noisy flow this

evaluation/estimate is more realistic than calculation W,((,,) according

to the initial noise state of ray/beam on the cathode, since measured

value '( .) in formula (1.66) considers the action of all surplus

noise sources in the electron stream.

Now let us pause at validity of assumptions about low value of

correlation between noises of current and speed and uniformity of

their spectra; accepted during conclusion/output (1.63).

Page 55.

it is not difficult to see that they nearest of all to the reality on

- *- . . . . .
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the high level of the surplus noise: from (1.65) it follows that when

WAW mum value Im W- 0;. whereas value ReW ,, is small even in the

absence of surplus noises. As far as the assumption about the

uniformity of spectrum W,(w) [i.e. when W,(aw)f W(w)j, is concerned it

approaches reality, if level Wi(M) is close to the complete shot.

However, from (1.66) it follows that when W,=const value W, I/u This

means that formulas (1.63) somewhat exaggerate the'effect of the

combination effects, connected with the fluctuations of speed. The

refinement of calculations hardly makes sense, since we have available

. only the rough estimate of level W,(w).

In conclusion let us note that with Z8=0 transient processes,

caused by time constant of resonator, just as in the case of

fluctuations of low-frequency origin, they affect only value W..(F).

The comparison of formulas (1.63) with (1.49) and (1.50) shows that

this effect is equal. Consequently, the possibility of using the

simplified formula for calculation W.3 (F) (possibility of neglect of

term 2Q () in the denominator), is given by formula (1.52).
tXJ 2 (X)

3.3. Role of different noise sources in the formation/education of

the fluctuations of oscillation/vibration in the range of Doppler

frequencies.

In view of the fact that noise sources of different spectral

origin operate independently, complete spectra of fluctuations are

located by addition:

S. . . . .. - . . . .1
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W (F) W.-(F) + WP)(F) (1.67)

As a rule range of Doppler frequencies it is considerably

narrower than passband of resonator, which makes it possible to design

spectra of fluctuations without taking into account effect of

transient processes, i.e. to disregard term 2Q, F ( -i[ in

denominators of expressions for W.,(F) and W,.(f). In this case spectra

*: W.. and W,. are uniform, i.e., do not depend on frequency, while in

Wa.(F) and W.(F) to be contained uniform, so frequency dependent

component, moreover the latter is caused only by flicker effect.

Page 56.

The typical spectra of the mean squares of the fluctuations of the

oscillation/vibration of reflex klystron in the range of Doppler

frequencies are given in Fig. 1.11. In the spectra uniform component

and flicker- component clearly are distinguished.

Let us attempt to explain role of different noise sources in

formation/education of these components of spectra of fluctuations.

Let us conduct rough estimates, on the basis of typical

parameters of reflex klystron of short- wave part of centimeter wave

band, which works in center of zone of oscillations (TO=0) with

X=1.84, which corresponds to effective energy mode/conditions. The

* parameters of klystron I.=25 mA, V,=300 V. , iQ,=510, g=2.I10' mho,
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N-4 [to this it corresponds W=2v(N+3/4)-30J, P=I3=I3=0.8, =0.41,

0'v=n/2 (We - transit angle in the gap between the resonator grids).

Besides these parameters it is necessary to know the

secondary-emission coefficient of grids o. Taking into account the

pollution/contamination of their surface by the decomposition products

of the oxide layer of cathode, let us accept a=2. Let us finally

assign the characteristics of space charge of ray/beam, necessary for

computing the components of the spectra of fluctuations, caused by the

noises of the speed of electronic flux and by the fluctuations of the

electron transit time in the decelerating field due to the pulsations

of space charge between the reflector and the resonator.

o'

..

*1

S--i. . -. - -. - . -.- , . . . - - . - .. - . .. - - . ° . . - € ,- , - . - , . - . . - . . . -
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5' fO 20 50 t00 200

Ke : () /* 2 . kz (3). Hz __/Hz.

* 10-I -

g5 W 20 5 fOO 200

Fig. 1.11. Energy spectra of fluctuations of amplitude w.tF) and

* frequency I71 (F) on logarithmic scale (klystron of range 3000 MHz,

* center of zone of generation).

* Key: (1). 1/Hz (2). kHz. (3). Hz a/Hz.

Page 57.

In the first case it is necessary to know wo/w - ratio of the natural

vibration frequency of electronic plasma to the signal frequency in

the section of drift (from the anode of gun to resonator gap), the

secondly - value of function Fs, which depends on current density in

the decelerating field. Let us accept /w-0,02. F1 =0,03. These

numerals are characteristic for the klystrons of the short-wave part

of the range of microwaves; however, it is necessary to keep in mind

that they can oscillate depending on the cross-sectional area of

ray/beam.

1".'%:- " "- "- "- ". " "- " "-*.- *--.. . . .- " * • .- " '- "- •
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Let us calculate forward current I. in gap secondary-electron
currents I and ! .assuming that latter are created by electrons,

dislodged/chased from internal surfaces of grids of gap:

() Cd
10 = ,P. 02 16 *a. T* 1(0-.,) oj = 6,4 Mia, 12'" -: ( P2- X3 /0 = 4, 1 .

Kay: (1). mA.

Now with the aid of formulas (1.42) and (1.43) it is possible to find

the electronic conductivities:

e;,l 043. 10- 6 m. , ;, 0,43. 10 - I .Ao,
-' I ----0,34. 10- 6 .mo,

gel 0,34.10-' o,

gr =0,88. 10-  o, =-- 6,9.10 - 5 Mo,

, 1056  - M mo, 2g - 4,9. 10- 1 Mo.

Key: (1). mho.

Complete electronic conductivities

(,)
g,=gtgel+ g+e 2,2. 10-6 MO,

It = ;, + 2 + ', + 2 -9,8. 10- MO.

Key: (1). mho.

We see that active electronic conductivities, created by primary

and secondary electrons, have identical order, in spite of the fact

that secondary-electron currents are considerably less than

primary-electronic. As far as susceptances are concerned, here effect

of secondary-electron phenomena predominates: 1j,1' I by an order is

more than 16.;,' 1
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Value of complete conductance g-g,+g.+ g, was accepted by

- equal to 2-10-' mho, which by an order exceeds g,. This

relationship/ratio between g and g, is characteristic for the

Sklystrons with the grids. The high value g is caused in essence by

Joule losses (i.e. by high value gp); value g. it is also great, since

in the energetically advantageous conditions, connection with the load

is established/installed so, in order to 9g. +9-,

Page 58.

Carried out evaluations/estimates make it possible to somewhat

simplify formulas (1.49) for W..(F) and Wt.(F):

1) since g,jg<l, that it is possible to accept 1 - g,,g l;

2) ratio aYj and b' /7"' they do not depend on values 4.
since '&7. and [-I ' [see formulas (1.43). Therefore it is

possible to accept

-~ 2 Wt' 2 2~ '2

Error, connected with this approximation/approach, does not

exceed error in computation W and W; according to formula (1.24) due

to inaccuracy in determination of coefficients and H.

,

t )2 )2-(72
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Taking into account aforesaid of formula for W..(F) and Wl.(F) it

is possible to rewrite as follows:

W. (Frj J(.) 12F W + WI W* +

[+ --J ] (7.)2 )2 ()2
X W 11 ' )2 C' 1

(_f) g- X (12)2 oI.68)

W1. (F) = ~ ~ { 4 - ( F! )2[ +

we7 2 )~Y2 W.,+ W.'
+ -± + + ] * ' ( ,(4)2 () 2 (p )2 ()2

Let us look first atuniform (independent of frequency)

components of spectra of fluctuations.

Page 59.

Taking into account the made approximations/approaches and in

accordance with (1.63), (1.67) and (1.68), and also (1.15), (1.20)-

1.22), (1.24) and (1.66) these components can be recorded thus:

(W. )p... (W.) + (W..).+ (W. ,), + ( .), +

M(W'. + (W .-,1 (1.69)

(Wl)..3= (W/ .) + (W1.), + (W/,.).p + (W,), +
+ (f Ji,, + (W/.). + (W/ ) .

where

(W..) = 41. W,(I) M (W. i2 ) ,(h

ft'(.)= t .°w (
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7,) L .a1 ,. ;

SJ,(g ?) '88e l+.)I,.
(W. )j = = - I I

. L X 2(X) (.),'

(WB.) , [ (X) 12(1 -0)2e

j (X) ' e(H-ao) (T2 +')
(( ).

_Q. W,

( t")' = )'61- P pT '

( 7 )2 r'-( 2 - '2

(I.)j )=3 2~ 11 j 7

2Q ) 2-I.
Pae9 60J

-2Q & - 2 P (4-)

2 QN1 Pk J T.

(F7\2 ,'2 2 e (H - a) (T2' + 2T )

-2Q. 2 2Vg

* Page'60.

Formulas (1.69) represent (W,, and (W/h).....in the form of sums

of components/terms/addends, reflection effect of noise source of

different physical origin. These components of the spectra of

fluctuations are noted by the same indices, which were utilized

earlier for the designation of the spectral noise densities, which

excite the fluctuations: index "i" relates to the fluctuations,

w,:.. . -.- ..,-:- -,- . .,. -.. .- . .,- .. . .-_ . , . .. -.. - .,. . - - - ,. . ., .. . -. - .. . - . . .
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caused by shf noises of the current of ray/beam, index " v" - by

noises of the velocity of electrons. The value of remaining indices

is such: 21API it designates the fluctuations, caused by

low-frequency shot noise, "j" - by ionic noise, 4T* and "o" - by

noises of current distribution and secondary emission respectively.

Let us rate/estimate different components of spectra (W.),_.. and

(W/)a,,,, on the basis of parameters of klystron given above, in order

this to make, it remains to assign level W,(p), temperature of cathode

T., strength of ion current to cathode iK and coefficient of the

depression of shot noise at the low frequencies r 2 .

Since calculation is performed for klystron of short-wave part of

centimeter wave band, let us accept W,(f)=2eI, (level of complete shot

noise; r 2 we will consider it equal to 10-2 (see S2), while T, =11000K

(oxide cathode). Let us accept the strength of ion current of cathode

equal to 10- 1 a (this numeral is undertaken according to the results

of measuring the ion current of the reflector, which in the order is

close to the ion current of cathode).

Values of components (W,)p,,, and (W'9,,,,, designed according to

given above data, are given in Tables 1 and 2.

As it follows from Table 1, level of fluctuations of amplitude

with uniform spectrum is determined in essence by shf noises of

current of ray/beam Rcomponent) (W,)1J.

.5

... ..----.- . ..... 'o. . -%... ..-....--... .....-... .-.....-.... .... .- ... '
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Table 1. components of the spectrum of the f-luctuations of amplitude

(Wa)pas [i/Hz].

(1V..) (W. aa M)AP (W. H)j (W4 N )T (W2 K)*

, , I 2.10-,17 ,0-,9 4 ,- ,,,- 2.,1 ,- 2.,0-l"

Table 2. The components of the spectrum of the fluctuations of

frequency (W1 )p,.. [Hz+ 2/Hz).

*(Wf a a) v sk, )A (W/ H) I (W'IM). ( t 1
IK )T (WIH))I

- Page 61.

*The contribution of the shf noises of speed on 7 dB is less. Of the

-. low- frequency noises most of all are developed the noises of current

distribution; however, their even contribution on 7 dB is less than

the contribution of shf noises of current. The remaining

low-frequency noise sources virtually are not manifested at the level

(Wd )P,.,,.

In spectrum of fluctuation of frequency (W,)p... (Table 2) most

strongly are developed shf noises of current of ray/beam [component

(W,.),I and low- frequency noises of current distribution and secondary

emission [component (W,,,), and (W,jj An increase in the contribution

of low-frequency noises in the fluctuation of frequency is caused by

the high value reactive component secondary electronic conductivity of

gap and by space-charge effect of ray/beam in the region of
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decelerating field to the electron transit time.

Relationship/ratio between different components of spectra of

fluctuations can be changed depending on mode of operation and

parameters of klystron. However, some conclusions, which follow from

"rables 1 and 2, retain force over a wide range of a change in the

parameters and mode/conditions, namely:

1) the level of the fluctuations of amplitude is defined in

essence by shf noises of ray/beam;

2) the effect of low-frequency shot noises, low-frequency

fluctuations of the initial velocity of electrons and noises of

ionization is small both on the fluctuation of amplitude and on the

fluctuation of frequency;

3) the level of the fluctuations of frequency is determined in

essence by shf noises of ray/beam and by the low-frequency noises of

current distribution and secondary emission.

Experiments, which were being carried out on klystrons of

different types, confirm given evaluations/estimates and conclusions

drawn on their foundation. The quantitative disagreement of the

measured and designed levels of fluctuations does not exceed one

order. With some results of comparison it is possible to become

acquainted into (273.

Let us now move on to low-frequency fluctuations, excited by

., flicker effect. Usually flicker effect is developed in the spectrum

_- %A * -. 7
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of the fluctuations of frequency at frequencies of below 10 kHz, and

it is sometimes noticeable up to 50-100 kHz. Since to calculate the

spectral density of flicker noise in the current of klystron is

impossible (see S2), then it is necessary to determine it

experimentally. The low-frequency noise of cathode current is

measured according to diagram in Fig. 1.12 with the aid of the small

metallic resistor/resistance, connected with the unbranched part of

the circuit of power supply.

Page 62.

If we substitute value of measured spectral density of flicker

noise of cathode current W,#(F) into formulas for fluctuations and to

compare calculation with experiment, then in majority of cases

designed level of fluctuations of frequency will prove to be than

considerably lower measured. Furthermore, experience often shows

incomplete, and in certain cases weak, the correlation of the flicker

noise of cathode current with the fluctuations of frequency. This

means that the fluctuations of frequency are caused mainly by excess

flicker noise, which operates independent of the flicker noise of the

current of cathode.

Experimental confirmation of existence of excess flicker noise in

reflex klystrons can be obtained by measuring noise current in

external circuit of one of resonator grids (Fig. 1.13) .

FOOTNOTE 1. Such an experiment easily to make on the klystrons,
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intended for the work with the external resonator. Upon the

examination/inspection of klystrons with the integral cavity it is

necessary to specially make mock-ups with the isolated/insulated grid.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Its intensity, as a rule noticeably exceeds the level, which it would

be possible to ascribe to the action of the flicker noise of cathode

current. The correlation of the flicker noises of the grid currents

and cathode is incomplete or is weak. These facts can be explained

only by the existence of surplus flicker noise.

In S2 it was indicated that this noise was connected with effects

of current distribution and secondary emission.. Therefore in the

expressions for flicker-component spectral densities of the

fluctuations of amplitude and frequency of the generatable should be

considered the action of the named effects.

.7
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0 0000000 
0

0000 MM 00001

.. V, Vo K5 y cw'u- A'c gCW .

- m~d# mili

*. Fig. 1.12. Fundamental measuring circuit of fluctuations of current
"" of cathode upon inclusion of measuring cathode resistor (a) and into

I "! " unbranched section of circuit of positive electrodes (grids) (b).

* Key: (1). To the amplifier.

*Page 63.i

On the basis of (1.49) and utilizing the same

approximations/appoaches, that also during conclusion/output (1.68),

we will obtain:

(w,,)iLXJ2 (A) - (7,)2 --- (P7,)1

W;4(F) + W;,*(/f) (1 .70)

-Of

[WKF) W,(F)] ~' 2 0~ (F+W(F
(/Ji (0.0) 000.(171

U+
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Index cp, at spectral densities means that they all are

connected with flicker effect.

For computation (W.,)4 and TW'.),o it is necessary to know spectral -

densities of flicker noise of current of cathode W.,(F) and flicker

noises of current distribution and secondary emission W,(F) and W.,f ().

Spectral density of flicker noise of cathode W,,(P) is measured

simply; for determination ",(F) and W.,(P) it is necessary to utilize

results of measurements of flicker noise in circuits of

isolated/insulated grids. The interpretation of such measurements is

not simple, and single-valued response/answer to a question, that

causes in the specific case surplus noise in the circuit of grids -

current distribution or the secondary emission - to obtain

difficultly.



O*
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D> -- i--

Fig. 1.13. Fundamental measuring circuit of fluctuations of current

of one of grids.

Key: (1). To the amplifier.

Page 64.

tf we assume, that the excess flicker noise, measured in grid

circuit, has secondary-electron origin, then it is possible to obtain

satisfactory explanation of level observing in experiments of

fluctuations of frequency. The results of the comparison of the

calculations, carried out on the basis of this hypothesis, with the

experiment on the klystrons of s-band are given to [28). A good

coincidence was obtained, also, on the klystrons of the short-wave

part of centimeter band. In both cases a noticeable change in the

level of flicker noise in the current of the isolated/insulated grid

of klystron with a small change in its potential was indication of the

role of the secondary emission.

.0

However, all this does not prove exceptionally/exclusively

Ile

-. x ., . .. .,.. ..,,,.. . , i . .. ... ... . , . .. .... .. ... _ .. . . . . .,,. . ,U' . .a..,, - i / i , _ . ! - • . . , ' ' - ', . '
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secondary-electron origin of surplus flicker noise. Data sequence

obtained recently 1, definitely indicates that the part of the surplus

noise is connected with the effects of current distribution.

FOOTNOTE '. Jointly with V. A. Berdnikova. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Flicker noise of current distribution acts on fluctuation of

amplitude, modulating operating current in gap of klystron [see

formula (1.70), and during fluctuation of frequency - modulating

density of space charge in region of reflector, i.e., time of transit

* of electrons in decelerating field, and also modulating reactive/jet

.. electronic conductivity of resonator gap [formula (1.71)J. Since

reactive/jet electronic conductivity in essence is determined by

secondary-electron component, the manifestation of the flicker noise

of current distribution in the fluctuations of frequency is connected

with the strength of secondary-electron current in the gap.

Unfortunately, insufficient attention was paid to study of

physical nature of surplus flicker noise, and for its complete

understanding further investigations are required. At present it is

possible to express only some assumptions about the mechanisms of its

formation/education. Secondary-electron flicker noise can be

connected with the slow fluctuations of that averaged over the surface

*of the grids of secondary-emission coefficient, which appear with a

*" change in the physicochemical properties of surface films on the grids

due to the transport phenomena of molecules and ions, which constantly

I.
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occur to working tube.

Flicker noise of current distribution can be connected with slow

changes in form of ray/beam due to fluctuations of contact potential

difference between surfaces of focusing electrode and cathode. The

matched changes in the transverse initial velocities of the large

groups of electrons under the effect of flicker-fluctuations of space

charge in the pores of cathode can be another reason for its

appearance.

Page 65.

3.4. On the fluctuations in the span generator klystrons.

It is known that form of current pulses in span and reflex

klystrons is identical. In both cases the grouped current is the

delaying function of the voltage/stress, which modulates the velocity

of electrons. This causes the resemblance of oscillating processes in

." the generators on span and reflex klystrons. Natural to expect the

resemblance of their fluctuation characteristics.

Let us examine generator on span klystron with direct coupling

between resonators (Fig. 1.1 ). If we consider coupling element ideal

transformer with the mutual inductance factor m, then equivalent

oscillator circuit can be represented then, as shown in Fig. 1.14.

From theory of span klystrons it is known (see 51), that

MIJ, (X) e- (1.72)
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Expression (1.72) is obtained under the assumption that grid voltage

of the first (input) gap u,(t)=Usinwt, i.e., UJ=-jU,.

FOOTNOTE 1. Expression for i, is recorded in the kinematic

approximation/approach without taking into account longitudinal

grouping. It is possible to show that neglect of this factor does not

change the essence of the results of the analysis of the fluctuation

parameters. ENDFOOTNOTE.

For calculations is corvenient to convert diagram in Fig. 1.14,

utilizing U-Shaped repl-cement scheme of transformer (Fig. 1.15), in

which

La L, L2 -Me Lp L, L-M,' L, L, L-Me

........... ~.v.-....-.................
S- -C.~ -
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Mc

Fig. 1.14. Equivalent oscillator circuit on span klystron: g., CI,

L, and g,, C,, L, - equivalent parameters of first and second

resonators according (taking into account external load), 1. -

current, induced at second pair of grids of klystron.

LAA
Fig. 1.15. Converted oscillator circuit on span klystron.

Page 66.

Equations, which describe this diagram, look as follows:

jL [(9 wL

(91+ 'gC2 +jC j +  i- I--- I! + 1 / 1

- jL1  j wLp -( L

U, g,+jwC + jwL. + j ,C.

9+ C,++ g92 +1wCl±

jwL, j-, Lo j-,Lo u ( .3

We will be restricted subsequently to special case, when

C-.
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tunings/adjustings of resonators are close, and

connection/communication between them is considerably less than

critical. Latter/last condition is formulated as follows:

K.2 = - Q I Q2 << I

where K - generalized coupling coefficient, and Q,, and Q, - partial

qualities of the resonators (designed taking into account

connections/communications with the external load of generator, which

it can be connected to any of the ducts/contours). Product QQ ,>I.

Consequently, (1L,L3)<. since KC<1. In this approximation/approach

1/. i, , I/L y -. 11L , 11L @ =.- N I/L, L 2.

Taking into account that the fact that K2 and values of detunings

of resonators are low, it is possible to approximately convert

equations (1.73) and to record them in the following form:

U[,i2(ww 02 C (U=I) (1.74)
U, = ju, [g, + (-o,) C11.

Here

- partial frequencies of resonators.

Page 67.

Substituting in (1.74)

&I -- U,, .=2MI., MU, 0 )e-" () ,-U3el

2 ,. .

---' " - ,- ' .p-" ". . - '.. , . .= . . , . , . . ~ - - , ' % ' ".-Z " " , , " - ' " ' ¢ " " * ' ' '' -"" " . , . " '' , " ' ,
4 " m n ~ m m m ~ ' m u a ' ' ' n -m ' nm ~ j

. . .
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and dividing real and imaginary parts, we will obtain:

M lU2g,=2M1, U, )C

U22C 2 (W- 02) -- 2MIJ( MUO sin (0 -p),

U2 COS Cp UJ1g 917

79, )

U, ,
L7si'p ,2C, (w - we,)

2 sin = U, 'g,gK

These equations make it possible to find frequency of

oscillation/vibrations w, of amplitude of voltages/stresses V, and U.

on resonator gaps and phase of voltage/stress o on output gap

(actually Q is determined phase difference of voltages/stresses U, and

U,, equal to v+r/2, since we assigned phase U,, after accepting

-- ,u,=ue-r"'. It is not difficult to ascertain that during the

identical tuning/adjusting of resonators the best

conditions for generation take place at 8=2rN. In this case w=wo,

o=0. This mode/conditions corresponds to the center of the zone of

generation [in reflex klystron analogous mode/conditions it occurs

with 8=2r(N+3/4)).

We utilize equations (1.75) for determination of fluctuations of

amplitude and frequency, called low-frequency noises of electronic

flux. So, as in reflex klystron, the noises of electronic flux cause

the fluctuations of the electronic conductivities of the high-

frequency gaps of klystron and fluctuation of the time of flight of

electrons in the space of drift. Assuming/setting
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I =---+ 4 1 (t), g. g = . 9g. 1 . (t)
W01,2 - o 12 - 2C,., ")

we will search for the solutions in the form:

Since method of solution of this problem was in detail examined

based on example of reflex klystron, omitting intermediate

linings/calculations, let us give result of computations for case

0=2wN (optimum transit angle):

aUZ(t) .M' (X) [I b9,,( _

J, () ( (1.76)W M o() a b,_ M0 _ .
a be (t)

911
- . * a !

a',-
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Page 68.

Let us note that during computation of fluctuations value

g-K. was considered constant, since

-I Kc = c Q1 Q2.
.L 2  V9 19

Let us compare formulas (1.76) with analogous formulas (1.39),

obtained for reflex klystron. At the optimum transit angle (D-=0) of

formula (1.39) they take the form:

,U~t M J, (.Y) (U,1(,) ,g" (t)

(1.77)
,,, [ , e,(t) ]

= (t) --2Q. o (() 3
2Q. g

Here g,(t) - g; (t) ,g; i ?. b, ,t1=Abe' 1 I 'b, fluctuation of

electronic conductivities of gaps introduced with straight/direct and

reverse transits. We see that the structure of formulas (1.76) and

(1.77) is identical. If we compare klystrons with the identical

average parameters and the same- type gaps, then it is possible to

consider that the initial disturbances/perturbations (i.e. the

fluctuation of electronic conductivities and transit angle) in both

cases are close in the value. rhen the difference in equations of the

- ....J. ...........-.-.. . ... -
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fluctuations of frequency is caused only the fact that in formula

(1.76) for 6w(t) (span klystron) the sum of the partial qualities of

resonators figures. Since one of the resonators, not connected with

the external load, can have high quality, under the stipulated

conditions the level of the fluctuations of oscillator frequency on

the span klystron is lower than in reflex klystron.

Evaluations/estimates show that with the gaps with the grids it is

possible to rely on the gain, which does not exceed 10 dB.

Formulas for fluctuations of amplitude are distinguished only by

the fact that in span klystron effect of fluctuations of electronic

conductivity of input gap is weakened/attenuated the more

considerably, the nearer bunching parameter to optimum (from decrease

of factor ,(Xc ,.For reflex klystron the electronic conductivities,
J( ) /

introduced with the straight/direct and reverse transits of gap, enter

into formula for the fluctuations of amplitude equally. However, this

difference is unessential, so so the effect of the fluctuations of

electronic conductivities on the fluctuation of amplitude is

considerably weaker than the straight/direct effect of the

fluctuations of current 61(t)/I. Therefore during the identical

mode/conditions and in the parameters of generators on span and reflex

klystrons the levels of their amplitude noise must be close ones in

the value.

It is interesting to note fluctuations of amplitudes of voltages

on input and output gaps of generator on span klystron that they are
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different. Expression for the fluctuations of the amplitude of

voltage/stress on the input gap takes the form:

8 U,() U go, Mt
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This difference is virtually unessential in view of the fact that

value zg.,(t)19, - is low in comparison with 61(t)/I and, consequently,
* 6 u2(t)/( 2-6u1(t)/U1 .

From entire that stated above it follows that in identical

mode/conditions, parameters and constructions/designs of gaps of

generators on span and reflex klystrons levels of mean squares of

their fluctuations of frequency are distinguished 2+ once, where
Q,+ Q2

QK - quality of resonator of reflex klystron, and Q, */'Q,_ - partial

qualities of resonators of span klystron. The levels of the

fluctuations of amplitude are virtually identical.

Let us pause now at fluctuations, excited by shf noises of

electronic flux. So as in the case of reflex klystron, the action of

these noises can be reduced to slow modulation of amplitude and phase

of the fundamental harmonic of the current, induced in the gap of

output resonator, which makes it possible to use for calculating the

fluctuations of amplitude and frequency quasi-static method. Omitting

description of calculations and amplitudes of voltage/stress on the

output gap of klystron at the optimum transit angle (0=2vN):
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U2 (t) B_-),

U2  2M_ x(x) J2 X)
~A Mt

to (t) -- ) 1.8
2 (Q, + Q2 ) 2 M1 1J (X)

Here A(t) and B(t) - slowly changing random functions, spectral

densities of mean squares of which are determined by spectral

densities of noise currents, induced in input and output gaps of

klystron. During the calculation of the noise current, induced in the

output gap, just as in reflex klystron, one must take into account

combination effects and action of the fluctuations of speed.

For comparison with reflex klystron we utilize expressions

(1.58), after recording them for case of optimum transit angle [ 9=2ff

N+3/4)J:

U(t) b(t)
U 2M 7 X'P2(X) (1.79)

W a )
2Q. 2M J (NX)

We see that structure of formulas (1.78) and (1.79) is identical.

Let us assume that A2(t ) =a2(t) B 2 (t)=b 2 (t). Then the levels of the

mean squares of the fluctuations of amplitude in generators of both

types are identical, and the levels of the mean squares of the

fluctuations of frequency are distinguished I-C" once, i.e., the

result of comparison the same as for the fluctuations, called by the

low-frequency noises of electronic flux.
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Both in reflecting and in span klystrons, order of magnitudes of

*. spectral densities of functions a(t), b(t), A(t), B(t), is determined

*by level of spectral convective current density of ray/beam; on this

assumption about nearness of values a2(t) and A2(t), b2 (t) and Ba(t)

is based.
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Detailed examination shows that with the identical noises of

electronic flux and the optimum grouping these values in any case

remain within the limits of one order.

Thus, during identical mode/conditions, parameters and

constructions/designs of gaps generators on span and reflex klystrons

are characterized by adjacent levels of fluctuations. This is correct

both -with respect to the fluctuations, called the low-frequency, and

shf noise of electronic flux.

If we pose problem of obtaining lowest possible level of

fluctuations of frequency, then preference should be given to

generator on span klystron. Matter in the fact that the most common

means of a decrease in the level of fluctuations of frequency without

the application of the external stabilizing systems is the decrease of

the perveance of electronic flux, in essence due to an increase in

accelerating voltage. This is caused by the following:

- with the decrease of perveance are reduced the values of

electronic conductivities and density of space charge of ray/beam,

...... .........-.. *-i - . c -,---.~ ..--.... . _*- .... ..... .
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which weakens/attenuates the effect of low-frequency noises during the

fluctuation of frequency;

with the sufficiently large accelerating potential is possible

to use gridless gaps and to ensure better current flow. This reduces

the noise level of current distribution and secondary emission. The

elimination of Joule losses in the grids contributes to an increase in

the quality of oscillatory system;

- level of shf noises of electronic flux also to be lowered,

. since with the small perveance to more easily avoid serious electron-

optical defects with the formation of ray/beam and high level of

surplus shf noises associating them.

It is natural that during use high-voltage feed it is expedient

to attempt to combine low noise level with increased power of

generator. In this respect span klystron has an advantage, possessing

higher efficiency. Furthermore, principle of the device/equipment of

span klystron excludes the possibility of the entry of the "mastered"

electrons into the region near the cathode. In reflex klystron the

part of the electrons returns to the cathode, and this can be the

reason for an additional increase in the noise of cathode current.

At present lowest levels of fluctuations without application of

supplementary stabilizing systems are obtained precisely in high-

voltage generators on span klystrons with gridless gaps (see S5

Chapters 4). However, this way is not always acceptable, since most

frequently simultaneously with low-level requirement of fluctuations

°. ° , . . ..
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is advanced the series/row of others, that affect weight, size,

retuning of generator, etc. In similar cases the selection of

constructing/designing the generator is determined by entire complex

of requirements and to frequently more reasonably give preference to

simpler and more convenient in use reflex klystron, utilizing for

noise reduction the external or conjugated/combined with it

structurally stabilizing systems (see S4 Chapter 4).

4. Regular constituting in the noise spectra of klystron oscillators.

During study of noise spectra of klystron oscillators it is

possible to reveal/detect narrow-band overshoots - regular components

(Fig. 1.16). These overshoots are caused by the almost periodic

(regular) processes, which lead to modulation of amplitude and

frequency of klystron.

Page 71.

Regular components can appear in noise spectra under different

mechanical influences-on klystron: vibrations, impacts, acoustic

effects. The nature of such regular components is connected with the

mechanical oscillations of the separate parts of klystron, and we will

call this form of regular components vibration regular components.

Regular components can also appear in noise spectra of klystrons

and in the absence of mechanical effects. We will call such regular

components static regular components.

* % .- * - - •. . . .,.. . .-. ... . ... .... .- , . . ..'. . .- •. . -. , . ..
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4.1. Vibration regular constituting.

The vibration of parts of klystron causes modulation of frequency.

and amplitude of generatable oscillations. Modulation of frequency

presents the greatest danger. The maximum value of such a modulation

corresponds to the fundamental frequency of vibration effect; on its

higher harmonics modulation also is observed; however, it rapidly

weakens with an increase in the number of harmonic. The usual

frequency band of the vibration effects during the use of klystrons in

the equipment, placed on the aircraft, ships, tractors, etc., ranges

from several hertz to several kilohertz, and accelerations can reach

10-15 g. Upon the accelerations indicated the deviation of the

generatable frequency during the vibration even in most

vibration-proof reflex klystrons is 10-50 kHz, while the transit

klystrons have - several kilohertz.

*' * . * *. ' %2 .. . . . . .
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F

- Fig. 1.16. Noise spectrum of klystron oscillator with regular

components.

Page 72.

For klystrons, which work in centimeter and millimeter ranges,

deviation of generatable frequency at fundamental vibration frequency,

as a rule does not present essential danger, since it lies/rests

beyond limits of low-frequency boundary of Doppler frequency band

interesting. However, even the weakened deviation of frequency on the

higher harmonics of vibration effect, which lie within the Doppler

range, can energetically substantially exceed the power of frequency

noises in the sufficiently narrow band of receiver.

If passband of receiver of system, in which is utilized klystron,

is equal to aF, and spectral density of mean square of random

component of frequency noise Wf, then ratio of deviation of frequency,

caused by regular effect, to effective deviation of frequency,

%determined by random effect, is equal

.

'.°.
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Let us examine characteristic relationships/ratios. At the

frequency F=5 kHz in reflex klystron with the usual noise level

spectral density w,, has value on the order of 1 Hzl/Hz while o,.O,

=102-10a Hz (at the fundamental frequency of vibration 1-2 kHz).

Typical value of the band of the transmission of receiver &F=500 Hz.

] B,16Pthen T =4.5=45, which corresponds to the excess of the regular

component deviations frequency above the random on 13-33 dB.

If spectrum of vibration effect carries complicated character

" (for example, simultaneous vibration of klystron at many frequencies),

*then the caused by this effect large number of regular components at

close frequencies can be revealed as lift in the level of fluctuations

in individual sections of spectrum.

For decrease in level of such vibration of regular components to

level of random noise it is necessary with the aid of damping is

decreased value of vibration effect to 3-5 g, and in certain cases (on

especially low noise levels) even to tenth and hundredths g, or to use

special antihunting circuits of frequency of klystron.

However, under vibration influences with relatively small

accelerations in noise frequency spectrum are observed separate

intense regular components at frequencies, which are not harmonics of

fundamental frequency of vibration effect. The frequencies of such

.- k . A

- **.****. ~ !
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vibration of regular components do not depend on the frequency of

vibration effect and have for each sample/specimen of klystron the

completely specific values. This form of vibration in the regular

components is connected with the mechanical resonance of the parts of

klystron (microphonics), and their elimination is very complicated

technical problem.

Page 73.

Therefore, without examining the general problems of the vibration

resistance of klystrons, we in more detail will pause at microphonics.

Let us examine fundamental design concept of contemporary

vibration-proof reflex klystron with system of connected resonators

(Fig. 1.17 ). The significant part of the parts has relatively simple

form, and the resonance frequencies of the mechanical oscillations of

such parts can be easily calculated by the known formulas of the drag

theory of materials [104].

-°.
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7,

9

Fig. 1.17. Diagrammatic representation of construction/design of

reflex klystron with connected resonators: 1 - cathode; 2 - focusing

electrode; 3 - reflector; 4 - screw/propeller of retuning of

frequency; 5 - screw/propeller of coupling adjustment with load; 6 -

screw/propeller of coupling adjustment between resonators; 7 - grids,

which form resonator gap; 8 - holder of grid - wall of resonator; 9-

accelerating grid; 10 - conclusions/outputs.

Page 74.

For example, the resonance frequency of the fundamental form of the

transverse oscillations of the focusing electrode, screw/propeller of

coupling adjustment between the resonators, the screw/propeller of the

coupling adjustment of klystron with the load can be evaluated

according to formula for the beam/gully of round cross section (105):
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M12 d E 1.0

fp.3= 1,2 4 5 -T- T

where j, - the resonance frequency of the fundamental form of

transverse oscillations, Hz; 1 - length of the free part of part

(length of beam/gully), cm; 7 - density of material kg/cm'; E -

modulus of elasticity of material, kg/cm2 ; IlE/p - value, proportional

to the speed of propagation of sound in the material; a - root of the

equation of frequencies, depending on form and rigidity of anchorage

and presence of other masses on the part.

Calculations show that values of resonance frequencies for parts

enumerated above, and also for cathode and conclusions/outputs, with

real sizes/dimensions and materials range from several kilohertz to

100 kHz, i.e., directly in Doppler frequency band. However, the

amplitudes of the oscillations of parts are usually negligible, and

the sensitivity of the output parameters of klystrons to the lateral

motions of the parts in question is relatively small. Therefore in

the contemporary klystrons different adjusting screws, parts of

electron guns or assemblies of reflector, as a rule are not the direct

source of noticeable vibration regular components. These parts can be

the reason for the appearance of vibration regular components in the

noise spectrum either during the unsuccessful construction/design of

the corresponding node or during the technological

disturbances/breakdowns of the process of assembly (poor welding or

soldering, the gap of parts, etc.).
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On other matter concerning oscillations of grids and walls of

resonator of klystron proceeds. A change in the value of working

resonator gap due to the oscillations of grids or end walls of

resonator produces abrupt changes in the frequency of the generated by_

klystron. However, in a number of cases to increase to the necessary

values the rigidity of grids and walls is in principle impossible due

to the requirements, which escape/ensue from the very

designation/purpose of the elements of construction/design in

question. Let us pause at these considerations in more detail. A

change in the resonance frequency of the toroidal oscillatory circuit

of the klystron, in which working gap is overlapped by grids,

depending on the value of the working gap d is determined by the

expression:

afo A 4d + ia (.81)
2d ,a+4dlnhd

where h, 2a - height/altitude of resonator and the diameter of its

central flange respectively.
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Taking into account real ratios of dimensions of resonators, it

is possible for tentative calculations to accept value

af./ad=(6-8).10-4f, MHzkm. Thus, in the X-band a change of the

resonance frequency of duct/contour is approximately 7 MHz on 1 gm of

a change in the value of working gap. Since frequency modulation on

the order of hundreds hertz already is completely inadmissible the

appearance intense vibration regular constituting, then it becomes

.. e
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clear, that the virtually negligible oscillations of grids or end

walls of resonator with the sonic or supersonic frequencies can

seriously affect the normal work of equipment. In this connection of

special interest are the self-resonant frequencies of the parts of

resonator, with which the amplitude of oscillations is maximum and

becomes inadmissible already under the extremely small external

influences.

Let us examine dependence of resonance frequencies of

- oscillations of grids on their geometric dimensions as example. For

the analysis let us select the copper net of honeycomb

construction/design, which extensively is used in contemporary

low-voltage klystrons [101]. If we present the natural mechanical

oscillations of grid as the oscillations of elastic plates, pinched on

the edges, then its resonance frequency can be determined from

following expressions [29]:

D- - D (1.82)
PB pt a 4

Et (M12(1 --. ) ( )

In these expressions Wp 3 - resonance frequency in angular units;

k.0- factor of form of oscillations (for dominant mode of oscillations

tabular value k-3,2); D - rigidity; ,. - thickness of grid; ac -

radius of free (not soldered through) part of grid; v Poisson ratio

(for copper v=0.35); p=7/g - reduced density of material; 7 - density
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(for copper 7=8.6"10 - 1 kg/cm3 ); g - acceleration of gravity.

If we consider loss of rigidity of grid due to openings/apertures

in it in comparison with monolithic plate, after introducing

coefficient c (empirical values for usually utilized

sizes/dimensions of honeycomb grids they lie/rest within limits

0.4=0.6), then from expressions (1.82) and (1.83) we will obtain

formula for calculating resonance frequency of oscillations of grid

A 2 1 E~g(1.84)
2* a2 12(1 - v)
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According to results of calculation it is constructed with Fig.

1.18, in which are also plotted/applied experimental points, obtained

during analysis of vibration regular components of klystrons with

different grids. The completely satisfactory coincidence of

calculated and experimental data indicates the possibility of using

formula (1.84) for the evaluation/estimate of one or the other methods

of fight with vibration regular components, caused by the oscillations

of grids.

As example let us attempt to solve problem of eliminating

vibration regular components, connected with resonance mechanical

oscillations of grids, in operating range of Doppler frequencies

during design of klystron of three-centimeter wavelength range. Mesh

sizes at such klystrons usually lie/rest in limits , =2-3.5 mm,
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t,=0.2-0.6 mm and, consequently f/!=15- 120 kHz.

Let us accept for operating range of Doppler frequencies of

station F-=5-200 kHz (in number of cases this range it can be

considerably wider than selected).

For displacing resonance frequency of mechanical oscillations of

grids beyond limits of operating range of Doppler frequencies should

be either decreased rigidity of grids, on the basis of condition

fp3 - F, M.., or it is essential to increase rigidity for guaranteeing

condition fa>t'0ac The first condition is satisfied, as it follows

* from Fig. 1.19, with t,<O.1 mm or with >6, mm if t,-0,2 mm.

4]

-4.|
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0 0,2 0,40 0,1 0,5 t ,

Fig. 1.18. Dependence of resonance frequency of natural mechanical

oscillations of copper honeycomb grid on its geometric dimensions

(radius ac and thickness t,)

Key: (1). kHz.
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Increase in diameter of grids to necessary value is technically
impossible, since it is limited to sizes/dimensions of resonator of
klystron and, in particular, with radius of central flange of the

resonator, which in X-band does not exceed 3 mm. Decrease in the

rigidity of grid due to the decrease of its thickness to also prove to

be it is not possible to solve problem.

Without dwelling in detail at technological difficulties,

connected with use of fine screens, let us note that in this case

operating characteristics of klystron substantially deteriorate: is
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reduced vibration stability, decreases ultimate capacity, scattered by

grids, reliability and life respectively is reduced. However, the

fundamental factor, hindering a decrease in the rigidity of grids, is

an increase in the intensity of the highest types of mechanical

oscillations. Thus, for example, with the rigidity of grid, which

corresponds to the resonance frequency of 2-4 kHz, the intensity of

the third form of oscillations proves to be sufficient for the onset

of corresponding vibration regular components.

Since for third form of oscillations k. ;-6.3, then frequencies of

these components are equal to 8-15 kHz, i.e., they lie/rest within

limits of operating range of Doppler frequencies.

Thus, elimination of vibration regular components in frequency

noise spectrum of klystron by decrease in rigidity of grids in

principle is impossible. In connection with this let us examine

"* another path - an increase in the rigidity of grids, i.e., the

guarantee of condition 1Pe3 >PKc-

From expression (1.84) it follows that for obtaining resonance

frequencies of grids, greater than 200 kHz, radii of grids must be

less than 1 mm with thicknesses of grids 0.2-0.3 mm or thickness of

grids it must exceed 1-2 mm with radii of 2-3 mm respectively.

In principle creation of klystron with grids with thickness on

the order 1 mm or with radius of about I mm is possible; however, here
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there are sufficiently serious technical limitations. With radii of

electronic flux, smaller 1.5-2 mm, to avoid the inadmissible increase

in the current density, removed from the cathode, appears the need of

using the electron-optical systems with the considerable compression,_

i.e., the use of electronic fluxes with the large angles of

convergence. In this case usually increases current interception by

grids, which leads to reduction efficiency in the klystron,

deterioration in the series/row of the operating parameters and among

other things to an increase in the noises of klystron. The use of

grids of the increased thickness leads to the analogous consequences

due to a sharp increase in current interception. For span type grid

klystrons, which have not less than four grids and using the

electrostatic focusing of electronic flux, the maximum thickness of

grid on current interception conditions is approximately 0.5 mm.

In reflex klystrons grids with thickness of more than 0.6-0.7 mm

also usually are not used.

From aforesaid it is possible to draw following important

conclusion: vibration regular components, caused by oscillations of

grids, to completely remove in entire Doppler frequency band cannot,

although, raising rigidity of grids in reasonable limits, it is

possible to weaken/attenuate this phenomenon.

All these reasonings, which relate to oscillations of grids, are

valid also for oscillations of end walls of resonators.

.................. ..
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Amplitudes of oscillations of grids or resonators, sufficient for

appearance vibration regular components, are extremely small;

therefore with coincidence of frequency of external effect with

resonance frequency of natural mechanical oscillations of these parts

vibration regular components can appear already with negligible amount

of exciting force.
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In this case become dangerous high-frequency vibration effects at

frequencies into tens of kilohertz with the intensity of the order of

the tenth and hundredths g. The same relates also to the acoustic

effects on the low-noise klystron.

Application of damping is one of fundamental paths of fight with

microphonics. During the use of conventional means of damping

equipment the vibrational accelerations relatively easily decrease at

the high frequencies. In connection with this it can seem that the

problem of the suppression of resonance oscillations of grids and

walls of the resonators of klystrons is solved comparatively simply,

*" since frequencies of such usually compose tens of kilohertz. However,

* the practice of operation and checking of klystrons under the

conditions of vibration effects shows that even at the frequencies of

vibration 100-200 Hz and with the virtually purely sinusoidal form of

vibration oscillations in the noise spectrum of klystron can appear

intense vibration regular components at frequencies, which correspond

V
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to the mechanical resonance of grids or walls of resonator.

Investigations showed that by driver of parts at self-resonant

frequencies under vibration influences, whose frequency to 2-2.5

orders lower than resonance, is collision excitation. If during the

vibration of klystron in the equipment appears friction or rapping

against each other of the badly/poorly attached parts of mounting

(wires, screens/shields, washers, etc.), then the appearing wide

frequency spectrum of collision excitation, which seizes the

self-resonant frequencies of the mechanical oscillations of grids or

walls of resonator, can cause the appearance of corresponding

vibration regular components. The aforesaid equally relates also to

friction of the badly/poorly attached parts of klystron itself (heater

in the cathode, insulators, fine-adjustment screws/propellers, etc.).

4.2. Static regular constituting.

Appearance of static regular components-in noises spectrum of

klystron can be caused by both the external reasons (pulsations of

feeding voltages/stresses, radio engineering focusings/inductions) and

by internal reasons, determined by complicated physical processes in

klystrons themselves. On the external reasons we shall not dwell.

Page 79.

It is completely clear, for example that if in the spectrum of the

pulsation of any of the supplies of power of klystron is a narrow-band

*? . . *.... . . ..
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overshoot at the specific frequency, which lies at the Doppler

operational frequencies band of the equipment, then in the noise

spectrum of klystron at the appropriate frequency will appear regular

component. It is easy to rate/estimate the value of such regular

component, knowing the sensitivity of the frequency generated by

klystron to a change in the supply voltage.

We analyze approximations (1.11)- ( 1.13), connecting change

- generatable frequencies and by change in voltages of supply of

klystron. The sensitivity of generated frequency to the

voltage/stress on the resonator for reflex klystron, as it follows

from expression (1.12), can be sharply reduced when VerVo. The

corresponding relationships/ratios of the geometric dimensions of

klystron, necessary during construction, are represented in work [30].

The comparison of expressions (1.11) with (1.13) shows that the

sensitivity of the generatable frequency to the feeding

voltages/stresses in span klystron is 5-10 times lower than in

reflecting during the comparable operating modes, since the quality of

the resonator system of the span klystron respectively is 5-10 times

higher than reflecting. However, from the point of view the effects

of the instability of the feeding voltages/stresses on the appearance

of static regular component of requirement for the power supplies for

the reflecting and span klystron prove to be equivalent. Matter in

the fact that with an increase in the quality of resonator system is

reduced not only the value of frequency modulation and, consequently,

the absolute value of static regular component, but will be reduced

i,
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and the level of frequency noise. Therefore the excess of static

regular component above the noise level remains constant/invariable.

From expressions (1.11)- (1.13) it also follows that with the decrease

of the number of the zone of generation the sensitivity of the

generatable frequency to the feeding voltages/stresses is reduced.

Fight with radio engineering focusings/inductions during

operation of coherent equipment is very complicated and important

problem. Both the focusings/inductions along ether/ester and the

focusings/inductions along the network/grid of feed can be developed

in the form of static regular components in the noise spectrum of

klystron; however, in connection with the fact that a similar form of

static regular components is not connected directly with the

construction/design or the modes/conditions of the work of klystron

oscillator, we will not stop on the particulars of the suppression of

focusings/inductions and their effect on the distortion of noise

characteristics. Let us pass to the examination of the internal

. reasons for the appearance of static regular components, i.e., such

reasons, which are determined by physical processes in klystron

oscillator.

- Page 80.

The known at present internal reasons for appearance of klystrons

static regular component in noise spectrum one way or another are

connected with processes, which take place in ion-electron plasma,

which is formed in region of electronic flux.

4,
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Oscillations of ion-electron plasma, modulating in frequency and

amplitude of oscillation of klystron, lead to appearance single static

regular components or whole series of such components in noise

spectra. It is clear that one of the paths of fight with static

*regular components of this origin is sharp lowering in the pressure of

-residual gases in the working instrument, i.e., the guarantee of an

ultrahigh vacuum during entire service life of klystron. It was

established, for example, that in the span klystrons, in which at a

common for vacuum-tube instruments pressure of residual gases of order

10'-10 - mm Hg were noted these intense static regular components

they disappeared with decompression to 10-- i0-' mm Hg [31).

Fig. 1.19 gives typical noise spectra of span klystron at

different pressures of residual gases.

From aforesaid it would be possible to make conclusion that since

static regular components are caused by oscillations of ions, and

decrease in final pressure of residual gases in klystron is capable of

tearing away such oscillations, there is no need to in detail examine

complicated physical processes, which determine development of one or

the other modes of ionic vibrations, and it is necessary only with

methods of contemporary technology to ensure required vacuum in

working klystrons. However, this conclusion/output would be inaccurate

on a number of circumstances.

4,!
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Fig. 1.19. Frequency noises of span generator klystron at pressure

of residual gases 10-'-10 - 1 (1) and 10--0-' (2) mm Hg.

Key: (1). dB/Hz. (2). kHz.
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First, obtaining and maintenance of required ultrahigh vacuum in

klystrons during operation in heavy temperature conditions during

entire guaranteed service life is very complicated technical problem.

Even with of the solution of this problem in the principle are always

possible short-term vacuum deteriorations with the continuous

operation of klystron due to random voltage surges of feed,

technological divergences in modes of cleaning/decontamination of

assemblies and parts of klystron and exhaust schedules, due to the

concealed/latent material defects and other difficultly considered and

badly/poorly controlled factors. To reveal/detect previously the

LJ
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possibility of similar pressure shocks in the working klystron is

virtually impossible. For the majority of usual of electric vacuum

and among other things shf instruments a change of the pressure in the

limits of 10'-l0-' mm -9 does not cause the

disturbance/breakdown of efficiency of instrument. However, for the

low-noise klystrons the changes in the pressure indicated are

dangerous, since they can cause the appearance of static regular

components in the spectra fluctuations and give pentrite themselves

and to the disturbance/breakdown of efficiency of equipment.

Secondly, even under ideal conditions for evacuation of residual

gases in working klystron are always vapors of metals. The pressure

of the vapors of barium, for example, during the use of oxide cathodes

and especially high-temperature impregnated cathodes reaches the value

of 10-1-10-' mm Hg [32). The ionized vapors can also cause different

modes of the plasma vibrations, which are accompanied by the

appearance of static regular components.

Therefore solution of problem by guarantee of stable fine vacuum

in process of operating klystrons although is very important, it is

insufficient for reliable work of low-noise klystron oscillators. It

is necessary already during construction of klystrons to attempt to

remove or at least to maximally restrict very possibility of the

development of those modes of the ionic vibrations, which are capable

of causing appearance in the noise spectrum of static regular

components.

p.

S. . .
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Let us examine different modes of ionic plasma vibrations. In

this case us they will interest the relatively low-frequency vibration

modes, capable of causing spurious modulation in the Doppler frequency

band.

Are at present known following low-frequency ionic oscillations:

relaxation type oscillation, oscillation at ionic plasma frequency,

oscillation of ions in region of minimum of potential near the

cathode, oscillations, connected with formation/education in plasma of

electrostatic acoustic waves.

Relaxation type oscillations. Fig. 1.20 schematically shows

electron-optical systems and distribution of electric potential along

the axis of reflecting and span klystrons. In the space between

accelerating grid and first resonator grid and in the middle part of

the span tub- the electrons move in the region, where external

electric field virtually is absent. In this case under the effect of

negative space charge of electronic flux potential in the axis of

klystron noticeably is reduced and appears the "potential pit" (region

of the minimum of potential), which is the reason for the onset of

relaxation oscillations.

In working klystron as a result of collisions of electrons with

molecules 6f residual gases positive ions are formed. If the grids of

klystron are sufficiently dense, then space boundary by them is trap
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for the positive ions and, since the process of ionization occurs

continuously, then ions are accumulated in the trap. In proportion to

the accumulation of positive ions negative space charge of electronic

flux is compensated and potential well depth decreases. The same

process occurs also in the span tube without the grids, if it has

sufficiently large length in comparison with the inside diameter,

since in this case the leak/leakage of ions to the side of cathc-de is

hindered/hampered. Now let us turn to physics of relaxation

* oscillations.

Depending on depth of potential Java can occur two forms of

relaxation oscillations, whose mechanisms differ from each other.

For simplicity of reasonings we will consider that The klystron

has ideal grids, i.e., grid such dense that they completely shield

electric field, and at the same time such transparent for electronic

flux that value of current interception can be disregarded/neglected.

Page 83.

In this case in the absence of potential well or with its relatively

small depth (curves I and II on Fig. 1.20a) entire electronic flux,

which left the cathode and which passed accelerating grid C,, will

achieve working resonator gap and it will interact with shf field of

resonator, determining the output parameters of klystron - amplitude

and the frequency of the generatable.
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If ionic space-charge neutralization is absent and potential well

depth is maximum (curve III), i.e., potential is reduced to zero and

so-called virtual cathode is formed, then special current distribution

between electrodes of klystron appears.

A'.
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*Fig. 1.20. Diagrammatic representation of electron-optical systems

and potential distribution along axis of reflecting (a) and span (b)

klystrons: K - cathode; C, - accelerating grid; C2, C, - resonator

grid; - reflector; input span and outtakes;

- collector/receptacle.

Key: (1). Reflector. (2). Input. (3). Span. (4). Output. (5).

Collector.
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The region of virtual cathode will be able to overcome only the part
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of the electrons, whose speed will prove to be somewhat larger than

average/mean. Taking into account the known distribution law on

initial velocities of electrons, it is possible to consider that half

of the electrons, which will achieve working resonator gap, will be

able to pass approximately the region of virtual cathode. Remaining

electrons will return back into the region between the cathode and

accelerating grid. In this case the output parameters of klystron

will be others in comparison with the mode/conditions of the absence

of virtual cathode, since they will be determined by doubly smaller

operating current. Furthermore, it is important that in this

mode/conditions space charge in cathode due to the returning electrons

will increase and will occur the supplementary decrease of operating

current. Thus, are possible two modes of operation of klystron,

determined by the presence or the absence of virtual cathode, and to

these two modes/conditions will correspond to two values of the output

parameters.

When in klystron sufficient quantity of positive ions is present,

both modes/conditions are established/installed alternately with

specific periodicity, which causes modtilation of output parameters.

This occurs as follows.

Upon inclusion of accelerating voltage at zero time ions are

absent and is established/installed mode/conditions of virtual

cathode. The process of ionization gradually increases a number of

ions and, since in the region of klystron in question external
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electric field virtually is absent, positive ions are accumulated in

the region of the minimum of potential. Because of ionic space-charge

neutralization of electronic flux the potential well depth decreases

also at some moment of the time, when potential becomes more than

zero, the mode of operation of klystron sharply is changed. In this

case due to the decrease of a quantity of electrons in the region

between the cathode and accelerating grid common cathode current

grows/rises, which causes a new increase in the potential well depth.

Then potential well depth again decreases also at some moment of time

begins maximum ionic compensation, the field, which contributed ion

-. concentration in the region of the minimum of potential, disappears

and ions gradually are scattered.

In proportion to scattering ions potential well again appears.

In connection with the relatively low speeds of ions, determined by

their large mass, occurs an increase in the potential well depth up to

the formation of virtual cathode again abruptly they are changed

mode/conditions and the output parameters of klystron.

Page 85.

Further process is repeated in the form of periodic oscillations.

With the typical form of such oscillations (Fig. 1.21) highest

harmonic components are very intense and therefore in the noise

spectrum of klystrons whole series of static regular components with

*" the multiple frequencies can be observed.

'
'"

* ar.--]"K.K!~ ~,§;.'K ,-. ...
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Frequency, as it follows from that outlined above, depends on

time of reaching/achievement of ionic compensation, i.e., from

quantity of positive ions, formed in region of ion trap per unit time.

Therefore frequency is the greater, is the greater the number of

molecules or the greater the pressure of residual gases in klystron.

At real pressures of residual gases of the frequency of dominant mode

of oscillatiuns usually they lie/rest at the region from hundred hertz

to several ten kilohertz and taking into account the appearance of

highest harmonic components encompass virtually entire operating range

of Doppler frequencies.

Establishment of any intermediate equilibrium of work prevents,

first, inertia of ions and, secondly, the fact that condition for

formation of the virtual cathode and condition for its disappearance

are different, i.e., are different critical values of density of

electronic flux. In more detail with the physico mathematical

treatment of the described phenomena the reader can be introduced in

work [33). Let us point out only to the connection/communication of

the geometric dimensions of the ion trap with the distance from the

cathode to accelerating grid. These connection/communication is

determined by the existence of the critical density of space charge of

electronic flux, at which in the region of the ion trap can be formed

virtual cathode.

In work (33) it is shown that in idealized electron-/electronic-

optical system of span klystron (grid ideal, wall effect of span tube

% . . . .% i
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on potential distribution in electronic flux it is not considered)

Virtual cathode cannot arise, if length of tube is lower than doubled

distance fromr cathode to accelerating grid.
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" Fig. 1.21. Typical picture of oscillations of relaxation form in

klystrons.
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Respectively for reflex klystron, where the density of space charge

increases due to the electrons, which enter the region of the ion trap

from the direction of reflector, virtual cathode cannot arise if the

length of the ion trap (distance between grids C, and C2 in Fig. 1.20)

will be less than 1.7 of distance between the cathode and grid C,.

in real constructions/designs, where grids intercept part of

electronic flux, into effect of side walls of cylindrical pipe, which

forms ion trap, sag/sagging potential decreases on axis of electronic

flux depending on relation of diameters of tube and flow, given higher

than relationship/ratio will be others. Nevertheless, these idealized

relationships/ratios can be recommended for the calculations of the

geometric dimensions of klystrons, since they are maximum for the

existence of virtual cathode. The effect of supplementary factors in

the real constructions/designs will create only the structural/design

reserves, which guarantee the absence of virtual cathode, and

consequently, and the absence of the described above mode of

I.
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relaxation vibrations under any working conditions of klystron.

However, the mechanism of relaxation oscillations examined not the

only possible, and the elimination of virtual cathode in a number of

cases does not guarantee the suppression of static regular components..

In klystrons, in which there are no conditions for formation of

virtual cathode, but there is sufficiently large sag/sagging of

potential due to effect of negative space charge of electronic flux

and has the capability of leak/leakage of ions from ion trap to side

of cathode, relaxation oscillations of another form can appear. So as

with the first form of relaxation oscillations, after the

inclusion/connection of accelerating voltage in proportion to an

increase in the quantity of positive ions decreases potential well

depth. In this case the electron-optical stream conditions of

electrons change and the output parameters of klystron respectively

change.

After reaching/achievement of complete ionic space-charge

neutralization of electronic flux unstable equilibrium appears. The

appearance of any "excess" positive ion causes the onset of the force

of pushing apart, which to lead to the bias/displacement of ions along

the axis of flow to the side of cathode. In this case through the

opening/aperture the leak/leakage of ions to the cathode increases,

and this creates the supplementary electric field, "which extracts"

ions from the trap. There occurs a rapid release of trap from the

positive ions, but in this case potential well, where ions, again
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begin to be accumulated/stored again appears, and processes are

repeated. Storage time determines the oscillatory period, since it to

1-2 orders usually exceeds the time of the release of trap from the

ions.

Page 87.

Described form of relaxation oscillations was investigated in

* work [34) on carcinotrons, but results of this work were applicable

for analysis of mechanism of relaxation oscillations in klystrons.

- Frequency (1,) can be calculated according to the formula

, .p o (V-) V/ _ (1.85)
. --"-- PI/P.

where p - pressure in klystron, mm Hg; a1(V0i - specific ionization

(number of ions, produced by one electron at the length of I cm at a

pressure 1 mm Hg); pj'p, - ratio of the density of ionic charge and

density of electronic charge (with Pl0-' mm / pj/, |i)

With the aid of formula (1.85) it is not difficult to show that

frequencies of dominant mode of oscillations during usual modes of

operation of klystrons lie/rest within limits of 5- 100 kHz and taking

into consideration of intense highest harmonic components they

encompass entire Doppler range. For the suppression of similar

oscillations besides an improvement in the vacuum there is actually

one path - complete elimination of the ion traps in the

constructions/designs of klystrons for the avoidance of the appearance
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of potential wells.

Oscillations of ions in region of minimum of potential near the

cathode. In S 2 it was indicated that with the passage of the

positive ions through the region of the minimum of potential near the

cathode the fluctuations of cathode current, which call an increase in

the noises of klystron, appear. In this case were examined the ions,

formed as a result of the ionization of residual gases and which move

in I will move cathode with the relatively high speeds. However, in

klystrons, where thermionic cathodes are utilized, into the region of

the minimum of potential near the cathode enter also the ions, emitted

by cathode.

Such ions, possessing low speeds, can be seized in region of

minimum of potential and complete about this region of oscillation,

causing appropriate periodic modulation of electronic flux. The

predicted mechanism of the excitation of oscillations is reduced to

the following.

Ion flow of barium, which leave cathode, falls into region of

minimum of potential, where there is ac field. This field causes

modulation of ions on the speeds and, consequently, modulation of the

ionic flow with respect to density. The modulated on the density ion

flow forces to fluctuate in the potential well depth (in the

near-cathode region of the minimum of potential) how is realized the

feedback, which supports oscillations.
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Study of similar oscillations is given to [40), where is used

following expression for calculating frequency:

f 3 1
4  

1 2 MI el l 
81 

.

where T, - temperature of cathode; nil - mass of ion; J - density of

electronic current; k - Boltzmann constant; m, e - mass and electron

charge; n, , dimensionless parameters, tabulated by Langmuir.

Rough estimate of frequency of barium ions gives value of

approximately 5 MHz.

Thus, it is possible to consider that static regular components,

which can be caused in noise spectrum of klystron by described mode of

ionic vibrations, will lie/rest beyond limits of Doppler frequency

band.

Oscillations at ionic plasma frequency. It is known that in the

electronic fluxes neutralized by ions the sustained oscillations,

caused by the oscillations of the ions of plasma, can appear. The

theory of such oscillations was developed by Langmuir and Tonks [35).

Similar oscillations can appear also in the electronic shf

instruments. To the studies of the physical mechanism of ionic

oscillations in the confined plasma, threaded by the flow of fast

electrons, is dedicated the series/row of works [36-39, 41], but far

*.I . ** * *-• , •. .- . -. .- . .*. *. . * ~. * . *. • - • . . - .,'. .o .. ... .+ . . * .. ..:.> -. " .-..... .. .. ..? ... .. .. . - .... ... ..... ... • . • . .. ...... . . --.. ..' - . .. ..
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* from all sides of the occurring processes are sufficiently studied,

there are many contradictory and debatable conclusions/outputs and

assumptions.

Reference 136] is one of the most successive works in the

" field of ionic oscillations in low-pressure confined plasma

*. pierced by an electron beam, where the expression for frequency

of cross plasma oscillations lip is given.

With cylindrical form of plasma column frequency j,, is

determined as follows:

j 2f1 P :0,48"!06 M DV '(.7

where j - density of electronic current, A/m 2 ; M, - molecular weight

of ions; Vo - voltage/stress of electronic flux, V.

For klystrons of centimeter wavelength range operating

voltages/stresses are 250-4000 V, and currents of cathode 30-60 mA

with diameters of electronic flux 2-4 mm. Therefore frequencies of

ionic plasma in the klystrons in accordance with expression (1.87)

must lie/rest within the limits of 0.5-3 MHz for the usual fundamental

residual gases N2 and CO (Mj=28) and 2-11 MHz for fH2(M,=2).

- Page 89.

Corresponding static regular components can, consequently, be

developed in the noise spectra of klystrons only in high-frequency

........................
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polishing Doppler frequency band.

However, in plasma can exist electrostatic waves, whose

frequencies are lower than ionic plasma frequency. Wave in this case

is similar to acoustic wave in the gas, when speed does not depend on

density. Therefore similar waves were called "electrostatic acoustic

waves". The theoretical and experimental studies of such waves are

presented, for example, in works [42, 43).

Under specific conditions, when intense interaction of

electrostatic wave with flow of slow (for example, secondary)

electrons occurs, longitudinal or radial sustained oscillations can

appear. Similar oscillations were observed both in the span klystrons

[44] and in the reflecting.

A characteristic difference in oscillations of a radial type is

the fact that the highest frequencies are not multiples of the lower

critical frequency, but rather that their ratio corresponds

approximately to the ratio of the roots of the Bessel functions.

Work [44] resulting expressions for determination of limiting

frequencies of transverse oscillations for cylindrical column of

plasma.

In the absence of azimuthal dependence

J0(p b) = J, (p b) b In c /b. (1.88)

.. .**,. *=o. % . . * *** *** * * * * * ~ ..- * *- *** * * * * *
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In presence of azimuthal dependence

Jb) ( I - cb 2 ), (1.89)
2

M, 112 -o4.

where (w=  m:_ . .____] ,k ;/ T, W2

b - radius of plasma column; c - radius of tube of drift; J,, J,

* - function of Bessel of first order; wip - angular ionic plasma

frequency; ,-j - mass of ion; T, - electron temperature of plasma; k -

Boltzmann constant; 7 - coefficient of adiabatic compression

(according to data (42, 42] 7=2-3); wc - angular limiting frequency.

When w 2< W2

From expression (1.89), in particular, it follows that with

complete filling of tube of drift with plasma, when c/b=l, frequencies

relate between themselves as roots of function of Bessel J. With

other values of c/b of relationship/ratio are more complicated.

o,

'a' , _% " . : , ,; , . -; , .- : - ' ' . = .L - _ - - , " • ' _ ' : " - : . . . . • - " " • - . . : .
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Table 3 gives calculated and experimental relationships/ratios of

frequencies for span klystron with tube of drift with diameter of 1.93

mm according to data of work [44) and analogous relationships/ratios

for reflex klystron with diameter of tube of 4 mm. In 'able im/Iw -

the ratio of the critical frequency of the n-type of

oscillations/vibrations to lowest critical frequency (n=l).

In Fig. 1.22. calculated curves, carried out according to

expression (1.89), are given.

Data, given in Table 3, show that experimental

relationships/ratios of frequencies satisfactorily coincide with

calculated. However, as a rule absolute values of calculated

frequencies, which correspond to real residual gases in the klystrons

(Mj=2-28).it is considerably higher than the experimental values of

frequencies. For explaining this nonconformity in work [44) assumed

that fundamental ion component is created by barium (M,=137), which

evaporates from the cathode, but sufficient data, that confirm this

hypothesis, no.

Is possible that decrease in frequency connected with

high-constituent nature of real plasma in klystrons, but at present

detailed examinations of this plasma present very great difficulties.

!.. . . . . . . .
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Table 3. Relationships/ratios of the highest types of frequencies.(, ) (A ) . '3
W '4aCTOTM K0OHohiep ean. (1

Tail XAHCTPOBA HI PC2IM P060TU .. ). ~
3CcnepM MeNT Teopac

IpoaCTIbIAI 1 254 1,0 1,0
V,- 9,5 K6, (7) 2 466 1,83 1,83
I,- 79 Aga,($) 3 665 2,62 2 65-

Mic I4 825 3.25 3,48

[I eOAeT ,IN 155 1,0 1.0
, = 4,8 KSa 2 320 2,06 2,02
!, - 30 va _. 3 459 2.96 3,11

b/c - 0,65 4 723 4,66 4,18
5 872 5,63 6,0

'? OTpawcaTeAbiiA 1 46,5 1,0 1,0
V 0 0 s, 1 2 93 2,0 2,03 150 3,23 3,12

blc- 0,7 4 198 4,26 4,13
5 244 5,25 5,35

Key: (1). Type of klystron and the operating mode. (2). Ihe number

of oscillations, n. (3). Frequency kHz. (4). Experiment. (5).

Theory. (6). Span. (7). kV. (8). mA. (9). Reflecting. (10).

LI.
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The examinations of simpler two-component plasma [45] indicate the

possibility of both the decrease and increasing the frequency

depending on the combination of ion concentrations with different

masses. Complexity and insufficient study of oscillating processes in

the real multicomponent plasma impede at present fight with

corresponding static regular components. constituting. Nevertheless,

will examine some paths of fight with the ionic
oscillations/vibrations, based on the experimental data and on the

overall physical representations about the mechanism of ionic

oscillations/vibrations.
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Without dwelling on need for improvement in vacuum (which can,

generally speaking, prove to be ineffective, if is accurate hypothesis

about determining role of the vapors of barium), let us point out to

need for stability of partial pressures of residual gases in klystron.

The redistribution of ion concentrations with different masses in the

process of the prolonged operation of klystron can cause ionic

oscillations/vibrations due to a change in attenuation length of

Landau.
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* 4 0,6 0,6 b/c

Fig. 1.22. Dependence of computed values of relative frequencies of

radial in plasma wIw, from ratio of radius of plasma column to radius

of drift tube b/c.
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In connection with the fact that mechanism of energy transfer to

oscillating plasma is connected, apparently, with presence of slow

secondary electrons (36, 42, 44], should be excluded or sharply

restricted possibility of entry of secondary electrons from

collector/receptacle or walls of span tube into region of plasma

column'.

FOOTNOTE Generally speaking, the oscillations of secondary electrons

can be the reason for the appearance of klystrons static regular

component in the noise spectra, but the frequencies of such components

are assumed to be relatively high - order of tens of megahertz.

Furthermore, secondary electrons, falling into the region of

electronic flux, contribute to the formation/education of "potential

4- -

4* ." . . . - . . - .. ' . . . - . . - . *"* * ' * * ~ . h 4 *
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traps," which favorably affects the onset of relaxation type

oscillations. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Positively must pronounce decrease of ionic concentration due to

the leak/leakage of ions from the region of the tube of drift. This

consideration is confirmed experimentally in work [44), where with an

increase in the negative bias/displacement on the collector/receptacle

it was possible to tear away ionic oscillations/vibrations. The

physical explanation of disruption/separation connected with the fact

that with the decrease of ion concentrations is reduced ionic plasma

frequency Wjp and, when U) it becomes close to 2,

oscillations/vibrations are broken away.

* V , * I* '*%*' ' .
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Chapter 2.

Parameters, which characterize noisiness of generators, and the

methods of their measurement.

1. Parameters, which characterize noisiness of generators.

i.i. Oscillation spectrum with those fluctuating by amplitude and

. frequency. Spectral line width.

Whatever physical processes, which reveal stability of

oscillations/vibrations of generator, result of their action can be

represented in the form of oscillation/vibration those fluctuating by

amplitude and frequency:

U(t)= I + (t)1 cos t + -Iv(t)dt + oi, (21)

where a(t)=6U(t)/U- relative fluctuation of amplitude; P(t)=2rbf(t) -

fluctuation of angular frequency;-Uand,-average/mean values of

. amplitude and frequency respectively, and o. - constant phase,

determined by initial conditions. Subsequently we will count o,=0.

Since change in phase accompanies any change in frequency,

moreover P(t)=dQ(t)/dt, it is possible to record (2.1) f to this form:

U(t)--U[I + a(t)] cos lt + (t)1. (2.2)

In steady-state mode/conditions amplitude and frequency of

generator are statistically stationary processes, if their calling

noises also are statistically stationary. This means that the
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amplitude and frequency have completely specific average/mean values,

and their fluctuations are virtually limited in the value. The

fluctuations of phase behave otherwise. The random disturbances of

phase are not restored, and in the course of time the divergence of

phase can become large, in spite of the smallness of the fluctuations

of frequency. Analysis shows that random component of the phase of

generator changes under the noise effect similarly to the coordinate

of particle during the Brownian (thermal) motion.
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Let us examine spectrum of fluctuating oscillation U(t).

Obviously, its form is determined by the character of the spectra of

the fluctuations of frequency and amplitude. The task of determining

the mathematical connection/communication between the energy

oscillation spectrum and the energy spectra of its fluctuations in the

general case is complicated. Therefore we will be restricted only to

simple considerations and evaluations/estimates, sufficient for

understanding of the essence of matter; the reader will find the

detailed presentation of a question in (46).

If we deal concerning purely harmonic process of U(t)=Ucoswt,

then its spectrum is infinitesimally narrow line (Fig. 2.1). Let us

examine how the spectrum changes, if occur only the fluctuations of

amplitude, i.e.

U(t)= I , +2(t)i cos t. (2.3)

Let us assume that spectral density of mean square of
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fluctuations of amplitude W.(F) is known (Fig. 2.2.). In order to

clearly present the connection/communication between the oscillation

spectra U(t) and fluctuations of amplitude a(t), let us replace noise

effect with the action of the sum of harmonic oscillations. Let us

break frequency interval, on which assigned spectral density W.(F), on

N of equal narrow sections let us compare to noise in each of these

sections the harmonic oscillation, whose amplitude it is selected from

the condition of the equality to power of harmonic oscillation during

the period and the power of noise 1;

a2./2 W. (F,,) a F. (2.4)

FOOTNOTE '. More precisely saying, from the condition of the equality

of the mean squares of harmonic oscillation and noise a(t).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Obviously, relationship/ratio a21/ F reflects the course of energy

spectrum W.(F) at discrete/digital points F=F. This means that the

noise effect and its replacing harmonic oscillations they are

equivalent in the energy sense.

-2-
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.1, F

Fig. 2.1. Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.1. Energy spectrum of harmonic oscillation.

Fig. 2.2. Energy spectrum of fluctuations of amplitude.
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Taking into account aforesaid it is possible to record (2.3) in

following form:

U(t)U [-a.cosQ.f cosit-

Ua.. (2,.5)+2~t

a-IN

+ E a Cos (W - to , 25

where u,,=2,-Fa

It is hence evident that oscillation spectrum U(t) consists of

carrier with amplitude U and symmetrically arranged/located relative

to it lateral modulation frequencies with amplitudes of Ua_ Since the

level of the amplitude noise of real generators is very small, then

a*JIl and fundamental vibrational energy is concentrated in the

infinitesimally narrow frequency range at the frequency of carrier.

The oscillations of the side frequencies of the amplitude modulation
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form the pedestal, on the form repeating to the right and to the left

of the modulating function a(t) carrying the spectrum. Carrier output

is equal to P0=U'/2, while the power of lateral, arranged/located from

it at a distance ± F. in the bands with a width of AF,

U20n2  ,42 'US~ 7W. (F)ASIPa(F -)-2 -=-+ - -

Hence we obtain

Pa (F.))2__ W, (F),& F. (2.6)
PO

In accordance with (2.6) ratio of power of transverse

oscillations of amplitude modulation in band Af=l Hz to carrier output

oscillation is numerically equal to spectral density of fluctuations

of amplitude.
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Strict examination [46) leads to the same results. Thus, if is

assigned the energy spectrum of the fluctuations of amplitude W.(F)

(Fig. 2.2), then energy oscillation spectrum U(t) with the fluctuating

amplitude consists of the sum of discrete/digital line on the

frequency of carrier and pedestal, repeating on the form to the right

and to the left of carrying line spectrum W. (F)(Fig. 2.3). Retains

force and relationship/ratio (2.6):

P0

In self- excited oscillators order of width of spectrum of

fluctuations of amplitude is determined by passband of oscillatory

duct/contour (resonator). We saw this based on the example of reflex

klystron. Thus, the width of the pedestal of the oscillation spectrum
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of autogenerater is of the order the passband of oscillatory circuit.

Let us examine now oscillations, modulated only in frequency:

U(t) C cos Iwt + ( () dth= Ucos [ut +,:- (t)l. (2.8)

In order to explain, as oscillation spectrum U(t) in this case

appears, let us recall properties of oscillation, frequency-modulated

by harmonic tone. This oscillation can be recorded in the following

form:

U (t) = U cos 1;t± Sicos tdt "-

=Ucos wt + -sin 2 t

(2.9)

where 9 - angular modulation frequency; K - deviation of frequency,

and K/S2 - index of modulation (deviation in phase). From the theory

of frequency modulation it follows that the oscillation of form (2.9)

can be represented by the sum of spectral components:

u (t) U , ( cos ( + S )t, (2.10)

$s--r

where - function of Bessel of the s order.

Expression (2.10) shows that even with simple sinusoidal

modulation spectrum of frequency modulated oscillation contains

infinite number of components, from those standing from each other to
v-

value .

. ;-.> i . i ; . : .. . ; .; ; • -.-. '%" ,-- -,'-.'-.'-.'- -,' ',.',, ..;,..'....,,v-.---..% -.>,"..- -.. ,,,. U
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Fig. 2.3. Energy oscillation spectrum with fluctuating amplitude.

Page 97.

With the amplitude modulation by the simple tone are only three

spectral components: carrying and two lateral, distant behind it up

to the frequency distance ±n. Carrier level depends on the depth of

modulation; with the smallness of the latter the energy of the

*amplitude modulated oscillation virtually completely is concentrated

on frequency of carrier. In the case of frequency modulation the low

value of the deviation of frequency K does not mean that the

amplitudes of transverse oscillations are compulsorily small.

Everything depends on the frequency at which modulation occurs. With

the given K always will be located sufficiently low values S, with

which the index of modulation K/ will become comparable with one and

even it is substantially more than one. The properties of the Bessel

functions are such, that with the value of the argument of order the

numbers of function, value J, ) prove to be comparable with J0(- )

This means that in spite of low value K, at the sufficiently low

modulation frequency vibrational energy is distributed along the

spectrum, but it is not concentrated in the oscillation of the carrier

frequency as with modulation of amplitude.

-b
o

* *
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Example of spectrum of frequency modulated oscillation with value

of index of modulation K/=10 is shown in Fig. 2.4. In spite of the

fact that the spectrum contains an infinite number of components [see

formula (2.10)), from Fig. 2.4 it is evident that the amplitudes of

transverse oscillations sharply decrease with I sj>K/Q. This is a

common property of the Bessel functions and it is correct with any

value of the index of modulation K/U. Therefore it is possible to

speak about the completely specific width of the spectrum, if we

understand it as the frequency band, in which is concentrated

fundamental energy of the frequency modulated oscillation.

9

-. . '''- ''- ' .2 - , 2 .2 . .2 , .2 -'. .. < .'- ."< . < - . .. - - - . .-. ~ .-..--- .- ..- .. - .- .. .- , i-. . ..
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Fig. 2.4. Oscillation spectrum, frequency-modulated by harmonic tone

of frequency Q with index of modulation, equal to 10.
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Taking into account that the frequencies of transverse oscillations

are located from each other on value Q, it is possible to propose the

following evaluation/estimate for the width of the spectrum:

o~22 s, (2.11 )

where s..-=, - number of the transverse oscillation, with excess of

which sharply decrease the amplitudes of side components. Then

formula (2.11) can be rewritten in the following form:

awz2x. (2.12)

With constant/invariable deviation of frequency (K=const) width

of spectrum is obtained identical for any modulation frequency 9.

With the decrease 11 the spectrum is filled more densely; however, in

view of the decrease of distance between spectral components they all

are localized in limits of one and the same frequency interval AW-2K.

Joint action of many modulating oscillations considerably

" complicates picture; oscillation spectra are not simply superimposed,

but appear new components due to crossed effects.

<J
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Entire above- mentioned related to case of modulation of

frequency by harmonic oscillations. The qualitative aspect of

phenomena will be preserved also in the case of modulation of noise

frequency, since its action, at least in the root-mean-square sense,

always can be replaced with the action of a large number of harmonic

oscillations. A strict analysis confirms this [46]. Actually, with

random modulation of frequency the vibrational energy is distributed

along the spectrum; energy oscillation spectrum Wu(f- F)- the

spectral density of the mean square of oscillation U(t) - is eroded

and is converted from the discrete/digital line into the duct/contour

of the final width with the maximum at the medium frequency of

oscillation f (Fig. 2.5). The width of spectral duct/contour is

defined as the frequency band, the prisoner of honey by the points, at

which Wu(f- F) is equal to half from maximum value Wu(). Both the

form and the width of spectral duct/contour depend on character the

energy spectrum of the fluctuations of angular frequency

W,(F)=(2-)fW(F) [let us recall that v=27r6f(t)].
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- If value W,(F) is low and weakly it changes at the low frequencies

(spectrum "low" and wide - Fig. 2.6), then the width of spectral

duct/contour is designed from formula [46)

F°= W, (0) (2.3)
8

4...
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FOOTNOTE 1. This formula differs from that given in [46) in terms of

constant coefficient, since here and into [46] are utilized different

determinations of the energy spectrum: in [46) the spectral density

is referred to the interval of angular frequency AQ, and here - to

AF=A&/2w (see appendix 2). ENDFOOTNOTE.

- ~ We see that AF, - depends only on value of spectral density of

fluctuations of frequency near F=0. In light of the explanations,

given above for the model with harmonic modulation of frequency, this

must not cause the surprise: line broadening is obliged to the action

only of those spectral components of the fluctuations of frequency,

for which the index of modulation is great. With the low value of the

level of the fluctuations of frequency the large index of modulation

is obtained only at very low frequencies, i.e., with F-0. Since we

examine the action of the fluctuations of frequency with the spectrum

now, by those by weakly changing in the region of the low values F

(Fig. 2.6), where W. (ff)const, then level W, in this region can be

sufficiently accurately characterized with its value with F=0 that

also is utilized in formula (2.13).

Thus, formula (2.13) makes it possible to calculate line

broadening in such a case, when spectrum of fluctuations of frequency

at sufficiently low frequencies is close to uniform. The spectral

duct/contour of the oscillation, formed by the action of such

fluctuations, is called natural; respectively and the width of

ductcontour is called natural. More frequently they speak about the

natural spectral line width, but not duct/contour.
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Fig. 2.5. Fig. 2.6.

Fig. 2.5. Energy oscillation spectrum with fluctuating frequency

(duct/contour of "spectral line").

Fig. 2.6. "Wide" spectrum of fluctuations of frequency.
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Although this terminology is not too successful (line does not have

width), it solidly was affirmed in the literature. It is possible to

meet other names of the natural width of the line: resonance,

.- Lorentz.

Obviously, formula (2.13) is unsuitable for computing broadening

of spectral line, caused by flicker effect, since in this case form of

energy spectrum of fluctuations of frequency does not correspond to

prerequisites/premises, accepted in conclusion/output (2.13):

spectral density of component of fluctuations of oscillator frequency,

caused by flicker effect, substantially grows/rises to low frequencies

(Fig. 2.7). In this case the width of spectral duct/contour is

designed from following formula [46]:

MHKC

a F, ! W,(F dF, (2.14)

2rHI
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where F.,,, and F,. - band edge of frequencies, in limits of which the

system, which uses a generator, reacts during the fluctuation of its

frequency. the spectral line width, caused by the action of the

component of the fluctuations of the frequency, whose spectral density.

substantially grows/rises to the low frequencies, is called technical,

Doppler or Gaussian.

In contrast to natural spectral line width, technical is

determined not only by level of spectral density of fluctuations of

frequency, but also by band, in which is developed action of

fluctuations. Thus, the technical width of line is not the absolute

characteristic of generator, since it depends also on the conditions,

under which it is recorded. Value AF, depends mainly on ..., since

W,(F) increases to the low frequencies. However, with the nearness of

the law of change W.(F) to F-1 depend,-nce &F, on F..,, proves to be

weak. Let us examine an example.

Let W,(F)=Afi'" For simplicity let us accept .AC=  then

iiF,=~= AF-1'd F Ai F-00

hence follows that with change F... 10 times %F, it is changed only

1.4 times. This makes it possible to judge an order of magnitude AF,

over a wide range of change F... by the value, determined in one of the

points of range.

Page 101.

p .--.,,'. -..- . ..- , . -.. . .•-.. .. .
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Let us give example of calculation of spectral line width

*. according to results of measuring energy spectrum of fluctuations of

frequency of reflex klystron. Fig. 2.8 shows the spectrum of the

fluctuations of frequency, obtained from the experiment. To frequency

F=Io6 Hz the course of spectral density is determined by flicker

effect, with F>I04 Hz - by noises with the uniform spectrum. Is

obvious, is possible to represent Wf(F) by the sum:

W(F) = W (F)j10 + (Wf)p&U.

The first of these components must produce the technical broadening of

spectral line, and the second - natural.

In accordance with formula (2.13) for determining natural

component of line width it is necessary to know level (Wt)p,,, near F=0.

Direct measurement (W,)p,,, with F-0 is impossible, first of all, due to

the flicker effect masking actions. Therefore it is necessary to

extrapolate value w'(F), obtained at the high frequencies, where the

action of flicker effect weakens in a sufficient measure to the zero

frequency. Fulfilling this operation/process, we find

W, (0)= (2 )'(W,) ..,, (2i)2I WI (F)Ij . 0,4 rad /set-.

Then, after substituting value W,(o) in (2.13), we will obtain AF,-0,05

-; Hz.

For determining technical component of spectral line widths we

extrapolate course IWI(F)I®, into region of high frequencies and

integrate (numerically) [(Wf(,=t2.lW (I )jA in limits F...n- 10 Hz,

*. L Hz. As a result we find

................................
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mac3W. (F) dP::z1O rad2,'s.

In accordance with (2.14) we obtain AF, -125 Hz.
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t, -z-

Fig. 2.7. Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.7. "narrow" spectrum of fluctuations of frequency, caused by

flicker effect.

Fig. 2.8. Energy spectrum of fluctuations of frequency of reflex

klystron on logarithmic scale (to calculation of components of

-* spectral line width).

*. Key: (1). Hz2/Hz. (2). Hz.
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Thus, technical component of spectral line width considerably

exceeds natural. Since the spectrum of the fluctuations of frequency,

depicted in Fig. 2.8 and used for the calculation, is typical for

reflex klystrons of the short-wave part of the range of microwaves,

one should consider that the flicker effect is the fundamental reason

for the broadening of the spectral line of such klystrons.

Given example shows that width of the spectral line is very small

- order ten hertz. Specifically, in this frequency range fundamental

vibrational energy is concentrated. However, hence it does not follow

that spectral components of the fluctuations of the oscillation of

' % .A; .
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generator, which lie far beyond the limits of spectral line width, are

harmless (see Chapter 3). Therefore the knowledge of the course of

the spectral densities of fluctuations over a wide range of

frequencies is necessary not only for determining the spectral line . _

width of generator. In most the frequency band of the fluctuations of

being practical interest, begins far beyond the limits of the spectral

width of line (Fig. 2.9).

Let us examine oscillation spectrum with fluctuating frequency

now precisely for these frequencies (wings of spectral line). Let us

enter so as in the case of oscillation with the fluctuating amplitude,

after replacing noise effect with the action of the sum of the

harmonic oscillations, whose amplitudes X are selected so that the

mean square of the fluctuations of angular frequency in this region of

the spectrum with the width AF (Fig. 2.10) would be equal to the

average/mean within the period square of the depicting harmonic

function:

,

d.,W%(. -- * .. 5

.*

~ .- **-* . . . . . .* - -* . *
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Fig. 2.9. Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.9. Typical relationship/ratio of width of range of Doppler

frequencies and technical and natural spectral line width.

Fig. 2.10. Section of energy spectrum of fluctuations of frequency,

which determines wings of spectral line.
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Then

U(t)= UCo Wt+ I M Cos Q t dt =

=Ucos Ut+ sin t.

n-N
Let us represent here --" sin Q. t as fo01lows:

n-N s-N

-L-- sin Q. t (t)-m + Y sin .t, (2.16)

where k - such number, with which

s-N

Obviously, frequency g. lies/rests considerably higher than
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cut-off frequency of spectral line, since indices of modulation ',.Q,
n-N

with n>k must be much less than one (inequality %"sin2,t<I must be
*E 2

fulfilled at all moments of time).
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-* Taking into account (2.16) U(t) it is possible to convert thus:

n-N

U(t)-Ucos +s+,(+ Isn ,,t

n-i

= V cos ;t+tCOs sin , t1-

- Uwin jw i + "* (t)1 sin [- nl

.'+. Ucos [rt++A,(t)-UsinI t+" (t) E -s- " sn.=
n-A

# n-N - _

n-2

n-N -2

-_OI t +k(01os ( -,os + +( 2.7

n-ht

This expression resembles spectrum, obtained for

amplitude-modulated oscillation (2.5). Difference consists only of

the fact that the phase of transverse oscillations of lower

frequencies was turned on 180', and also in the fact that "carrying"

and the transverse oscillations are additionally frequency-modulated

(phase) by function i,(t). Let us note that function q,(t) - is slow,

r°. . . . . . . . . . .. .",*.1 : ' ~ 3 / ' I 2 ' ." : , : , L 2 : -' . '. . " ' .., . " " - . v .-- , .' . . .-, .- ' ' -' .i . , , ..., , : 2 ' ' ' ' .' '
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since

-4- M-- -sin -2 , t, a Q , << -,. w + - n, .-(t) nl a ;2.

Since all x.!Q. in (2.17) is much less than 1, almost entire/all

power of oscillation U(t) is contained in that slowly modulated

"carrier," i.e., in limits of spectral line width. On (2.17) this

power (with an accuracy to constant factor) is equal to P0 =U
2 /2 '.

FOOTNOTE 1. In actuality U2/2 - complete average/mean power of the

frequency modulated oscillation U(t), including power of all lateral.

From (2.17) it follows that U2/2 - only power of "carrier"; however,

this conclusion/output - consequence of the approximations/approaches,

made during conclusion/output (2.17). ENDFOOTNOTE.

The power of lateral, arranged/located up to distances +F,=+L. 2r

from the carrier, in the bands with a width of AF is equal to

U2 U2 U. + (-l W (F)A F
I P6 (F.)12  = +

Hence follows that

[P6 (F.)]a _- W.(F)AF W,(F,)AF (2.18)
Q 2 F2
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Since deviation of phase Tp. and deviation of frequency %1 are

connected with relationship/ratio %.-,/2 .. the relation

W(F)_ WI makes sense of spectral density of mean square of
-... 2
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fluctuations of phase '.

FOOTNOTE * The phase of the oscillation of any self-excited

oscillator is statistically transient. Nevertheless, sufficiently

*- rapid changes in the phase can be approximately considered stationary

in the interval of the time, limited by the smallness of a change in

the average/mean value of phase. In our model the transient

properties of the phase of oscillation are hidden in function %(s), and

the fluctuations of phase at frequencies, which considerably exceed

spectral line width, are considered stationary that it makes it

possible to speak about their energy spectrum as independent of the

time parameter. ENDFOOTNOTE.

This makes it possible to rewrite (2.18) as follows:

[P6 (F.)12.F _ W(F.)aF =

P 0  _ = (, F ,

W1 (F)where W,(F. F  - the spectral density of the fluctuations of

phase.

Passing to ro r nimuos change in frequency, we can rewrite

latter/last formula, after dropping/omitting index "n":

I IP6 (F)12~ A F (F) A F W, (F)aF. (2.19)
PO F3

On (2.19) the ratio of the power of side in the band frequencies,

equal to I Hz (Mf=l Hz), to the average/mean power of oscillation it

is numerically equal to the spectral density of the fluctuations of

phase. Obviously, the power of one lateral, arranged/located at a

A
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distance of F from the medium frequency of oscillation, it is possible

to record thus:

I(F)1 F -PO 2?2

At conclusion of present section briefly let us pause at combined

action of fluctuations of frequency and amplitude. If the

fluctuations of frequency and amplitude are not correlated, then the

power of lateral, the frequencies caused by fluctuations and

amplitudes, simply store/add up. The components of the spectral

density of the fluctuating voltage/stress for this case are shown on

Fig. 2.11.

Let us note that contribution of fluctuations of amplitude in the

range of Doppler frequencies, as a rule is small.
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Thus, the typical value of the spectral density of the fluctuations of

amplitude at the frequency F=200 kHz composes 10-'6 i/Hz; if at the

same frequency W=10-2 Hz2/Hz, then

1,0 ! -2

, = W -- 2,5.10 -13 1/Hz,F 2 T .- FI4 10'

consequently,

IWuI, L0 - 4.10-4.
[Wo If 2,5.10--

At the low frequencies of fluctuations the difference is still more.

If the fluctuations of frequency and amplitude are correlated, then

the form of spectral line can be distorted, the fixture of asymmetric.

%
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The order of spectral line width in this case is retained.

1.2. The mean squares of the fluctuations of amplitude and frequency.

During analysis of noisiness of generators in Chapter 1 we

characterized with their spectral densities of fluctuations of

amplitude and frequency. These parameters sufficiently fully reflect

the effect of the instability of generator of the properties of one or

the other systems, in which it is utilized.

.3
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- Fig. 2.11. components of energy spectrum of fluctuating oscillation,

* connected with fluctuations of frequency [Wumwl, (curve 1) and

fluctuations of amplitude !Wu (w) (curve 2). For the clarity the

* components indicated are depicted in different scales. With the image

* on the identical scale component Iwu(I'I would be forced against the

* axis of abscissas.

- Page 107.

In certain cases it is necessary to know additionally the degree of

the correlation of honey by the fluctuations of frequency and

amplitude. As it was shown above, through the spe-ctral densities of

* fluctuations is determined the spectral line width of the oscillation

of generator; knowing them, it is possible to calculate also the mean

* square of phase change in the assigned interval of time [46).

* Therefore the spectral densities of the fluctuations of frequency and

- amplitude can be accepted as the fundamental parameters, which

* characterize noisiness of generators (62, 64).
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This method of describing fluctuation properties of generators

frequently is utilized in technical literature both in theoretical and

in experimental works. Since data of experiments are represented

sometimes and in another form, one should dwell on the question of

processing experimental data.

Straight/direct result of changes it is not spectral density, but

mean squares (power) of fluctuations in after transmission AF, of

analyzer of spectrum [M (t) ,3A, 1(t)rA.-. Approximate values of spectral

densities are obtained further by the division of these values on jF,,

i.e.
fcz(t)Jl,,

0,() F' (.o
.(F) A (2.2)

where F - frequency of tuning/adjusting the spectrum analyzer, and

AF, - its passband, expressed in hertz. It would be possible to

obtain precise values of spectral densities only with the

infinitesimally narrow passband of the spectrum analyzer, since

A 7-.0 AP,W, (F)= IVm Mra

Such measurements are in principle impossible due to the fact

.,"
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that they would require infinite time, even if filter with

infinitesimally narrow band was realized.
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Therefore, speaking about the experimental values of the spectral

densities of fluctuations, we always imply their approximate values,

determined on the mean squares of fluctuations, measured in the final

frequency band.

More frequently use not spectral density of fluctuations of

angular frequency v(t), but usual 6f(t). Since 6f(t)=v(t)/2v, then

W( (F) = ( (2.21)

Since value j[(t)J 6 is dimensionless [let us recall that

a(t)=6U(t)/U - relative fluctuation of amplitude], while ), it

has dimensionality [HZ 2), dimensionalities W.(F) and w,(F) will be

[1/Hz) and [Hz 2 /Hz] respectively.

Utilized in practice spectrum analyzers have passbands from ones

hertz at lowest frequencies of Doppler range (ten hertz) to several

kilohertz on averages in high frequencies (ten and hundreds of

kilohertz). The selection of the passband of the spectrum analyzer is

dictated by two contradictory considerations: on one hand, it must be

possibly already so that the parts of the spectrum correctly would be

reproduced, and on the other - as it is wide as possible for
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shortening of the time of measurement and increase in the accuracy of

reading, since during the expansion of passband decreases the time of

establishment and measuring error due to the natural instability of

readings/indications of the indicator (see S 2 this chapter).

Therefore the passband of the spectrum analyzer is selected as a

result of a compromise between two named requirements.

Obviously, reproduction of form of spectrum being investigated

will be satisfactory, if in limits of passband of analyzer spectral

density is changed not too strongly. During the analysis at the low

frequencies, where a change in the spectral densities due to the

flicker effect is observed, passband must be narrow, and the narrower

it is, the less the frequency of tuning/adjusting analyzer; at the

high frequencies, where the spectral density of fluctuations becomes

uniform it is possible to substantially expand passband.

Aforesaid remains valid, if in spectra there are no regular

components. But if they are present, then the passband of the

spectrum analyzer is dictated by the possibility of their

discrimination against the background of "flat" noise.
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In the literature are encountered different methods of the

recording of results of spectral measurement of fluctuations:

1. Are indicated the mean squares of the fluctuations of

amplitude and frequency in the passband of the spectrum analyzer,
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which was being utilized in measurements Jx(t)Jp, and F'f(t)JI, ' and is

given the value of passband AFc. This method of the recording of the

results of experiment is objective; however, it is inconvenient fact

that for the comparison of data, published in different sources, for

the reader it is necessary to fulfill work on bringing of results to

one band of analysis.

2. Are communicated not straight/direct results of measurements,

but referred to standard frequency band, as which accept band 1 Hz or

1 kHz. Evidently, the most convenient value of standard band are AF=1

Hz, since in this case communicated data approximately correspond to

the spectral densities of the mean squares of fluctuations W.(F) and

W,(F). For so that it would be possible to judge the accuracy of

reproduction of the parts of the spectra, it is desirable to give the

value of the passband of the analyzer of spectrum, which was being

utilized while conducting of measurements.

3. In some, predominantly foreign, sources are communicated not

mean squares of fluctuations, but standard deviations 1:

o.F) =VF. (Ql,.
C

FOOTNOTE '. In the technical literature of the USA for the

designation of standard deviations is utilized the reduction "rms"

(ratio medium square), that analogous with the term "root-mean-square

value", used in the Soviet literature together with the term "standard

**o * *." • ." ° .. . . . . . . . ... -* . * . .. *. -*-***.* ** .- • • i •*. -. -. .. . .. o
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deviation". ENDFOOTNOTE.

This method of the recording of data of experiment seems unsuccessful,

since for calculating the fluctuation parameters of systems, which

contain generator, or width of its spectral line it is necessary to

convert a.(F) and a,(F) into the spectral densities of the mean squares.

Let us give example of translation/conversion of standard

deviation of fluctuations of frequency to mean square, in reference to

band 1 Hz (approximate spectral density of mean square of fluctuations

of frequency). Let o-I0 Hz in the band of frequencies AF,=IO0 Hz.

Then, obviously,

Wf-- f =-1 Hz2/Hz.
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1.3. Relation of the power of the side components of the spectrum of

the fluctuating oscillation to the average/mean power of oscillation.

In number of cases it is convenient to characterize fluctuating

oscillation by ratio of power of lateral spectral components of

amplitude and frequency modulation in certain narrow band of

frequencies AF at a distance of F from medium frequency of oscillation

to its average/mean power. For the components this relation of

amplitude modulation it is given by formula (2.6)

(P,(F)jr_ W..1F
.P o

.I **~. . . * . *
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Let us recall that IP,(F)12.iF - power of side components of

amplitude modulation in two bands with width of AF each,

arranged/located symmetrically relative to medium frequency of

oscillation (Fig. 2.12a). In practice they are more frequently

interested in the power, which falls to one sideband AF. Designating
relation IP6 (F)IiF by symbol I-.(F)I,F.we have

P0
W, (F) a F

1rFI , 2 (2.22)

Usually parameter Ij.(F)]'r is called ratio of power of amplitude

noise in band AF to carrier output.
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2X F ZK F XaZXF or ZXF XF

Fig. 2.12. On calculation of relation of power of side components of

spectrum of fluctuating oscillation to average/mean power of

oscillation: (a) to two sidebands, (b) to one sideband.
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This is inaccurate, since the power of the frequency modulated

oscillation is distributed in the frequency band, which makes it

possible to speak only about the average/mean power of oscillation.

Let us note that in view of the low values of the low values of the

*fluctuations of the amplitude of real generators it is possible to

consider the average/mean power of oscillation which does not depend

on the level of amplitude noise, since its contribution is very small.

Most frequently take AF as equal to 1 kHz or 1 Hz. Latter/last

more preferable, since in this case right side (2.22) is numerically

equal to half of the spectral density of the mean square of the

relative fluctuations of amplitude. With AF=l Hz we will omit index

"AF":

, (F) i 4. (2.23)
2

le . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . .
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Key: (1). Hz.

Obviously parameter T- (F) is dimensionless. In the literature value

V.(F) frequently is indicated in the decibels;

I~af)i6~lOg{W.(F)* (.4--

Key: (1). Hz.

It is possible to determine ratio of power of components of

frequency modulation in one sideband to average/mean power of

oscillation analogously. From formula (2.18) it follows:

P6 iP(F)I - W1(-F)AFp - W1(-F) A (2.25)
P0  2 F1  2

For the brevity we will call It,(F)Ijr the ratio of the power of

frequency noise in the band AF to the average/mean power of

oscillation. With af=l Hz

W, (F)IO W9 (F)1  (.

Key: (1). Hz.

In this case parameter y1(F) is numerically equal to half of the

spectral density of the mean square of the fluctuations of phase.

Parameter y, (F) is dimensionless and the value of it frequently also

is assigned in the decibels:

III(F)46 = 10tg 19 QA 1Z (2.27)

Key; (1). Hz.

Let us note that formula (2.18), from which it follows (2.25) and

(2.26), is valid only for frequencies F, which considerably exceed

width of the spectral line of oscillation.

Page 112.
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In S 1.1. on the chapter confronting was given an example of the

calculation of the spectral line width of klystron oscillator of the

range of microwaves; it proved to be equal to 12.5 Hz. On the larger

level of frequency noise it is possible to obtain numerals on the

order of hundreds hertz. Therefore parameter yf(F). designed on the

measured spectral density of the mean square of the fluctuations of
frequency W(F). Ef(F).I Hz, can be interpreted as the ratio of the

2 F2

power of frequency noise in the band 1 Hz to the average/mean power of

oscillation only for frequencies F on the order of 10 Hz and above.

At lower frequencies y,(F) one ought not to identify with the relation

indicated; it is simply equal to half of the mean square of the

fluctuations of phase in the band I Hz.

Difference between spectral course of ratio of power of frequency

noise to average/mean power of oscillation and spectrum of

fluctuations of phase is shown in Fig. 2.13.

Let us note that with uniform spectra of fluctuations of

amplitude and frequency I, F=const, while 7 (F) is proportional to I/F2.

In the region of the effect of the flicker effect, where W(F) and

W,(F) are proportional 1/F, i(F) and -,(F) proportional I/F and 1/F3

respectively.

Characteristic of fluctuation properties of generators by

parameters W.(F) and W/(f) or j.(F) and -f,(F) is equivalent, since

between them there is mutual one-to-one correspondence. However, it
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seems to us that during the physical investigations to more preferably

express results with spectral densities WoF) and W(F). Matter in the

fact that in this case the flicker effect is developed in both spectra

in the form of the sections, whose frequency course coincides with the

frequency course of flicker noise in the currents of instrument, which

makes it possible to easily isolate the region of its action.

.1-

........................................................................
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Fig. 2.13. Course of energy spectrum of fluctuations of phase (1)

and relative power (2) side component frequency modulation

(reproducing with small F duct/contour of spectral line): In first

case by F is understood frequency of fluctuations, the secondly -

distance from sideband in question to carrier frequency.
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2. Methods of measuring the amplitude and frequency noises.

2.1. Single-channel method of straight/direct detection.

Method of straight/direct de,=ction is simplest method of level

measurement of fluctuations of amplitude or frequency. The block

diagram of the single-channel meter, which works according to this

principle, is depicted in Fig. 2.14. Those investigated shf

oscillation are supplied to the input of amplitude or FM

discriminator. Envelope at the output of detector reproduces with

respect to the fluctuation of amplitude or frequency. Further the

voltage/stress of envelope enters the input of the low-noise

amplifier, which has the band, sufficient for the transmission of the

...................... .-...... - .. .. .. - .% ,- %, .- .- .%.. %o
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required frequency band of the fluctuations (usually this range it

encompasses frequencies from ten - hundred hertz to hundreds of

kilohertz). The intensive voltage/stress is supplied to the analyzer

of spectrum, with the aid of which is conducted the spectral

investigation of fluctuations. At the output of the spectrum analyzer

stands the indicator, whose readings/indications are proportional to

the power (the mean square) of noise in the filter pass band of the

spectrum analyzer. For obtaining the quantitative results the meter

must be supplemented by one or another device/equipment for

calibrating the absolute level of the noises being investigated.

Let us examine general requirements for elements of network of

meter.

Shf detector. Since the FM discriminator is the combination of

the frequency discriminator of one or the other form and amplitude

detector, let us pause at first at the requirements for the latter.

Its inherent noise and conversion loss must be small. The first

requirement is obvious - with small noises of noise generator of

detector limit the sensitivity of meter. The second requirement comes

from the fact that with the large conversion loss the role of

amplifier noises, which follows after the detector, grows/rises, which

also decreases in the sensitivity of meter.

it is important to note that detection of envelope occurs

virtually without distortions with any form of volt-ampere

",, , . . .-..., .'-"-' . v .. .' .> . , . .-.-. ... . .. . , . .. ... ... . . . .. . .. ., . . . . . . , .. .-,- .
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characteristic of detector, since low value of fluctuations of

amplitude of shf oscillation in comparison with its average/mean value

always provides precise reproduction of envelope of shf oscillation

with voltage/stress on load of detector. Conversion loss during the

detection of the weakly modulated oscillation are equal to the

- certified/rating conversion loss in the mixing mode/conditions ',

reduced doubly (in contrast to the mixing mode/conditions during the

- amplitude detection the output voltage/stress of detector caused by

-" two sidebands of modulation).

FOOTNOTE 1. If carrier output is equal to the power of heterodyne,

stipulated in the certificate. ENDFOOTNOTE.

J'. .. . - . . , . . . . . .

,4'"".. . & . & a & _-"-"- -'. .- .. . . .'''" '." .-"" - '",-" ".,k ,. " - " .,- . '''''.' .. ,- .. '". . .. "v -" "
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Fig. 2.14. Block diagram of single-channel meter of fluctuations of

amplitude, constructed according to principle of straight/direct

detection.

Key: (1). Shf input. (2). Amplitude or FM discriminator. (3).

Low-noise amplifier. (4). Spectrum analyzer. (5). Power- level

indicator of noise.
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For measuring noises low-powered generators by most

adequate/approaching detector crystal diode is. The optimum

mode/conditions of detection is provided in this case at the power shf

signal, supplied to the detector, on the order of 0.5-1 mW; in this

case the conversion loss are 4-6 dB. Unfortunately, the inherent

noise of crystal diodes are sufficiently great, and precisely they

limit the sensitivity of measurements at the low frequencies. An

unpleasant circumstance is the fact that the inherent noise level of

detector depends on the power shf oscillation, that their effect on

the results of the measurement via the cutoff/disconnection of the

investigated generator from the meter does not make it possible to

consider.

Spread of noise characteristics of crystal diodes is very great

even in limits of one type of diodes; therefore it is necessary to

select/take diodes before their installation into measuring circuit.

Silicon diodes possess the best noise parameters at the low

frequencies. The characteristic form of intrinsic noise spectra of

diode at shf power on it, equal to 0.5 mW, it is shown in Fig. 2.15.

At frequencies of below 20 kHz dominant role plays surplus noise

of p-n junction; therefore the sensitivity of meter of fluctuations is

nonuniform along spectrum, being reduced with decrease of frequency.

Let us note that the inherent noise level of crystal diodes increases

with an increase in the negative bias/displacement. This limits the

**IJ.--** *.* iX22Ki.~i.-~ :: :..--~Ki.
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resistance/resistor of the load of detector with value into several

hundred ohms.

If power of investigated generator is sufficiently great (watts,

tens of watts), it is possible to utilize for detection vacuum- tube

diode of corresponding frequency range. Their own low-frequency

noises (flicker noises) of the vacuum-tube diodes are less than

crystal; however, for obtaining the sufficiently low conversion loss

on them it is necessary to supply the considerably greater shf power

(hundreds of milliwatts) and to utilize high resistance/resistors of

load (tens of kilohms). Diodes of the shf range with oxide cathodes

produced by industry (for example, 6D13D) make it possible to increase

the sensitivity of the measurement of the fluctuations of amplitude by

value on the order of 10 dB .

FOOTNOTE '. According to the data, obtained by A. S. Karasev.

Since the parameters of diodes have considerable spread, then for the

realization of high sensitivity diodes must be selected/taken.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Everything said above related to measurement of fluctuations of

amplitude. For measuring the fluctuations of frequency the diagram is

supplemented by the frequency discriminator, which is

established/installed before shf detector. The designation/purpose of

discriminator consists of the conversion of the fluctuations of

frequency in the fluctuation of amplitude. Obviously the sensitivity

~ -* *.. -.. .- * . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . .* . .* * . . -
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of the measurement of the fluctuations of frequency is determined not

only by the sensitivity of the meter of the amplitude noise,

established/installed after discriminator, but also by the

slope/transconductance of the amplitude frequency characteristic of

discriminator.

Detuned reentrant cavity (Fig. 2.16a) is simplest frequency

discriminator. In this diagram the effect of frequency detection is

:caused by the dependence of the transmission gain from the frequency,

-I supplied to the resonator. Obviously the effectiveness of frequency

detection grows/rises with an increase in the quality of resonator.
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Fig. 2.15. Low-frequency noise spectrum of shf detector on silicon

diode.

Key: (1). a2 /Hz. (2). Hz.
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The greatest slope/transconductance of amplitude-frequency

characteristic is reached at tuning of resonator to the point of half

transmission factor according to the power (with respect to the

transmission factor in the presence of the resonance). Let us note

that with an increase in the quality of resonator the band of

frequencies of the fluctuations, in which discriminator works without

the distortions, is reduced. It is considered that the distortions

are negligible in the frequency band, which does not exceed 10% of the

passband of resonator.

Interference (Fig. 2.16b) is is a more complex circuit of FM

discriminator. In this case the oscillation being investigated is

divided into two channels, in one of which is established/installed

the element/cell, which converts the fluctuations of frequency in the

fluctuation of phase. Such element/cell can be, in particular, the

resonator, tuned for the medium frequency of the oscillations (it is

utilized its phase-frequency characteristic, i.e., the dependence of

% % . -........ ...... . ........
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the phase of transmission factor on the voltage/stress from the

frequency). Oscillations from outputs of both channels are supplied

to the phase discriminator, which converts the fluctuations of a phase

difference of oscillations in the fluctuation of the amplitudes, which

then are measured.

Interference schematic of FM discriminator makes it possible to

obtain additional gain in sensitivity of measurement of fluctuations

of frequency, when power of generator being investigated noticeably

exceeds power, necessary for guaranteeing optimum conditions for work

of amplitude of shf detector (0.5-1 mW). The fact is that, possessing

the excess of input power, it is possible to phase the oscillations,

which enter the input of phase discriminator so that their

interference would occur with the effect of a deep suppression (to the

power level, amplitude detector necessary for the work).

% .7
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Fig. 2.16. Block diagrams of shf FM discriminators: a) by frequency

discriminator in the .form of detuned reentrant cavity; b) interference

type.

Key: (1). shf input. (2). Detuned cavity. (2). Amplitude

detector. (4). To amplifier. (5). Resonator. (6). Splitter.

(7). Phase discriminator. (8). Supporting channel. (9).

Attenuator. (10). Phase inverter.
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In this case proportionally the degree of suppression increases the

relation of the power of the fluctuations of phase, caused by the

action of resonator in one of the channels, to the average/mean power

of oscillation, i.e. in the final analysis the slope/transconductance

of the frequencies leg detector increases.

Practical implementation of interference FM discriminator can be

"- " ., - , .. - -, , -. " *. . .. . . . . - . . ' .- .. ,-v~ .." .. . . .- .--.-. ,
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different: it is possible to construct it, utilizing reentrant

cavity, as shown in Fig. 2.16b, resonator, which works for reflection,

or use delay line (method of Berstein [47].

Low-noise amplifier. Fundamental requirements for the amplifier

* (in addition to guarantee of necessary of passband to amplification

factor) consist of obtaining of the low values of the levels of

pulsations and inherent noise. If the lowest frequency of passband

lies/rests at the region of several kilohertz, then amplifier can be

constructed on vacuum lamps with an electronic-stabilized rectifier.

For decreasing the level of the pulsations, caused by the harmonics of

network/grid, the amplifier is supplied with the powerful/thick

circuits of anodic decouplings; in certain cases it is necessary to

supply the incandescence/filament of the first tubes by direct

current.

Decrease of inherent noise is achieved by use of low-noise tubes

with high slope/transconductance in first cascade/stage (6Zh9P or

6ZhllP in triode inclusion) and metallic resistors in those circuits

of input cascades/stages, where dc current component occurs.

If requirement of measurement of fluctuations at lower

frequencies (ten, hundred hertz) is placed, then rationally utilize

transistor amplifiers, supplied from dry batteries. This

removes/takes the problem of pulsations. As far as inherent noise

level is concerned, during the rational construction of amplifier and

'p.
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the use in the input cascades/stages of the contemporary low-noise

transistors (for example P28, P313) it is possible to obtain the

results, which are not inferior to those, which are achieved/reached

in the vacuum-tube amplifiers.

Spectrum analyzer and power-level indicator of fluctuations.

Requirements for the characteristics of these network elements are

closely related and therefore we will examine together them.

For indication of power level of noise at output of spectrum

analyzer it is most convenient to utilize quadratic voltmeter with

averaging (integrating) filter. An example of the device/equipment of

this voltmeter is shown in Fig. 2.17. Diode is in this case the

nonlinear element/cell, which detects noise. If the dependence of the

current of diode on the appiied voltage/stress is quadratic, then the

constant component of rectified current is geometric mean square

(power) of the noise voltage applied to the diode. for registering

its value the dial instrument is utilized.

Besides constant component in current of detector are contained

variable, random components, whose spectrum differs from noise

spectrum supplied to detector due to nonlinear conversions during

detection. Thus, for example, if the energy spectrum of subject on

the input of the detector of noise voltage/stress has rectangular

form, then the energy spectrum of the current of detector with the

quadratic and the characteristic takes the form, depicted in Fig.
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2.18b..

It consists of line on zero frequency (constant component, whose

level it is standard/criterion of power of detected noise) and two

sections with continuous spectrum. One of them by width .1Fr (.%Fc- - the

width of the original spectrum) adjoins the zero frequency. Spectral

density changes in this section according to the linear law,

growing/rising to the low frequencies.
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Fig. 2.17. Simplest indicator circuit of power of noise.
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The second section is localized in the vicinity of the double

frequency of tuning/adjusting the spectrum analyzer and on the form

reproduces the spectrum of initial noise voltage/stress. It is not

difficult to explain this transformation of the spectrum.

Let us select two elementary components of initial spectrum of

fluctuations and let us trace their fate during quadratic conversion:

a?±ai
(a, cos Qlt +a 2 cos 2, )2 - -2---- + a, a, cos (2, - g) t +

+ a, a2 cos (Pt + 2) t + cos 2 a, t--2 COS 2 f.
2 2jcs2.

The first member of the right side of this expression is constant

component, the second - low-frequency differential combination

oscillation. Its minimum frequency adjoins the zero, if the

frequencies of selected elementary components are close in the value,

and maximum - to frequency U.,-2A&F, since it can be obtained with

the greatest separation of frequencies Ql, and 2,, limited by the band

of initial spectrum ((2, -- ,).ac-2 AFc.

During joint action of many elementary component number possible

differential oscillations is the greater, the less difference in
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frequencies of selected components. Therefore in the frequency

section in question spectral intensity must decrease in proportion to

removal/distance from the zero frequency, becoming zero when Q-2 AF,.

The latter/last three members of the recorded above expression

appeared due to the total combined effects: it is not difficult to

see that the region of their manifestation was included between the

frequencies, distant behind the double frequency of tuning/adjusting

the spectrum analyzer to the value of its passband.

Fluctuations of current of detector cause instability of

readings/indications of needle indicator and thereby they limit

accuracy of measurement of the constant component. In order to

decrease their effect, filtration is utilized. In Fig. 2.17

elements/cells of the integrating low-pass filter is the capacitance

of capacitor C, connected in parallel to indicator instrument, and the

resistor/resistance of instrument R. Obviously the spectral section

of fluctuations, which adjoins the zero frequency, presents the

greatest danger; fluctuations at the double frequency of

tuning/adjusting of the analyzer of the spectrum are filtered easily,

yes even their action on the readings is considerably weakened due to

the mechanical inertia of arrow system.

'I,

°d
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Fig. 2.18. Energy spectra: a) voltage on input of square law

detector, b) current of detector.
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Thus, we come to conclusion that accuracy of reading of dc

current component of detector increases with decrease of passband of

RC-filter, since in this case band (and consequently, and power) of

fluctuations in current of indicator instrument decreases. However,

the contraction of the passband of RC-filter indicates an increase in

its time constant 70=RC, i.e. increases the time of the establishment

of the current through the instrument or, in other words, the time of

measurement.

Let us examine dependence of accuracy of reading on value of

passband of analyzer of spectrum b, (noise bandwidth, supplied to

detector). If the spectral density of the mean square of noise

voltage on the input of detector is equal to w. and the spectrum has

rectangular form, the dc current component of detector is equal to

/'=SW-, . where S - coefficient, which determines the characteristic

of the detector: I=SU 2. If we increase %f, then for maintaining the

previous reading/indication of detector it is necessary to decrease
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the stress level on its input, i.e., to decrease , In this case the

. power of fluctuations in the low-frequency part of the spectrum also

must decrease, since, remaining as a whole of constant/invariable, it

will be dispersed in the more broadband. This means that in the

constant/invariable parameters of RC-filter the level of the

fluctuations, passed by it, will be lowered, i.e. the accuracy of

measurement will rise. The aforesaid is explained by Fig. 2.19, in

which are shaded the regions of the spectrum of fluctuations, which

fall into the passband of RC-filter.

Mathematical analysis gives following expression for relative

error of readings/indications of indicator examined:
= I (2.28)

where T0=RC - time constant RC-filter, and AF, - passband of spectrum

analyzer. Thus, for example, with r,=l s and Af,-Io Hz a=7%; if this

accuracy of reading is insufficient and increase AF. is undesirable

according to one or the other considerations, then to increase

accuracy of reading is possible only with the value of an increase in

the time of measurement. With r,=10 s we obtain a=2%.

". .-$ , . . . . , . . . . , . . - . . - . . . . . . .. . .. . .

a- • @ ' - . - , , % - ' ., % ' . ., . -"% , , . . - j . % ., .• . . ' . • - ' " - . ' .. ¢ .. • .. , " ' . .
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Fig. 2.19. Low-frequency part of energy noise spectrum in current of

square law detector with narrow (a) and broad (b) band of fluctuations

of voltage/stress, supplied to input of detector.
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Considerable increase in time of measurement is undesirable,

since this impedes conducting experiments and requires special

measures for maintenance of operational stability of entire equipment

during measurement. This sets limitation on the minimum value of the

passband of the analyzer of spectrum AF, Maximum value AF, is

determined by the requirement of the reproduction of the parts of the

spectra being investigated. Usually AF, is selected not more than

(0.1-0.2)F, where F - frequency of tuning/adjusting the spectrum

analyzer. Hence follows that constant value r, the accuracy of

reading will decrease with the decrease of frequency. But if we

assign error identical at all frequencies, then this will lead to the

need for an increase in the time of measurement at the low

frequencies.
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Let us note that in spectrum of fluctuations regular components

can be present. For their isolation/liberation and precision

determination of level the supplementary contraction of the passband

of the spectrum analyzer can be required, even if the discussion deals -

with the high frequencies of fluctuations. Therefore during the

design of the meter of noise it is desirable to provide the

possibility of bandwidth control of the analyzer of spectrum and time

constant of RC-filter in the sufficiently wide limits.

Sensitivity of single-channel meter of fluctuations of amplitude

is limited to noise level of crystal detector and noises of input

amplifier stage; primary meaning at low frequencies has surplus noise

of detector. Since the noise level of detector depends on the power

of the shf oscillation supplied to it, it is not possible to consider

the effect of the noises of meter on the result of observation from

reading/indication of indicator at the off shf power. From this it

follows that recording the level of the fluctuations of amplitude can

be confident only then, when it exceeds the noise of detector several

times. Otherwise the doubt remains: are readings/indications of

indicator caused by inherent noise of measuring device. The best

crystal detectors of shf range are capable of ensuring the sensitivity

of the measurement of the single-channel meter of order -130 dB at

frequencies of fluctuations on the order of 103 Hz and -140 dB at

frequencies on the order of 10s Hz I (by sensitivity is understood

minimum confidently recorded level .( - h. (F)..).
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FOOTNOTE '. At the high frequencies of fluctuations the sensitivity

is limited as a rule to amplifier noises. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Let us note that in view of the instability of the parameters of

crystal detectors level measurements 1.(F). close to the maximum, are

unreliable.

Sensitivity of single-channel meter of fluctuations of frequency

is limited, as noted above, not only inherent noise of detector and

amplifier, but also by slope/transconductance of discriminator used.

If the latter is that detuned to the half-power point of resonator,

then the minimally measurable level of the spectral density of the

mean square of the fluctuations of frequency is equal to

W/ (1). .7 W. (F),...n

where QH - quality of the loaded resonator, and lw.(F)I,.H - minimally

measurable level of the spectral density of the fluctuations of

amplitude. With Q,-O and f=10tm Hz at frequency F on the order of

10 Hz, i.e., when Ij.(F).,- 10-
'3, we obtain [WA(),,,=10-' Hz 2/Hz. At

frequency F on the order of 10' Hz, i.e., when [ o(F)I.N-tO-, we will

obtain (W1( M,,-10-' Hz 2 /Hz.
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During use of interference FM discriminator sensitivity is

raised: gain is determined by relation of power input and output of

discriminator of phase. As it was already said, this gain can be

realized only then, when the generator being investigated has a power,
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which exceeds the power, necessary for operational provisions of

amplitude of shf detector.

Let us note that given evaluations/estimates are valid until

*" amplitude noise of generator being investigated is sufficiently small

and masks effect of frequency detection. Otherwise the sensitivity of

the measurement of the fluctuations of frequency is limited to the

level of amplitude noise, and its effect must be considered.

Detailed study of problem of measurement of fluctuations of

frequency, which includes analysis of properties of frequency

discriminators of different types, reader will find [46, 48, 49].

In conclusion let us pause at calibration of meters of

fluctuations. The most convenient method of calibration is the use of

a modulator of amplitude or frequency (phase), established/installed

in shf circuit, which connects the generator being investigated with

the meter of the fluctuations of amplitude or frequency. As the

modulators ferrite element/cell [50] or crystal diode, which works can

be used to the reflection in the mode of key/Wrench and connected with

"*" the fundamental circuit by the coupler of power .

FOOTNOTE 1*. A calibrator of such type is proposed by S.S.

Karatetskiy. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Both the forms of modulators - self-calibrating indicated. In the

* . . . .* . ****.

. % * 0 ) . *:_~
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literature the modulators, intended for low-level creation of

modulation, are called micro-modulators.

To calibrate meter of fluctuations is possible with the aid of

low-frequency signal generator (noise), by action of which they

replace action of detected fluctuations. In this case it is necessary

to additionally know the conversion loss of detector, and in the

measurement of the fluctuations of frequency - slope/transconductance

of discriminator.

Let us add that during study of generators with electronic

retuning of frequency calibration in measurement of fluctuations of

frequency it is easy to carry out supplying gauging electrode voltage,

which controls oscillator frequency, and finding deviation of

frequency through known slope/transconductance of electronic

tuning/adjusting.

2.2. Two-channel (correlation) method of measuring the fluctuations.

Sensitivity of single-channel meter of fluctuations of amplitude,

as a rule is insufficient for study of noises of contemporary

generators. The construction of meter according to two-channel

* diagram makes it possible to substantially increase the sensitivity of

measurements. The operating principle of the two-channel meter of the

*" fluctuations of amplitude is explained by the block diagram, depicted

in Fig. 2.20.
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Oscillations of investigated generator with the aid of splitter

of power are supplied to two independent measuring channels, each of

which consists of shf detector and low-noise amplifier with band,

which encompasses studied frequency range of fluctuations. Output

potentials of these channels contain correlated components, caused by

detection of the amplitude noise of the investigated generator, and

can be recorded the form:

U, ()= U, (0+ U.Mt) U,, 1(t) /!)-+ UX().

where U,(t) and U,(t) - components, caused by the inherent noise of

measuring channels (among other things by noises of shf detectors),

and U, t) - coherent component of noise, which is present in the

voltages/stresses of channels as a result of detection of the

* fluctuations of the amplitude of generator.
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Its level remains to be determined. Expressions are recorded under the

assumption that the amplification of channels is controlled so, that

the level of coherent component at their outputs is identical. Let us

note that U,(t), U,(t) and u,(t) is mutually not correlated (they they

are caused by the independent noise sources). Changing the polarity

of output voltage/stress of one of the channels, we can obtain on the

output of summator sum or voltage difference U,(t) and u(t) (for the

sake of simplicity let us assume that the transmission factor of the

inverter of phase and summator it is equal to one):

U, (t)=z U, (t -U-i t) t- 2Uo(t), U_ () U, () - U2(t).
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Formed thus signals are passed then through spectrum analyzer,

which isolates of them specific frequency components. It would be

possible to analyze the spectrum in the independent channels to the

commutator; however, this solution is uneconomic, since it would

require two identical spectrum analyzers instead of one in the diagram

in Fig. 2.20. It is not difficult to ascertain that both versions are

equivalent according to the result of their action as a result of the

linearity and the section of meter in question.

Let us designate output potentials of spectrum analyzer upon

total and differential inclusion/connection of inverter of phase

*" through

u+ (t) = U, (t) +u (t) + 2u. (t), u-.. (t) = (t) -U 2 (t)

These voltages/stresses are supplied to the square law detector, as a

result of which we obtain two readings of the power-level indicator of

"" noise, proportional

u2 (-a 2  ( u(t)J-) d 2

0-

. * . * . * ...... *i .

oO. . *
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Fig. 2.20. Block diagram of two-channel (correlation) meter of

fluctuations of amplitude, constructed according to principle of

straight/direct detection.

Key: (1). Channel. (2). Ferrite valve/gate. (3). Detector. (4).

low-noise amplifier. (5). Spectrum analyzer. (6). input. (7).

Splitter. (8). Inverter of phase and summator of voltages/stresses.

(9). Square law detector. (10). Indicator with low-pass filter.
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The difference between these readings l-+(t)--.At)=L" [t) is

proportional to the level of the unknown fluctuations of the amplitude

of generator in the passband of the spectrum analyzer.

Thus, in two-channel measurements it is possible to clearly

separate/liberate amplitude noise being investigated from noises of

measuring channels. This makes it possible to confidently record the

level of amplitude noise even then, when it is lower than the inherent

noise level of meter. The minimally measurable level of amplitude

.. . - . . . . - . . - - .. . . - . * S *. * * .
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noise is limited, first of all, by the instability of

readings/indications indicator, by caused fluctuation in component of

the current of the detector of indicator. The effect of this factor

on the accuracy of reading was dismantled above, in the examination of

the power-level indicator of the fluctuations of single-channel meter.

It is obvious that the confident reading of a difference in

*eadings/indications of indicator upon the total and differential

inclusions/connections is feasible only then, when the scatter of

readings/indications, caused by the instability of the current of

detector, is less than the measured difference.

Analysis shows that for recording power of amplitude noise, e

once of smaller power of inherent noise of meter (speech it goes about

power, given on input of amplifier of one of channels), it is

necessary to satisfy the condition: V.ToE where at, - passband of

spectrum analyzer, and 7. - time constant of integrating circuit (

RC-filte'~of indicator. Thus, for example, with T.=l s and M=2 kHz

,. =4C 5 (16.5 dB).

Since sensitivity of single-channel meter of fluctuations of

amplitude is limited by inherent noise level of meter, value

,K=I/FC I- shows, in how often more sensitive two-channel meter. It

would seem, increasing the duration of measurement (i.e. the time

constant of RC-filter), it is possible to unlimitedly raise the

sensitivity of two-channel meter. However, this is not the case

Purely technical reasons, for example accuracy and stability of

" ' . " ' o '. - . . . 4. , .o - . - . . . - -.. - ., o , . o . . - . - . - - o o -° o* - o
o

. . - .- . q -
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balancing/trimming the inverter of phase are the limit of an

improvement in the sensitivity. Ideal inverter must have the same

transmission factor upon the total and differential

inclusions/connections. Actually transmission factor somewhat

changes, and this can give the different readings/indications of

indicator with the total and differential readings even in the absence

of coherent component in the channels, i.e., lead to the false result.

Obviously, this factor limits the minimally measurable level of

fluctuations. Work experience with the correlation meters shows that

the maximum gain in the sensitivity in them in comparison with the

single-channel diagram does not exceed 25-30 dB.

In measurements at low frequencies advantages of two-channel

diagram decrease, since in this case passband of analyzer of spectrum

AF, decreases, and considerable increase in time constant 7. is

limited to need of guaranteeing operational stability of equipment for

time of measurement.

In practice sensitivity of two-channel meters of fluctuations of

amplitude, which use crystal of shf detectors, reaches values

1V.(F)J=..=--55 dB at frequencies of fluctuations on the order of 103

Hz and -170 dB at frequencies on the order of 10' Hz. During the use

of vacuum-tube diodes these numerals are improved by an order.

Let us note whereas that sensitivity of single-channel meter

could be of the same order, as two-channel, if there would be standard

-' " " .. " ..F ... .' .- ..,." .. ---: v .-" "- - ."- , '-".'.-- ..-.", .' L"; " " " ' ""'
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not making noise of shf generator. Then the process of. measurements

would be reduced to the alternating supply to identical power to shf

detector from the investigated and standard generators.

Page 123.

In the first case of reading the indicator they would be proportional

to the sum of the power of the amplitude noise of the generator being

investigated and the inherent noise of meter, and secondly - power of

the inherent noise of meter. The difference between this of

readings/indications would afford the possibility to determine the

unknown level of amplitude noise.

During creation of two-channel meters problem of prevention of

spurious coupling between channels, which is capable to lead to false

correlation of their output voltages/stresses, appears. The

modulation high-frequency connection/communication between the crystal

diodes is most dangerous. The wave, reflected from the diode, is

modulated by its noise. Falling on the detector of another channel

and being demodulated, this causes the appearance of voltage/stress,

first channel coherent with the noise. This process - mutual.

Calculations show that for preventing the ill effect of this

connection/communication the decoupling between the detectors on shf

signal must be not less than 35-40 dB. It is provided by the bridge

splitter of power and by ferrite valves/gates.

In Fig. 2.20 simplest version of two-channel meter was shown. Is

-. . * - - - . -- - - - - - * - - * - . - .< ,~. - . J - * . . ? j . s a s~~
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more convenient, especially in the mass measurements, the version, the

block diagram of low-frequency part of which is shown in fig. 2.21.

It differs from diagram in Fig. 2.20 in terms of use of automatic

changeover sum - difference also in synchronous detector by output.

The frequency of the changing over generator lies/rests below the

spectrum of the fluctuations being investigated, in the presence of

coherent component in the channels the intensity of noise output

potential of summator ( and consequently, and of the spectrum

- analyzer) periodically changes; the difference of the levels in the

intervals of total and differential inclusions/connections is greater,

the greater the level of coherent component. At the output of detector

as a result of this the regular oscillation, whose frequency is

determined by the frequency of the inversion of phase, appears, and

amplitude - coherent signal level. This oscillation is cleaned of the

harmonics and the part of the noise with narrow-band amplifier -

filter; the measurement of its amplitude is made by the synchronous

detector, the stability of readings/indications of which additionally

increases with use of integrating RC-chain.

.

|.....................................................,. .
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*Fig. 2.21. Block diagram of two-channel meter of fluctuations of

*' amplitude with automatic switching.

" Key: (1). Channel. (2). Low-noise amplifier. (3). Changing over

-... generator. (4). Inverter of phase and sumnmator of

-voltages/stresses. (5). Spectrum analyzer. (6). Square law

detector. (7). Low-noise amplifier. (8). Synchronous detector with

low-pass filter. (9). Narrow-band amplifier - filter.

* Page 124.

Questions, connected with two-channel measurement of fluctuations

of amplitude are examined in [51-53]. In spite of greater (than in

* single-channel) complexity, two-channel meters found practical

* application because of the reliability of the results of measurements,

* and also because in a number of cases the levels of the fluctuations

* of amplitude are so/such low, which by other methods it is impossible

to measure them.

(3

* f'q6-q
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Two-channel method can be useful and in measurement of frequency

noises. If the sensitivity of the single-channel measurements of the

fluctuations of frequency is limited by inherent noise of measuring

device, then transition/junction to the two-channel diagram gives

straight/direct gain. Can be encountered such case, when the levels

of the fluctuations of the amplitude of generator itself and

fluctuations of aiplitude, converted from the fluctuations of

'* frequency by discriminator, are compared. Then two-channel meter can

be used for exception/elimination or weakening of the effect of the

fluctuations of amplitude on the result of measurement. One of its

channels is connected to the amplitude and the other to the FM

discriminator. If the amplification of channels is properly balanced,

then deducting the voltages/stresses of channels, we are

freed/released from the action of the fluctuations of amplitude. The

effectiveness of this method is limited to the inherent noise level of

meter.

Finally, let us note that two-channel devices/equipment make it

possible to measure correlation coefficient between fluctuations of

oscillation of generator and low-frequency noise circuital currents of

its electrodes. Obtained thus information is useful for understanding

of fluctuation processes in the generators.

2.3. Superheterodyne methods of measuring the fluctuations.

It is known that sensitivity of superheterodyne receiver

V ' . . . ... -" "'. " " " - .- - - -'* .- -" " -" ." " " " . . .. . . * . . . -'. .. .. . ... . . . .
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considerably exceeds receiver sensitivity of straight amplification

with reception of weak signals. This is connected with the fact that

with the heterodyne method of reception/procedure the conversion loss

of mixer are determined by the power of heterodyne and do not depend

on the power of received signal.

In neasurement of fluctuations we do not deal concerning weak,

threshold signal. Problem consists not of reception/procedure and

measurement of signal itself, but of recording of its weak modulation.

Therefore a question about the sensitivity of the superheterodyne

method of measuring the fluctuations should not be mixed with a

question about the sensitivity with the reception of threshold shf

signals.

Let us examine sensitivity of superheterodyne method of

measurements of fluctuations of amplitude at first. The block diagiam

of measuring device is shown in Fig. 2.22. The oscillations of the

generator being investigated are supplied to the mixer; there act the

oscillations of heterodyne.
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Fig. 2.22. Block diagram of single-channel meter of fluctuations of

amplitude, constructed according to superheterodyne principle.

Key: (1). shf input. (2). Mixer. (3). Vacuum detector. (4).

Heterodyne. (5). Power-level indicator of noise. (6). Spectrum

analyzer.
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After the mixing of the oscillation of difference frequency UPCh are

amplified and are detected by vacuum diode. Low-frequency envelope

reproducing of the fluctuation of the amplitude of the oscillation of

intermediate frequency, is amplified by the amplifier, whose band

encompasses entire frequency band of the fluctuations in question, and

it enters the spectrum analyzer. The level of fluctuations is

recorded by the power-level indicator of oscillations, in which is

included the integrating filter.

We see that, beginning from second detector, laughter reproduces

" single-channel meter of straight/direct detection, to input of which,

however, is supplied not oscillation of shf but oscillation,

preliminarily converted to intermediate frequency. It is not difficult

to ascertain that the transition/junction to the superheterodyne

S. * *.. * * .*
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principle cannot noticeably increase the sensitivity of the

measurement of the fluctuations of amplitude. Matter in the fact that

as the mixer of centimeter wave band we are forced to utilize entire

the same crystal diode.

It is theoretically shown and it is experimentally confirmed [46,

54, 55], that flicker noise of crystal diode effectively modulates

oscillation of intermediate frequency. This limits the sensitivity of

level measurements, close to that, which occurs in the meter,

constructed according to the diagrams of straight/direct detection.

.* Furthermore, in the superheterodyne circuit appears the supplementary

*" source of noise - heterodyne. The fluctuations of the amplitude of

the oscillation of heterodyne also are transferred to the intermediate

frequency and can mask the noise of the generator being investigated.

In spite of the fact that the second detector amplitude, the

fluctuations of the frequency of the generator being investigated and

*. heterodyne also can restrict sensitivity, since they completely are

transferred to the intermediate frequency.

With nonuniformity of amplitude-frequency characteristic of UPCh

noticeable effect of frequency detection, which leads to conversion of

Z! fluctuations of frequency in fluctuation of amplitude, can appear. In

order to avoid this, it is necessary to make the passband of UPCh of

wide and to maximally equalize frequency characteristic in the center

section of the band. The effect of the noises of the second detector

is considerably weaker, since this detector vacuum, and it is possible
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to consider that they do not limit the sensitivity of method.

Sensitivity of superheterodyne method of measuring fluctuations

of amplitude it is possible to increase (just as method of

straight/direct detection), after constructing meter according to

correlation two-channel diagram (Fig. 2.23). The use of the

independent heterodynes makes it possible to exclude them they are

amplitude noises from the results of measurement [56].

In spite of considerable complication of diagram of

superheterodyne measurements in comparison with diagram of

straight/direct detection, in certain cases its use is expedient. The

possibility of the investigation of fluctuations in the weak signals

is a valuable quality of superheterodyne meter.

Fig. 2.24 shows curves of ultimate sensitivity of single-channel

meters of superheterodyne and straight/direct detection. Data are

acquired on one and the same copies of the crystal diodes, which

served first as detectors in the diagram of straight/direct detection,

*then by mixers in the superheterodyne circuit. We see that on the

high signal level the sensitivity of meters of both types is close.

However, with the decrease of the power of the oscillation being

investigated the sensitivity of the diagram of straight/direct

v detection rapidly falls, and it changes with superheterodyne little up

to the power coefficients of order 10-1-10 - 1 mW. Difference the

behavior of diagrams is connected with the fact that the conversion
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loss of mixer in the superheterodyne are determined by the power of

heterodyne and do not depend on signal level.
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During the straight/direct detection the conversion loss are

determined signal level and rapidly increase with its decrease.

Thus, superheterodyne circuit makes it possible to investigate

fluctuations of amplitude of very weak signals (to 10-' mW) with very

small loss of sensitivity. This is irreplaceable during the study of

*- the fluctuations of low-power shf generators. The property indicated

can be also used for an improvement in the sensitivity of the

measurement of the fluctuations of frequency. At this question we now

will pause [55, 57].

b:ove' ts indicated that with margin of power of generator being

investigated sensitivity of measurement of fluctuations of frequency

can be increased, using interference type frequency discriminator.

Gain in the sensitivity is equal to the relation of power input and

output of discriminator.

U.

Uo

.1 ,"" ' ' ' ' " ' " - -" 
% ' ,

' ' . - " ' ". '" ' ' , " " """ " ' . ' . ' % ' ' ' ' ' '
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Fig. 2.23. Fig. 2.24.

Fig. 2.23. Block diagram of two-channel (correlation meter of

fluctuations of amplitude with independent heterodynes.

Key: (1). Heterodyne. (2). Channel. (3). Mixer. (4). Vacuum

detector. (5). shf input. (6). Splitter. (7). Power-level

indicator of noise. (8). Spectrum analyzer. (9). Inverter of phase

and summator of voltages/stresses.

Fig. 2.24. Comparison of ultimate sensitivity of single-channel

meters of fluctuations of amplitude, constructed according to

superheterodyne circuit (1) and diagram of straight/direct detection

(2). The power of heterodyne signal was 1 mW.

Key: (1). min. (2). mW.
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If for recording the fluctuations of amplitude, converted by

• o. . , - o4 .. °o °. * o . .. . . . . . . . , . .. .
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discriminator from the fluctuations of frequency, the meter,

constructed according to the diagram of straight/direct detection, is

used then the necessary degree of suppression by carrier is limited by

power on the order of I mW (as can be seen from Fig. 2.24); at the

smaller power the sensitivity sharply is fallen. The application of a

superheterodyne meter of fluctuations makes it possible to reduce this

*power up to the value of order 10-' mW, i.e., to increase the degree

of suppression of the carrier by approximately 3 orders. In so many

once increases the sensitivity of the measurement of the fluctuations

of frequency.

Block diagram of superheterodyne meter of such type is shown in

Fig. 2.25. Let us note that one of the factors, which limit the

sensitivity of this diagram, is the action of the fluctuations of the

amplitude of the generator being investigated and heterodyne.

However, there are procedures, with the aid of which it is possible to

overcome the limitation indicated. In practice it is possible to

realize the measurement of the fluctuations of the frequencies, whose

spectral density comprises WF) =10 5-10-' Hz2/Hz at frequencies of

fluctuations 10-105 Hz at the power of oscillation on the order of 1

mW being investigated. At greater power the sensitivity can be

respectively increased. Supplementary gain can be obtained during the

construction of meter according to correlation (two-channel) diagram.

In conclusion let us pause at possibility of applying

discriminator at intermediate frequency. This variant is inconvenient
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fact that together with the fluctuations of the frequency of the

generator being investigated occurs detection of the fluctuations of

the frequency of heterodyne, which imposes extremely stringent

requirements on the quality of the latter. However, in certain cases

its application is justified (for example, during the investigation of

the very low-frequency fluctuations, when they are dangerous the

vibration of the elements/cells of shf circuit).

2.4. Measurement of spectral line width.

They are frequently interested in spectral line width of

generator, caused not only by noises, but also in action of entire

totality of disturbances/perturbations - both chaotic and regular

(pulsation of feeding voltage/stress, ionic and mechanical

oscillations). During the calculation, carried out only taking into

account noises, the strongly understated result can be obtained;

whereas to consider the action of all enumerated factors is difficult.

.5
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Fig. 2.25. Block diagram of a super heterodyne meter of frequency
fluctuations with a frequency detector of the interference type.

*Key: (1). Phase shifter. (2) . Attenuator. (3) . Splitter.
* 4). Resonator. (5). shf bridge. (6). Mixer. (7). shf input.

(8) . Heterodyne. (9) . Phase detector. (10) . Spectrum analyzer.
* 11) . Noise power indicator.
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Therefore it is expedient to turn to the straight/direct experimental

determination of spectral line width [55]. The block diagram of the

installation, intended for this, it is shown in Fig. 2.26.

Oscillations of generator being investigated and heterodyne are

supplied to mixer, then oscillations of intermediate frequency are

* amplified and are filtered by very narrow-band (quartz) filter. At

.' ." ."
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the output of filter the power-level indicator of oscillations is

installed. With the retuning of the frequency of the heterodyne of

reading/indication of indicator they must reproduce the form of the

spectral duct/contour of the oscillation being investigated, provided

the spectral line width of heterodyne and the filter pass band is

sufficiently small on the comparison with the width of this

duct/contour. For this the considerable complication of diagram

(depending on the width of the line of the investigated generator) can

be required. During the treatment of the results of measurement

should be always considered the resolution of equipment.

..

°.
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Fig. 2.26. Block diagram of meter of spectral width of line.

Key: (1). shf input. (2). mixer. (3). Quartz filter. (4).

Power-level indicator of noise. (5). shf heterodyne.

.7.
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Chapter 3.

Requirements, presented to by klystron oscillator in the radar

devices/equipment.

1. Requirements, presented to reflex klystrons, utilized as

heterodynes of pulse radar.

Maximum radar detection range of target is one of most important

tactical parameters of radar. It depends on the power of transmitter,

antenna gain, size/dimension of target and sensitivity of the receiver

of radar. In the constant/invariable parameters of transmitter and

antenna maximum working range is greater, the greater the sensitivity

of receiver. This dependence can be represented in the form [58):

A (3.1)
'lop

where A - coefficient, depending on the power of transmitter, antenna

gains and size/dimension of echoing area of target; Pop -power of

the threshold signal, detected by radar.

In turn, value P,,, is connected in a direct manner with

sensitivity of receiver, which is limited to noise level. The noise

reduction in the input cascades/stages of receiver makes it possible

to lower the power of threshold signal and to increase outer detection

limit thereby.
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Superheterodyne type receivers found widest acceptance in

contemporary radars. The block diagram of this receiver is depicted

in Fig. 3.1. As the local oscillator, as a rule reflex klystrons are

used.

Signal echo from target comes to input of high-frequency

amplifier.
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* After preliminary amplification it falls on the semiconductor mixer,

* where the oscillations of the difference frequency between the echo

signal and the signal of the local oscillator are isolated. After

final amplification in the IF amplifier and second detection the video

signal enters the display unit.

Requirement of minimum inherent noise level, which appear in

receiver, is one of fundamental requirements for radar receiver. If

as the first cascade/stage of receiver is utilized high-frequency

amplifier ( LBV, parametric amplifier, etc.), then the noise level of

receiver as a whole virtually is determined by this cascade/stage.

When high-frequency amplifier is absent and the echo signal directly

enters the semiconductor mixer, the noise level of receiver in essence

depends on the inherent noise of semiconductor diode and noises of

heterodyne at the intermediate frequency. The noises of heterodyne in

the sidebands, distant behind the intermediate frequency of receiver

carrier to the value, mixing with it, create the noise spectrum at the

o.. .** . *

-. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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intermediate frequency in the band of receiver. Since mixing of

arrays is sensitive to changes in the signal amplitude ( but not

frequency), then the amplitude noise of heterodyne play the

determining role.

Noise factor serves as measure of noise, which appears in

receiver. Factor of noise K. is defined as

P./PI X (3.2)

where P,. - power of input useful signal; p,.. - power of input noise;

SPIM - power of output signal; p - power of output noise.

gl.

S.

!% % %f 5 .*****. .*
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Fig. 3.1. Block diagram of heterodyne of shf receiver.

Key: (1). shf input. (2). Mixer. (3). Second detector. (4).

- Video amplifier. (5). To indicator. (6). shf heterodyne.
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It is possible to obtain another expression for K., keeping in

mind, that power of input thermal noise with agreement of receiver on

input

p. 6 --- To f ,(3.3)

where T, - absolute inlet temperature of receiver; k - Boltzmann

constant; Af - band of receiver. Then

k , ,Mf (3.4)

where K= P .-. factor of amplification of receiver.
P.

If we designate power of supplementary noise, which appears in

receiver, through AP1,, i.e.

P,.., =k T0 fK + aPp, (3.5)

then

+k I+ f"1 (3.6)
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Thus, for "ideal" receiver, which does not create supplementary

noise (,jP,.=0), K.=]. Expressions (3.2), (3.4) and (3.6) for the factor

of the noise of receiver are equivalent to each other. For

standardization K, it is customary to assume T0=2900 K. In this case

value kT0=4.10-21 w/Hz.

If receiver consists of two series-connected cascades/stages,

each of which is characterized by their factor of noise K., and K.,,

then coefficient of receiver noise as a whole

K. , + f=, -- !, (3.7)K,

where K, - factor of amplification of first cascade/stage.

Frequently noise factor is expressed in decibels

(K.)A0= 10 1g K=. (3.8)

For receivers from low by noise factor they use also concept of

effective noise temperature (T,,) at input of receiver, which creates

at its output noise Ap.

aP, = kTAfK. (3.9)

Then expression (3.6) takes the form

T0
K.= !+ T= * (3.10)
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Supplementary noise, which appears in superheterodyne receiver,

is consequence of noises of mixer, heterodyne and IF amplifier. The

factor of the noise of this receiver (K.,) taking into account the

... . ... . . , , * **,.% . .'.... . ...- , , . .. . . .. . . . . .-. . . .. .. . .
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noises only of mixer and amplifier in accordance with expression (3.7)

Ko= K,,, - ". (3.11)
-K

where K, - factor of the noise of mixer; K,y - factor of the noise of

amplifier; K, - transmission factor of mixer, equal to 1,L£(L, - the

conversion loss of mixer diode).

After introducing concept of relative temperature of noise of

mixer t,, equal to relation power of noises of mixer at intermediate

frequency to power of noise of located at standard temperature

effective resistance

K..kToAfK K_ (3.12i
k Toaf L(

we will obtain final expression for coefficient of receiver noise

taking into account noises of semiconductor mixer and IF amplifier:

K. 0 =L (tr+K,y- ). (3.13)

Noises of heterodyne cause increase in factor of noise of real

receiver, creating supplementary relative temperature of mixer (tn):

K.-Lc(t + tr + Kwy - 1) (3.14)

or.K 11 = K(o(1+ t - (3.15)

Thus, additional increase in coefficient of receiver noise due to

noises of heterodyne in decibels will be

D =K- =10ig(l + -t (3.16)

For real radar receivers of centimeter band, where as heterodynes

.
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use reflection klystrons, increase of noise factor can be several

decibel.
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Actually, if we consider that ratio of power of amplitude noises

of klystron at intermediate frequency in band 1 Hz to carrier output

7. =5-IO-' [2], then supplementary relative temperature of mixer due to

noises of heterodyne (ti with that supplied to mixer of power of

heterodyne pr-10-3 W will be

Per §rP, " f -_ 1z2
k Tog kTo Al k To

(P-r - power of noises of heterodyne in band UPCh). The power of the

noises of heterodyne in one sideband is here taken into consideration.

Assuming/setting t,=3 and Ky-=3. from expression (3.16) we will obtain

that 0-4 dB.

For reduction in receiver noise special methods of noise

suppression of heterodyne are used. Thus, between the heterodyne and

the mixer sometimes is switched on the narrow-band filter, tuned to a

frequency of the heterodyne, the passband of which is considerably

". less than the intermediate frequency of receiver. In this case

*lateral noise components of heterodyne do not fall on mixer. However,

this method possesses a number of the deficiencies/lacks, basic from

which is the complexity of the retuning of operating frequency. For

changing the frequency is necessary the adjustment of not only reflex

klystron, but also synchronous retuning of the cavity resonator, which

is narrow-band filter.

: i - i
' ' " ' | ' li ;' i " " " F L? hE : '::i : : 7' ;
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Balancing network of mixer, which makes it possible to sharply

decrease ill effect of noises of heterodyne, more extensively is used.

The operating principle of balance mixer is clarified Fig. 3.2. The

signal of heterodyne is supplied into arm H of twin T-piece. With the

symmetry of lateral arms this signal is divided between them equally

and in one and the same phase enters mixer diodes. The echo signal

adopted is supplied into arm E of twin T-piece and, in view of the

known properties of dual waveguide tee, enters two mixer diodes with

the phase shift between them on 1800.

' ""," " ; , "z"- " "-r "¢"@ "*J. " . *-".q"*.,** '' ,'*. ."' . * .. " ."- . . ."', "- " ' . ". " .- U....-.-., ' *-. :- ,
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Fig. 3.2-, Diagram of balance mixer.

Key: (1). Heterodyne. (2). Twin T-piece. (3). Echo ... signal.

(5). Subtractor. (4). to:.
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On subtractor cophasal noise signals of heterodyne will be

deducted, and useful signals of intermediate frequency, shifted

between themselves on phase onix.- store/add bp. This mixer

provides the essential noise suppression of heterodyne (to 20 dB)

[59], retaining in this case broad-band character and reliability in

operation. Supplementary relative temperature at the use of a balance

mixer will be equal to
t 6 J (3 17)
d6an

where d6bA - value of noise reduction of heterodyne in the balance

mixer. With d0IA >10dB the noises of real reflex klystrons virtually

do not affect the total noise level of receiver

2. Requirements, presented to by klystron oscillator in the coherent

radar systems.

-i :

0'°

*0%~ *
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Usual radars, which use pulse-modulated signal, make it possible

to obtain information about target coordinates: for range - on

temporary displacement between sounding and echo pulses, angular

coordinates - on antenna directivity at moment of reception of echo

from target signal. Under the typical conditions for the work of

radar the principal ray of the narrow-beam antenna illuminates not

only target, but also part of the earth's surface and artificial

-* reflectors, if they are used for the creation of interferences.

Under these conditions there appears one of essential

deficiencies/lacks in usual radars, which consists in complexity of

detection of moving/driving targets in presence of reflected from

motionless ground features or artificial passive reflectors, which

create interfering background on scope. The difficulty of

sufficiently precise determination of the speed of moving object is

another serious deficiency/lack in usual radar.

Of deficiencies/lacks indicated are to a considerable extent

deprived radars, in which are used coherent methods of

isolation/liberation of moving/driving targets against the background

of reflections from stationary targets, based on use of Doppler

effect. Such methods are realized both in the radars with the

continuous radiation/emission and in pulse radar.

Page 135.
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Essence of coherent methods of detection of moving/driving

targets consists in the fact that frequency bias/displacement to

allowance of Doppler undergoes signal echo from moving/driving target:!2'v
F. Iv-, (3.18)

*where v, - radial velocity of target (i.e. target speed relative to

radar); X -wavelength of radar signal.

Signals of this bias/displacement echo from stationary targets

are not obtained. A comparison of coherent supporting/reference

oscillations 1, transmitter and signal reflected from the target in

the frequency (or phase) makes it possible to obtain information about

the parameters of the motion of moving object.

FOOTNOTE * Oscillations are called coherent, if in the period of

observation between them a constant/invariable phase difference is

retained. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In such radars, in principle, limitations, connected with

detection of moving/driving targets against the background of

reflections from stationary targets, characteristic for usual

sampled-data systems, are absent, since for separation of signals,

reflected from moving/driving and stationary targets, Doppler

frequency shift is utilized.

According to form of sounding signal and using methods of

comparison of parameters of echo and reference signals radar systems,

.
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which realize detection of moving/driving targets, can be broken into

two groups: system of continuous and quasi-continuous 2

radiation/emission and sampled-data systems with selection of

moving/driving targets ( SDTs).

FOOTNOTE 2. In the systems of quasi-continuous radiation/emission is

utilized pulse signal with the high repetition frequency (ten -

hundreds of kilohertz) and low duty cycle (<10). ENDFOOTNOTE.

In the radars of continuous and quasi-continuous radiation/emission

reference signal is the part of the power, selected/taken from the

master oscillator, which works in the continuous duty. In pulse radar

with SDTs reference signal, as a rule is formed/shaped via the phase

synchronization of the oscillations of the high-frequency oscillator,

which works in the pulsed operation, with the oscillations of the

special coherent heterodyne, which works in the continuous duty. Thus

,- the signal of this heterodyne can be utilized as supporting/reference

with the reception of the echo signals, which relate to this sounding

pulse. Thus, in the stations of this type coherence is retained only

in the limits of one repetition period and, strictly speaking, such

radars are not truly coherent.
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Coherent methods of isolation/liberation of moving/driving

targets find wide application in radar systems, fundamental

designation/purpose of which is detection of moving/driving targets

.* S ** . .. . . . j . -.. .. ~ .* .* ... ** R.* *
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against the background of strong interferences from ground features

(for example, detection of low-flying aircraft or aircraft against the

background of earth's surface) and precision determination of speed of

motion of these targets. The parameters of radars, which realize

isolation/liberation and detection of the moving/driving targets -

their interference shielding, ultimate sensitivity (range), accuracy

of the measurement of the parameters of the motion of target - are

limited by the fluctuations of the signals, reflected from the ground

" features, by the fluctuations, caused by the displacement/movement of

directional characteristic of antenna with the survey/coverage, and

.. also by instabilities in the work of the separate nodes of radar. All

enumerated fluctuations and instabilities lead to the onset of the

"parasitic" amplitude, frequency and phase modulation of signals,

reflected from the motionless objects/subjects with their passage

through receiving circuit.

For shf instruments most difficultly feasible are requirements on

operational stability, presented to master oscillators and

heterodynes, as which extensively are used klystron oscillators of

small power. In this case the specificity of the advanced

requirements for such generators significantly depends on the specific

designation/purpose of radar.

Will be examined below fundamental requirements for master

oscillators and heterodynes, in connection with their use in radars of

continuous and pulse radiation/emission. The special features of
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operation of themselves radars will be touched upon only inasmuch as,

since this is necessary for the best understanding of the

requirements, presented to the generators of shf.

Are more full of information about work of radar systems, which

realize detection of moving/driving targets, it is possible to stress

in specialized literature [58, 60).

2.1. Requirements, presented to the master oscillators (heterodynes)

in the continuous-wave radars.

Simplified block diagram of typical, continuous-wave radar,

intended for detection of moving/driving targets and determination of

speed of their motion, is given in Fig. 3.3. The angular coordinates

of target can be obtained on the directivity of antenna system at the

:- moment of reception.
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Given diagram of radar does not provide ranging to target. This

is possible, however, by the complication of the schematic of radar,

for example due to the use of a two-frequency signal or introduction

to special modulation of the sounding signal.

Transmitter, which consists of master oscillator (for example, on

reflex klystron), amplifier-convertor, in which simultaneously is

realized frequency shift to value of intermediate frequency j, and
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terminal amplifier, continuous monochromatic oscillation

U,(t)=U, cos (o t+ o) (3.19)

emits

FOOTNOTE '. The below explanation of the principle of the operation

of radar of continuous radiation/emission at first is given under the

assumption that the fluctuations of oscillation, caused by noise

effect in the vacuum-tube instruments, are absent. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The signal

U2 ( = U2 cos [WO(t - + (3.20)

echo from the target enters to the mixer. This signal has the changed

phase due to the time lag to the period of propagation to the target

and vice versa (t=2R/c, where R - distance of the target, c - velocity

of propagation of electromagnetic vibrations), i.e.

U2t) U2 COS ( t-2R'- + To (3.21)
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* Fig. 3.3. Block diagram continuous-wave radar.

* Key: (1). Generator of intermediate frequency. (2). Master

* oscillator. '(3). amplifier-transformer. (4). Terminal amplifier.

- (5). mixer. (6). Doppler filter. (7). Spectrum analyzer.
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For stationary target R=const, for target, which moves towards

station,

R -- Ro - v, t, (3.22)

where R. - initial detection range of target; v, - radial velocity of

target. In this case echo signal (3.21) will be

UO (t) 2  - O (3.23)
U2M 2CO C

Keeping in mind, that

_V o --2w FA

C

we will obtain

U., () = U2 cos I(wo + 2.) t - o + poI, (3.24)

where p1,, =Rowo/c. Thus, the adopted from the moving/driving target

signal has frequency bias/displacement to value , of the correction

of Doppler.

After conversion in receiving circuit echo signal enters Doppler

" filter. The band of filter is determined by the relationship/ratio

aF FA WaKC _2f (v, UKc - Vr ...), (3.25)
C

where v,.,,, and v,. - with respect maximum and minimum radial target

speeds, determined by radar. Therefore through the filter only

differential combination component of the spectrum of the signal,

which is formed after detection (F.) passes. The signals from the

motionless objects/subjects, which do not have Doppler effect, through

the filter will not pass. Depending on the designation/purpose of

station and mode of its operation (speed of the detected objects, the

% %
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frequency of transmitter) the region of Doppler frequencies-can

encompass range from ten hertz to several hundred kilohertz.

Spectrum analyzer encompasses tunable narrow-band filter, which

realizes search in frequency in band of expected Doppler frequencies

and lockon after detection. In this way the spectrum analyzer makes

it possible to isolate and to determine the amount of Doppler

frequency switch, proportional to target speed relative to radar.
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Fig. 3.4 depicts real situation, which occurs with target

detection. Into the receiver of radar enters not only the signal,

reflected from the moving/driving target and having because of this,

Doppler frequency shift, but also signals, reflected from the local

motionless objects/subjects, and the part of the power of transmitter,

which leaks into the receiving antenna. Under such conditions works

the fundamental technical characteristics of radar are following [61,

62):

- quality of the selection of the signals, reflected from the

moving/driving targets, i.e., the visibility of target against the

background of powerful/thick reflections from the stationary targets

(natural and artificial);

- sensitivity on the reception of the echo signals with Doppler

frequency shift, which determines the minimal size of the targets

detected and the range of their detection;

- resolution on the speed of the motion of target, and also the

: ;:;:.:.4- .,.-...'......... ....... . . .... - ,,,-.. .. ,....,..- .. ... . v . . .. ,,.. - . . .
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accuracy of its determination.

Let us examine in more detail limitation, which superimpose

instabilities of oscillations/vibrations of master oscillator and

heterodyne of characteristics of radar I indicated.

FOOTNOTE *. In this case we will assume that the noises of amplifier

stages of transmitter the insignificant in comparison with the noises

of the master oscillator, and signals of the master oscillator and

heterodyne (in contrast to the block diagram, given in Fig. 3.3.) they

are created by different klystron oscillators. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The sounding oscillations/vibrations of transmitter due to the effect

of the noises of the master oscillator are not monochromatic. Because

of this, the powerful/thick echo signal from the adjacent objects will

have noise sidebands.

'p • . • , - - . . . . . , , ,. • . , • • . - , . - . . . ° - . - .
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Fig. 3.4. Diagram of signals, which enter receiver radar in real

situation.

Key: (1). Transmitter. (2). Aeceiver. (3). Earth's surface.
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Noise components in the Doppler frequency band bears the signal, which

leaks from the transmitting antenna into the receiving.

The same effect as noises of transmitter, they will produce

fluctuations of oscillation/vibration of heterodyne, which have noise

components at Doppler frequencies.

Effect of noise sidebands of transmitter and heterodyne on

visibility of target against the background of interfering reflections

is shown in Fig. 3.5. As it follows from the figure, the visibility

of target is limited by the noise level at the Doppler frequencies in

the signals, reflected from the motionless objects/subjects, noise

components in the signal of transmitter, which directly leaks into the

receiving antenna, and by the noises of heterodyne. For guaranteeing

the target assigned to visibility the noise level of the master
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oscillator and heterodyne in the Doppler frequency'band interesting

must not exceed the specific value.

The sensitivity of system on reception of echo signals with

Doppler frequency shift is directly connected with spectral line width

of signal echo from target. During the supplying to the filter of the

analyzer of spectrum of narrow-band signal and broadband noise,

fundamental source of which are noise components in the

oscillations/vibrations of transmitter and heterodyne, an increase in

the ratio of the power of signal to the power of noise (signal/noise)

at its output and, consequently, an improvement in the sensitivity of

system will occur until the filter pass band becomes equal to width of

the line of the echo signal . Further contraction of the band of

filter will not lead to an improvement in this relation, since

together with the decrease of energy of noises will occur the decrease

of energy of the echo signal. Thus, the width of the line of the echo

signal directly determines receiver sensitivity: the narrower the

spectral line, the weaker the signal can be recorded by receiver.

-7

'C
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Fig. 3.5. Amplitude-frequency relationships/ratios for the radar

taking into account noise sidebands: 1 - sidebands of signal of

transmitter, which leaks into receiving antenna; noise components of

oscillations/vibrations of heterodyne; interfering reflections taking

into account noises of transmitter; 2 - echo from target signal; 3 -

inherent noise level of receiver.
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Thus can be provided the detection of finer/smaller targets at the

larger range.

The spectral line width of echo signal is determined in essence

by width of line of master oscillator, although expansion of line

phase instabilities in amplifier chain/network of transmitter,

fluctuation of echo signal due to vibration of echoing area of target,

irregular motion of target, scanning of ray/beam of antenna, etc

affect also.

Thus, sensitivity of system and visibility of moving/driving

* -*.**.*
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targets against the background of interfering reflections are

determined by three fundamental factors:

- by fluctuations of signal, reflected from target, that

determine width of its spectral line;

- by fluctuations of signals, reflected from stationary targets;

- by fluctuations of signal of transmitter, which leaks into

receiving antenna.

Latter/last two factors determine level of broadband noise at

input of receiver in they are connected with presence of noise

sidebands of master oscillator, falling into region Doppler

frequencies. Let us rate/estimate the acceptable noise level of the

master oscillator with the assigned sensitivity of system. This level

is determined by the band of filter, by the power of transmitter and

by decoupling between the transmitting and receiving antennas taking

into account reflections from the adjacent motionless local objects.

with band of filter 1000 Hz, of receiver sensitivity to this band

10- 1' W, power of transmitter 1 kW and decoupling between antennas

(taking into account reflections from adjacent stationary targets) of

90 dB ratio of power of frequency noise to average/mean power of

transmitter (master oscillator) must be if-r-30 dB/Hz, since

realization of maximum sensitivity of receiver I is only in this case

possible.

FOOTNOTE *. Actually, into the receiver it will pass the part of the

-
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power of transmitter P=10 3 .10-' W=10' W. For using the maximum

receiver sensitivity 10-11 W in the band 1000 Hz y/ it must not exceed

10-13 i/Hz (-130 dB/Hz). ENDFOOTNOTE.

In practice the required relation, for example for airborne RLS, is

-110 dB/Hz [63). In other cases it can be substantially harder.

Values i(-110 indicated and - 130 dB/Hz) correspond (at

frequency F=5 kHz) to spectral density of frequency fluctuations

5.10-' and 5-10- Hz1/Hz and they cannot be provided without

application of special measures for noise reduction (S 4; S 5 Chapter

4).

In giren example it was assumed that functions of master

oscillator and heterodyne are realized by different instruments.

• Page 142.

If for shaping of the signal of transmitter and heterodyne one and the

same generator (Fig. 3.3) is utilized, then between these

oscillations/vibrations there is a correlation, which decreases

requirements for their stability. The permissible decrease of

signal-to-noise ratio for the master oscillator in this case is

connected with the delay time of signal in the channels of RLS (for

the signal, which directly leaks into the receiving antenna) and with

the time of the emission of the signal to the reflecting stationary

target and vice versa. Supplementary gain due to correlation [62]:

.! ...
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(2 si I Q 
(3.26)

where 0 - angular frequency of "parasitic" modulation; r - delay

time. For example, at the frequency of 10 kHz with T=10-' s

,.==2,5.101 (24 dB).

Spectral line width of echo signal determines not only ultimate

sensitivity of radar system, but also its resolution on target speed.

The possibility of the discrimination of two targets, which move with

the different, but close speeds, is determined by the band of Doppler

narrow-band filter. Since a difference in the speeds is proportional

.* to the difference in the accompanying Doppler frequency shifts, the

decrease of the band of filter increases the resolution of system in

the speed. In this case the possible resolution, i.e. minimum width

of band of filter, is determined by the spectral line width of the

signal echo from the target.

For radars, intended for detection of aircraft against the

background of reflections from ground-based objects/subjects,

requirement for resolution on speed is 8-15 m/s, which corresponds to

width of line of echo signal 1000-500 Hz in work of transmitter in

three-centimeter wavelength range [63.

In practical cases spectral line width of echo signal, caused by

noisiness of klystron oscillators, does not set substantial

limitations on sensitivity and resolution RLS, since hertz (S 1

Chapter 2) is of the order ten.

"4 " . . . .$"" -'-" " , " [ " " "  " " . . .
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Noise side components of oscillation spectrum of master

oscillator and heterodyne, arranged/located sufficiently close to

-medium frequencies of these oscillations/vibrations, generally

speaking, are also source of absolute error in determination of target

speed and range to it. However, requirements for the quality of the

spectrum of the signal of the master oscillator (heterodyne) from this

point of view, as a rule are not determining, since greater error in

the determination of the speed and range introduces the low- frequency

fluctuations of the echo signal, caused by other mentioned earlier

already reasons, not connected with the work of the generators of shf

[62, 643.

For reliable work of radar of important is one additional

characteristic of oscillation spectrum of master oscillator and

heterodyne - absence in noise spectrum of components due to regular

.- frequency or phase modulation in band of Doppler filter, which exceed

noise level. These components in the frequency noise spectrum (S 4

Chapter 1) can be accepted as the signal, reflected from the target,

which will lead to the capture "decoy'with the realization of

search.

Given above requirements for by master oscillator and to

heterodynes of radar systems of continuous radiation/emission

"* virtually completely are propagated also to quasi-continuous radars,

since interfering reflections from adjacent stationary targets come in
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the same intervals of time, that also reflection from moving/driving

targets.

In conclusion one should say that actual requirements for

acceptable noise level of generators of shf in continuous-wave radars

cannot be formulated without taking into account designation/purpose

of and connected with this diagram of its construction and required

technical characteristics, i.e., by range of target speeds interesting

and by permissible, in connection with this, range of their detection,

by conditions for arrangement/position of etc. However, it is obvious

that if necessary for the detection of the relatively slowly

moving/driving targets the determining role play the noises in the

low-frequency part of the Doppler range, with the rapidly moving

targets - in the more high-frequency part. At the same time in the

first case, generally speaking, the smaller sensitivity of system

(i.e. the large noises of the generators of shf/SVCh) is permitted,

since the time of the motion of target to RLS can remain sufficient

for making of the corresponding decisions.
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"* 2.2. Requirements, presented to the heterodynes in coherent-pulse

radars with the SDTs.

Use of Doppler effect in radars of pulse radiation/emission, just

as in systems of continuous radiation/emission, it makes it possible

to isolate moving/driving targets against the background of
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reflections from stationary targets. The widest acceptance received

the coherent-pulse stations, in which the signal echo from the target

is compared with reference oscillations of the special generator,

called coherent. The simplified block diagram of such the

coherent-pulse radar is given in Fig. 3.6.

High-frequency oscillator (for example, magnetron) emits

high-frequency pulses with specific duration and repetition frequency.

Reference voltage is created by the coherent heterodyne, which is the

high-stability generator of intermediate frequency. Use as reference

oscillations of the signal of high-frequency oscillator is eliminated,

since it operates on a pulsed basis.

Synchronization of phase of signal of coherent heterodyne with

phase of sounding radio pulse of high-frequency oscillator

(transmitter) is realized as follows. The part of the power of the

pulse sounding signal is converted in mixer 1 into the signal of

intermediate frequency, whose phase is determined by the phase of the

oscillations/vibrations of transmitter.
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Fig. 3.6. Block diagram of pulse-modulated RLS with SDU.

*Key: (i). Modulator. (2). High-frequency oscillator. (3).

Antenna switch. (4). Mixer. (5). Local heterodyne. (6). Coherent

heterodyne. (7). Phase discriminator. (6). Compensator. (9).

Plan position indicator.
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The formed pulse of intermediate frequency is supplied to the coherent

heterodyne, synchronizing the phase of its continuous oscillations

with the phase of the reference pulse of intermediate frequency.

Thus, an output signal of coherent heterodyne can be utilized as the

supporting/reference with the reception of the echo signals, which

relate to this sounding pulse of transmitter.

Echo from target signal, converted in mixer 2 into signal of

intermediate frequency, comes after UPCh phase discriminator, to which

also is supplied reference signal from coherent heterodyne. The
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pulses reflected from the motionless objects/subjects, come in each

repetition period with the completely specific phase shift with

respect to the sounding pulse of transmitter. The pulses reflected

from the moving/driving targets, have supplementary Doppler phase

shift from one period to the next, which is determined by the

expression
Q, T" (3.27)

where 9, - angular Doppler frequency, determined by relative target

speed; T,, - repetition period.

After detection output signal can be recorded in the following

form:
,, U, (I + m cos c). (3.28)

* where 1-, =,,,-2Ro/c-const - for signals, reflected from stationary

,. targets, and _ - for signals, reflected

from moving/driving targets (n - number of repetition period).

Thus, after detection signals from stationary targets will be

sequence of pulses of constant amplitude, and signals from

. moving/driving targets - sequence of pulses modulated in amplitude

with Doppler frequency of

4.
u|b.. + mcos (n - ) (. 3.29)

For selection of pulses modulated in amplitude from

moving/driving target compensators, which make it possible to suppress

and to remove signals from motionless objects/subjects are utilized

-. ., , .. .. . .- * . . ~ . . -.-, . . . ...* . . . . . .
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from scope. One of such devices/equipment is the system of

cross-period compensation, which ensures the delay of the echo pulses

accurately on the repetition period, with their subsequent subtraction

from the signal of the following period.
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Since pulses impulses/momenta/pulses from the motionless

objects/subjects from one period to the next have constant amplitude,

after subtraction.they completely are compensated, and on screen of

indicator the marks only of the moving/driving targets remain.

Such radars, which work with high porosity of pulses possess good

quality of selection of moving/driving targets and completely

satisfactory range resolution to target, determined by delay time of

echo pulse of that of relatively sounding signal. The angular

coordinates of target are determined by antenna directivity.

However, radars of high porosity virtually cannot achieve

precision determination of speed of motion of target due to presence

of stroboscopic effect. In such radars the speed of the motion of

target can be measured unambiguously only when it is made the

inequality
F.- ,1 (3.3o)

where F,,- pulse repetition frequency of transmitter. Actually,

resulting signal (3.29) will be the single-valued function of the

argument u2(--I)i;, under the condition

-I-, , . .,'. .. ,. .,. -.. - -"-"%,:% ".", . .. . -. , . . .% •. . . -.-... ' .:.'%'+' . ., .. .'.
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2(n-I)T. ,  or (n-1) F, - (3.31)
2

During cross-period subtraction, i.e., with n=2 this inequality

takes form (3.30).

Quality of operation of pulse-modulated radar with SDTs is

determined by the same factors, as continuous-wave radar:

- with degree of selection of signals, reflected from moving

targets, against the background of reflections from stationary

objects;

- by sensitivity on reception of such signals;

- by accuracy of determination of parameters of motion of target.

Degree of multiple-echo compensation from motionless

objects/subjects, expressed as coefficient of suppression

i' 6 =-lOig P." (3.32)

where p,, - power of signal from stationary target at input of system,

is the main work quality factor of such radars; P,,,, - uncompensated

for remainder/residue of this signal in end device.. Usually the

coefficient of suppression must be more than 10-20 dB.
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Instabilities in work of separate nodes of radar and, first of

" all, instability of local oscillator, as which, as a rule are used

reflex klystrons, can significantly limit degree of compensation for

signals, reflected from motionless objects/subjects, causing parasitic

amplitude, frequency and phase modulation of these signals. The

* :~-: *2,
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stringent requirements are imposed on the stability of the

oscillations of heterodyne, since the degree of the effect of the

instabilities of its frequency depends from the transit time of the

sounding signal to the object and vice versa, while the instability of-

the frequency of transmitter is developed only for the time of the

pulse duration.

In continuous-wave radar fundamental reason for limitations in

degree of selection of moving/driving targets was leak of signal of

transmitter from transmitting antenna into receiving, and also

presence of powerful/thick reflections from adjacent motionless

objects/subjects, which generate analogous effect. This is connected

with the fact that the reception of the signals, reflected from the

target, is conducted continuously.

In pulse-modulated radar sounding signal and signal, reflected

from target, are divided in time. Because of this the leak of the

pulse signal of transmitter into the receiving circuit, and also

reflection from the closely spaced stationary targets do not limit

* sensitivity with respect to reception of the echo from the target

*" signal, which arrives after the time of "echo", i.e., the time,

necessary for the propagation of electromagnetic vibrations to the

target and vice versa.

However, instabilities of signal of heterodyne significantly

affect signal discrimination of moving/driving targets against the

** * . * * ' *-A* * ' '* .- *** 4 ~ . '~
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background of reflections from stationary targets, arranged/located in

immediate proximity of target (for example, artificial reflectors),

since modulation of signals, reflected from motionless

objects/subjects, is caused. Therefore the signals of stationary

targets at the output of phase discriminator will be the sequence of

pulses with the fluctuating amplitude. Thus, the degree selection of

the moving/driving targets and the sensitivity of receiver (and

consequently, and detection range and the size/dimension of the

detected targets) are limited to the instabilities of the oscillations

of the local oscillator.

Let us examine in more detail limitation, which superimpose

instabilities of signal of heterodyne on characteristics of

pulse-modulated RLS indicated.
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* Let us rewrite expression (3.28): u,,d,=U,.,(1 +mcosuo). Here o
characterizes phase displacement of the signal of fixed target

relative to the reference signal of coherent heterodyne at the output

of phase discriminator. Is obvious the constancy of signal amplitude,

reflected from fixed targets (u.,), it is provided with the constancy

of the amplitude of coherent heterodyne and with the constancy of

* phase displacement q,,.

With ideal work of transmitter and coherent heterodyne decisive

effect exerts instability of phase (frequency) of oscillations of
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local oscillator, which leads to instability q,, Instability q,, under

the assumption that the speed of frequency drift of heterodyne is

constant for time T,, relative to initial frequency (wro), is expressed

so [60]:

(n+I)T,,+tu[ r + d (t-

(n + I)T n

"r+ [ dwr(t) t dt - d= (t) T 4. (3.33)
-- % nu dt dt

From this expression it is evident that fluctuations qp,, are

determined by instability of phase change of oscillations of

heterodyne for time of "echo" (tI) from one repetition period to

another. When the spurious modulation of the frequency of the local

oscillator is present, the maximum values of fluctuations T. will

occur with the periods of this modulation

T.= 2z 2+ (3.34)

where T. - period of spurious modulation; k=0, 1, 2... Actually,

precisely, with relationship/ratio (3.34) for time T, maximum

frequency drift of heterodyne will be observed.

For example, at repetition frequency T.=I000 Hz most dangerous

will be fluctuations of frequency of local oscillator (with k=0) near

500 Hz, since under these conditions compensation for signals of

stationary targets will be minimum. And vice versa, with the

relationship/ratio

T. (3.35)

k
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the frequency instabilities of heterodyne virtually do not affect the'

quality of operation of radar.
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Thus, for pulse radar with SDTs value of uncompensated for

remainder/residue at selector output virtually is determined by

frequency fluctuations of local oscillator near half repetition

frequency F..

If we consider that necessary short-term relative frequency

stability of local oscillator for early-warning radar during

repetition period comprises 3-10'-0-' (10-30 Hz at frequency of

heterodyne 10 GHz) [64], then value of permissible spectral density of

frequency fluctuations of local oscillator, this ensuring stability,

must lie/rest within limits of 0.1-1.0 Hz2/Hz in region of Doppler

frequencies of 0.1-5 kHz.

In conclusion one should note that requirements on frequency

stability of klystron oscillators in coherent systems of continuous

. and pulse radiations/emissions in practice cannot be provided without

application of any supplementary measures for increase in frequency

stability of these generators. However, for the systems of continuous

radiation/emission, as a whole, these requirements more rigid and with

more difficulty are realized in practice than for the coherent-pulse

radars.

*,7- -7~
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*Furthermore, it is necessary to have in mind that actual

conditions of operating klystron oscil.lators of stability of their

sources of instability, but also environmental factors (vibration,

acoustic effects of pulsation of supply voltages, etc.). All this,

- naturally, must be considered during the creation of radar systems and

klystron oscillators. In this case maximum reduction in all external

destabilizing factors is an indispensable condition for the stable

work of the generators of shf.

4o"
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Page 150.

Chapter 4.

-! WAYS OF REDUCTION IN THE NOISES OF KLYSTRON OSCILLATORS.

1. Noise reduction in electronic flux of klystron.

Decrease in level of fluctuations of frequency is fundamental

problem, which appears during design of low-noise generator klystrons.

During correct selection of mode/conditions the works of the klystron

of the fluctuation of amplitude are small and the special measures,

directed toward their decrease, to accept it is not necessary, at

least until frequency noises are reduced.

Other conditions being equal, level of fluctuations of frequency

and amplitude of oscillations will be lower, the less intensity of

noise currents in electron beam. In connection with this, first of

all, let us pause at the requirements for the construction,

m6de/conditions and technology of the klystrons, which emerge from the

need for reduction in the noises in by electron flow.

1.1. Low-frequency noises of electronic flux.

Low-frequency noises of electronic flux are connected not only

with phenomena in cathode, but also with current interception (noises

of current distribution and secondary emission). Strictly the cathode

noises include shot, the flicker noises of cathode current,
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high-speed/high- velocity noises. In those sections of the electronic

flux, where necked of current, the noises of current distribution and

the noises of the secondary emission appear additionally. Both named

noise sources can contain flicker-components (surplus flicker noise).

Finally, the noise level of cathode current can increase due to

modulation of the depth of the minimum of potential by the ions, which

are formed in the instrument with the ionization of the molecules of

residual gas and (in the case of reflex klystron) by the electrons,

which return after operating cycle to the cathode. The multiplicity

of noise source shows that the problem of reduction in the total noise

of electronic flux is far from simple. It is also complicated by the

fact that some of these sources are studied insufficiently.
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Simple enumeration of measures, by which it is possible to

decrease intensity of that or another component of noise, is hardly

useful, since difference in physical nature of noises can lead to

contradictory recommendations. In order to avoid this, it is

necessary to isolate the most "dangerous" noise sources, utilizing

data of experiments and evaluations/estimates, similar to those led in

S 3 Chapter 1. The criterion of the "danger" of noise source is not

only its intensity, but also degree of effect during the fluctuation

of the oscillation of generator, first of all during the fluctuation

of frequency. It should be stipulated that not all results of this
analysis they are universal, i.e., they are applicable by klystron

oscillator of any classes and constructions/designs; however, some

-,,
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general conclusions can be drawn.

1. Most dangerous at low frequencies (lower than units of

kiloherz, sometimes ten kilohertz) are flicker noises, whose intensity

grows/rises with decrease of frequency.

2. In majority of cases effect of surplus flicker noise

predominates. The flicker noise of the current of cathode, as a rule

does not play the significant role.

3. At high frequencies of fluctuations (ten, hundreds of

kilohertz), where intensity of flicker noises substantially falls,

surplus noises with uniform spectrum (noises of current distribution

and secondary emission) present greatest danger.

4. 'With reference performance of cathode (limitation of current

by space charge) and sufficiently fine vacuum effect of shot and ionic

noises need not be considered.

These conclusions/outputs make it possible to make important

conclusion: for decrease in level of fluctuations in klystron

oscillators it is necessary to, first of all, reduce intensity of

surplus noises, which appear during current interception. Said

correctly both with respect to span and with respect to reflex

klystrons. In connection with this let us examine the having the

capability of reduction in the noises.
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Noises of current distribution. Energy noise spectrum, which

appears in the ray/beam with the interception of electrons by positive

electrode (grid) with the transparency p, is given by formula (1.22)

V, = (I - 0) P2 el.

This formula does not consider flicker effect; it relates only to

noise with uniform spectrum.
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In spite of the fact that, as a rule A differs little from 1,

* dependence W,(p), determined under these conditions by factor 1 - 1, it

is sufficiently strong. For example, with the change p to 0.8 from

0.9 energy spectrum W, varies almost two times. Therefore the

straight/direct method of a decrease in level W, is the decrease of

the losses of current on the intercepting electrode, i.e., maximum

*. approximation/approach g to .. In the low-voltage klystrons with the

* grids this is achieved by the improvement of the construction/design

* of grids (by increase in their transparency) and by the application of

electron optics, which decreases the losses of electrons on the

electrodes. The coefficient of transmission of the grids, developed

at the present time, is led to 0.9-0.95 and hardly it can be

substantially improved. In the improvement of electron optics is a

specific reserve.

In high-voltage klystrons (in essence of span) gridless gaps are

used, and in static behavior of work of loss of current they can

i

'- . . '. " " -. - °% .% j. • - .. . ., . . . . . . . ..
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virtually be absent. However, in the mode/conditions of generation

dynamic transverse degrouping increases the losses of current, and the

noises of current distribution can be revealed entirely. Therefore

the construction/design of klystron must provide the minimum of the

losses of current precisely in the dynamic behavior. This is achieved

by a reasonable increase of the diameter of the tube of drift in the

region of the output gap, where the flow is grouped most strongly, by

the decrease of the length of drift and by reduction in the perveance

of ray/beam.

It is possible to also utilize magnetic focusing, if this is

admissible on general conditions of applying klystron. One should

note that rigid type magnetic focusing (with the cathode, lowered in

the magnetic field) is more preferable, since with a magnetic-shielded

cathode in the region of gun the freedom of the transverse

displacements of electrons is retained. Since the noise of current

distribution is maximum when the probability of contact of electrons

from any point of cathode with the intercepting electrode it is

identical, then with the equal losses of current the noise level of

current distribution with the rigid magnetic focusing must be less.

Everything said above relates not only to noises of current

distribution with uniform spectrum, but also to flicker noise of

current distribution.

Let us recall that flicker noise of current distribution is
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partially connected with properties of cathode (see S 3 Chapter 1),

since this noise depends on slow fluctuations of angles of emission of

electrons from surface of cathode (i.e. transverse component initial

velocity of electrons). Therefore the decrease of the grain size of

cathode and an increase in the uniformity of its emissive properties

must favorably affect also the noises of current distribution.
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Noises of secondary emission. Since the secondary-electron noise

acts on the generatable oscillations, modulating the electronic

conductivity of gap, for reduction in the effect of this noise source

it is necessary to attempt to decrease the strength of current of the

secondary electrons, which intersect gap. Secondary electrons are

formed upon contact of primary with positive electrodes. In the final

analysis entire primary flow of electrons settles on positive

electrodes; however has a value that, as this occurs. It is necessary

to approach that so that the primary electrons would be scattered,

mainly, out of resonator gaps, and the entry/incidence of the

dislodged/chased secondary electrons into the gaps would be

hindered/hampered.

From formula (1.24) it follows that spectral density of

secondary-electron noise is proportional (H-6) ZI_, where F -

secondary-emission coefficient; H-1.5 5, while I, - current of primary

electrons, which determines secondary emission. Besides the decrease

of value I,, further reduction in the secondary electronic noise can
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be achieved/reached by the application of coatings with the low value

of secondary-emission coefficient. Of course, the electrical

properties of this coating on shf must be satisfactory.

Let us note that increase in transparency of grids, desirable for

reduction in noises of current distribution, usefully also for

decreasing noises of secondary emission, since virtually all

electrons, dislodged/chased from grids, fall into gap.

In gridless span klystrons secondary-electron currents can be

large even in complete absence of current interception in region of

drift and in gaps. This is connected with the secondary emission from

the collector/receptacle. Therefore design of collector/receptacle

must be such that the probability of the output of secondary electrons

into working the space of klystron would be minimum. In such cases,

when this is not provided, it is possible to recommend an increase in

the potential of collector/receptacle on 30-50 V relative to the unit

of resonators. The potential threshold of this value is sufficient

for preventing the yield of bulk of secondary electrons from the zone

of collector/receptacle.

One should emphasize that decrease of number of secondary

electrons in operating region of klystron is necessary not only for

reduction in intensity strictly of secondary-electron noises, but also

for weakening of noise effect of primary electrons, since fluctuations

of secondary- electron current are determined not only by fluctuations
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of secondary-emission coefficient, but also by fluctuations of primary

current [see formula (1.23)].
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Flicker effect in current of cathode. Above it was said, that

the low-frequency noises of emission play secondary role in comparison

with the surplus noises. However, during the suppression of the

action of surplus noise source the role of the flicker noise of

cathode current can increase. Therefore a question the methods of

reduction in the flicker noise of emission deserves attention.

General measures for decrease in level of flicker noise of oxide

cathodes, recommended on the basis of practical experience, are

reduced to reduction in density of current removed from cathode,

increase in uniformity of emission, lower resistor/resistance of

high-impedance layer of cathode. Since even the local poisoning of

cathode is capable of leading to a noticeable increase in the noises,

more stable noise characteristics have the saturated cathodes, less

sensitive to the poisoning.

In the case of reflex klystrons level of flicker noise of cathode

current is increased due to action of effects, which do not occur in

span klystrons.

In operational conditions part of electrons after flight/span in

damping field again returns to cathode and is changed space charge

..
'"
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near the cathode, and consequently, and depth of minimum of potential

near the cathode. Since in the current, comprised by these electrons,

is contained the flicker noise of current distribution, which arose

with the interception of the remaining part of the current by positive-

electrodes, the depth of the minimum of potential is modulated by this

noise. This, in turn, it leads to supplementary modulation of cathode

current. As a result the total level of the flicker noise of cathode

current is raised, sometimes considerably (by an order) *.

FOOTNOTE '. Its own flicker noise of the current of the cathode of

reflex klystron can be measured only with the positive potential of

the reflector, when the return of electrons to the cathode is

impossible. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Confirmation about secondary role of flicker noise of cathode

current, made eailier, remains valid even in such cases, when

supplementary component of flicker noise is great, since its level is

reflection of level of flicker noise of current distribution, which

directly modulates oscillation.
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1.2. Shf/SVCh noises of electronic flux.

So as low-frequency noises, shf noises of operating region of

electronic flux of low-free klystrons are caused by not so much

initial noises of emission, as by surplus noises, which appear as a

-. ". ..-.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..". . . .."."""'.". . . . . . . . . . . . . ....'"-" "...... . .., " .' '-' .°:-.v -' -"'.'. •,
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result of nonlaminar nature of flow, convergence of electron paths and

current interception (see S 2 Chapter. 1). It would seem that the

contemporary electron-optical systems make it possible to

weaken/attenuate the effect of all these factors. For example,

constructions/designs of the multianode electron guns, which ensure

the very low level shf, are known; however, they are developed for

input LBV, where are utilized light currents comparatively high

voltages with the rigid magnetic focusing. To transfer these methods

of engineering the guns to low-voltage reflex klystrons is virtually

impossible, and it is far from simple this to make for generator span

of klystrons.

First of all this is connected with the fact that magnetic

focusing in reflex klystrons is unsuitable, and noises of current

distribution, which associate current interception with freedom of

lateral motions of electrons, are virtually nonremovable.

Furthermore, the high perveance of ray/beam requires and the special

* electron-optical solutions. Finally in reflex klystrons the minimum

of potential near the cathode is agitated by the space charge of the

part of the electrons reflected, which penetrate to the cathode. The

goal-directed studies of a decrease in the level of shf noises in the

electronic fluxes of reflex klystrons was not carried out, and

therefore at present it is possible to give only the general

recommendations: were preferable the weakly convergent electronic

fluxes, close ones possible to the laminar; the loss of current on the

grids must be minimum.

°' . . . . . . .. . .
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Experiments show that level of shf noise current in resonator gap

of usual reflex klystrons of short-wave part of centimeter band is of

the order of complete shot noise. If we assume that all excess

noises, except the noises of current interception, supressed by the

successful construction/design of gun, and even then the level of shf

noises of ray/beam will be lowered by no more than an order (as noted

above, the real ways of an increase in the transparency of grids to

the value, greater 0.9-0.95, evidently).

In generators on span klystrons with high-voltage power supply

and gridless gaps, apparently, it is possible to achieve somewhat

larger reduction in shf noises of current interception. It is natural

-* that technical equipment for this the same as examined above in

-" connection with the problem of reduction in low-frequency component of

the noise of current interception.

Decrease in level of surplus shf noises, connected with

nonlaminar nature and convergence of electronic flux, is provided by

final adjustment of electron-optical system of klystron, during design

of which one should approach variant, which is characterized by

smallest compression of ray/beam into guns and smallest current

density of ray/beam in operating region [102).

Page 156. The possibility of designing of low-power generators on the

span klystron with the use of the multielectrode low-noise guns,

developed for input LBV, virtually was not investigated.
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2. Decrease in the level of the fluctuations of the generatable

oscillation (requirements for the mode of operation and

construction/design of klystron).

2.1. Uniform components of spectra of fluctuations.

*b. On the basis of formulas (1.69), let us record expressions for

'p spectral densities of fluctuations, after taking into consideration

only most essential sources of noises (in accordance with

evaluations/estimates, made in S 3 Chapter 1):

(W. . W- MV

* where W, M~f

* and

Wp& (W,,) 1 + (W,.)V+ (Wf1) T + (WIN)'

where ( y \ W, (f)

(W.dk2Q, /

/ )2 \2f -

(W~j.~ \ 2Q,(2)

Using~~~ ~~ ths2xrsinltu xmn eient fo

__ _2d~~.S/~;, ~ ~*.* .~..*. ~** *..*~ ** ... ... * - *-
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operating modes, parameters and construction/design of klystrons.

Requirements for mode/conditions of grouping. Dependence (W.)P,,.

on bunching parameter X is determined by coefficients 4), and tb. From

formulas (1.64) and graphs/curves in Fig. 1.10a it follows that iD

and O.v decrease with increase/growth X at first sharply, and when

Xal.8 - slowly.
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With the given ones accelerating voltage and the current of ray/beam

value X it is possible to control, changing connection/communication

with the load and number of the zone of oscillations. Since component

(W.)P,.., connected with the fluctuations of the speed, i.e., (W.),. is

proportional to the square of the transit angle of electrons in the

decelerating field 0', for achievement of minimum level (W.yP,.,, it is

necessary to utilize the lowest of the possible zones of generation,

providing in it sufficiently high value with the X selection of

connection/communication with the load. If the discussion deals with

the construction of klystron with minimum level (W.)..., then during

the selection of the parameters on the energy criteria should be it
C

relied on the smallest number of the zone of oscillations.

Uniform component of spectrum of fluctuations of frequency

(W),,,.. is connected with bunching parameter only to the extent of

dependence of that part, which is caused by shf noise of ray/beam,

i.e., (W,.),+(W,). The dependence of these components on X is

:.-.. --. .-.-. ..-....-. i k..*.-. -. ....... ,z-. . -. -... . .. .-- - ~- . ~*~- 'A f L ' - -
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determined by coefficients (,, and of, which are minimum with X=1.8-2

[see formulas (1.64) and graphs/curves in Fig. 1.10b]. So, as

(W..),, (W.), is proportional W
2 . This means that the condition of

obtaining the minimum level of component (W)p.., of that caused by shf " -

noises of the current of ray/beam, virtually the same as in the case

*" of the fluctuations of amplitude examined.

Components (Wf)p... caused by low-frequency noises of ray/beam

(Wf.)T and (W',f).. on bunching parameter do not depend.

Requirements for parameters and construction/design of klystron.

"* With the formulation of these requirements we will furthermore

consider that accelerating voltage and current of ray/beam are

assigned on the basis of the conditions of obtaining the fundamental

parameters of klystron.

For decrease in level (W)p.3 ,, should be improved current flow,

* since basic part (We),u, namely (Wo.),, decreases in this case due to

decrease of coefficient (., [formula (1.64), Fig. 1.10a]. The

discussion deals here not with a decrease in the level of shf noise of

current distribution, but with the supplementary gain due to an

- increase in the operating current in the gap about this current of

cathode, i.e., due to the increase efficiency. klystron. Similarly

.- during an improvement in the current flow decreases the component of

the spectral density of the fluctuations of frequency (W,.),. because of

decrease of coefficient 4)/# [formula (1.64), fig. 1.10b).

I V'%
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The component (W.)... and (W/,,. . speeds I(IV..)v and (Wt.).], caused

by fluctuations are respectively proportional to square of plasma

frequency w2 and therefore decrease of current density of ray/beam

contributes to their decrease.
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However, this measure hardly is necessary, if for the work is selected

the small number of the zone of generation, since at the usually

*utilized current density in this case the determining role play

components (W.,), and (W,'i.

Since components (WiL,.,,, caused by shf noises of ray/beam [i.e.

(W,.), and (W,,).I, are proportional -'increase in quality of loaded

resonator ( ,, reduces their level to identical degree. Unfortunately,

value Q. in the low-voltage klystrons with the grids cannot be made

more than several hundred.

The of increasing oscillatory system equivalent to quality by

using connected resonators will be examined into S 4.

In spite of the fact that components (Wf)p,... caused by

low-frequency noises of ray/beam, are also proportional (-Q' their

dependence on Q, has another character, since their values depend

additionally on complete conductance of resonator. Let us examine

these components in detail.

. . . . . .. o
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1. Spectral density of fluctuations of frequency, caused by

noises of secondary emission (W.)..

I

Taking into account that g== where p=I/2rfC - characteristic

impedance of resonator, and also taking into account, that on (1.43)

we will obtain

(j2 2 2e (H - _,)02 + +')

(i)1( )2

41r w2)(Sd_) e C2 2

of slow (secondary) electrons, d - distance between grids of gap,

finally we will obtain

(v2icd ) 2e (H ) (72'+ 7')
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Hence follows that level (W/.). does not depend on the quality of

resonator and is determined by ratio (p/d) .

If equivalent capacity/capacitance C was determined only by

* concentrated gap capacitance C,, then p-l/d, and this relation would

:= not depend on gap length. However, C=C,+ Cp,. ,PCfPA and therefore with

increase in d level (W,,,). must be reduced. This method of decrease

(Wt.,)1 is the more effective, the greater the relation Cpac'iC'

'" • : & 1: .K'.::.: K*Y~~-.:'-.V;-:K-:~:-'*
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Virtually noticeable gain due to an increase in resonator gap can be

obtained in the high-voltage klystrons with the gridless gaps.

2. Component (W)p.., caused by noises of current distribution

-2 5~ P)1

2Q g 7

In connection with the fact that b,b,1 +b and Ib.2V>Ib,,Ib, ba2 If

we consider that b,2 <0 and to replace 1/gQ=12gC, we will obtain

__1 fT , 2e(I P

It is not difficult to show that the first member of bracketed

expression decreases with an increase of resonator gap as in the case

of the noises of the secondary emission:

7; •7
_ -/wd\ - e t .

\ ) o 2r I
4itC21V0 4irC2c0

The second term in the brackets of expression for (w,), will decrease

with the decrease 9 and Fj and with increase Q,.As a rule the second

term noticeably exceeds the first, and therefore the fundamental way

of decrease (W,), - increase Q,. work with the small numbers of the

zones of generation and with as small as possible Fi. Let us note that

both members have identical signs and cannot average out each other.
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2.2. Flicker-components of the spectra of fluctuations.

For analysis we will use expressions (1.71):

J,(X) 2 W,(F) W,.+ 2

(~ ~ J (X)) LT ]L .)- @ T .)2
X W4 (F) + W.,(F)

( w ,, -- 2Q.) t\W,.0W(F)) 1

+ (PT~~ Ib?) W t(F) +W 4 (F)

Fluctuations of amplitude (W.,), depend on mode/conditions of

grouping, since they are determined by coefficient -Y12 - This

coefficient decreases with increase X and in region XI.8-2.0 is

changed weakly. Thus, minimum level (W..) is provided under the same

conditions as in the case of shf noises. Let us note that in the

formula for (W.H), the latter/last term is small due to the low value

of the ratio (-g' g'.

FOOTNOTE X. See the evaluation/estimate, led in S 3 Chapter 1.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

From formula for fluctuations of frequency (w,.), it follows that

all reasonings relative to ways of reduction in components (W,.),..

U"

",'.,'-,'I I,'"W'.',;'.''.'.'," ' " " , ,",' ", . . ", . . , , , 
..
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caused by low-frequency noises with uniform spectrum, are valid also

for frequency flicker noise, although specific contribution of

different noise sources can be different.

* 2.3. General considerations under the selection of

construction/design and the conditions of the work of low- noise

klystron of generators.

As it follows from that presented, there is series/row of general

requirements for the construction and mode/conditions of work of

klystron oscillator, whose fulfillment is equally useful for reduction

in fluctuations, caused by action of different noise sources.
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On the base of these requirements it is possible to formulate general

recommendations, which facilitate reduction in the noises.

1. Bunching parameter must be in limits of 1.8-2.

2. Klystron must work with minimum number of zone of generation.

3. Guarantee of maximum current flow is necessary.

4. Are desirable increase in quality Q, (reflex klystron) or

equivalent to quality of the resonator systems (generator on span

klystron).
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5. Work at low current-densities of ray/beam is preferable, but

current density must be reduced due to increase in sectional area of

ray/beam, but not due to decrease of current strength. However, one

should consider that an increase in the sectional area of ray/beam

leads to the increase of equivalent capacitance and, thus, to an

increase in the ohmic losses. Therefore an excessive increase in area

of beam can, in the final analysis, cause the need for

transition/junction to the work into the zone with the large number,

and this, as it is said above, it is undesirable.

6. During selection of construction/design, materials and

technology it is necessary to approach guarantee of minimum value of

secondary-emission currents in klystron. In particular, it is

necessary to ensure the finish of the surfaces, bombarded with

electrons. When the frequency noise, caused by the secondary

emission, is great, it is expedient for its decrease to increase

high-frequency resonator gap even to the detriment of the output

parameters 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. This procedure was successfully used in work (93), where

due to an increase in the gridless gap was obtained gain on the

fluctuations of frequency approximately on 10 dB. Let us note that

into [93) it is not given the satisfactory explanation of the obtained

result, but the given there experimental material will agree well with

view presented here on the character of the effect of

-..-- ..'-- .'..'-2 - .i.- .-. .. ..- ....-.- ..- .*.-.. ...- - - --.- . -..---.- ", ..- -.---.- -".-.. . ... ..* -. . -. . .. .
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secondary-electron noise. For example, into [93] is noted the absence

of the dependence of the level of frequency noise on the accelerating

potential, maintaining the level of the fluctuations of amplitude with

an increase in the gap. ENDFOOTNOTE.

7. Preferable are electron-optical systems with small

convergence and maximum laminarity of ray/beam.

8. Guarantee of uniformity of emission over surface of cathode

(absence of local disturbances/breakdowns of emission) is necessary.

Cathodes with the flat surface (for example, the pressed saturated

cathodes) are preferable.

9. Reduction in current density, removed from cathode, and

decrease of resistor/resistance of layer, is desirable.

Recommendatiohs presented are valid both for reflecting and for

span klystrons.
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Let us note that for the span klystrons with the gridless gaps

additionally one should decrease the perveance due to increase V0

(31]. This measure leads for the decrease of the effect of space

charge in the region of drift and for reduction in the electronic

conductivity.
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3. Suppression of regular component in the spectra of fluctuations

generatable oscillations.

3.1. Decrease of probability of appearance of vibration regular

component in spectrum of fluctuations of frequency oscillations.

In connection with this the fact that to completely remove

mechanical oscillations of parts of klystron under external influences

(especially at resonance frequencies) is impossible, one cannot

radically solve problem of guaranteeing complete suppression of

vibration regular components. But to decrease the intensity of such

components to the in practice acceptable level under the actual

conditions for operation is possible. In this case satisfactory

results can be obtained only by combined efforts/forces of the

developers of equipment and the developers of klystron oscillators.

First, maximally possible decrease of accelerations of external

vibration effect is necessary. The lower the noise level of klystron

oscillator, the lower must be the values of external vibration effects

to avoid appearance in the noise spectra of noticeable vibration

regular components. Reduction in the values of vibrational

accelerations to 1-3 g by using the usual methods of damping equipment

makes it possible to use klystron oscillators with the improved noise

characteristics on the movable objects. However, the need for further

sharp decrease in the values of vibration effects for using the

klystrons with the especially low noise level is complicated technical

problem and limits the field of application of similar klystrons.
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Their protection from sonic or ultrasonic effects is very

important operating condition of low-noise klystrons, since with

coincidence of frequency of effect with resonance frequency of

mechanical oscillations of grids, walls of resonator, unadjusted

elements/cells or other parts, on position of which strongly depend

output parameters of klystron, in spectrum of fluctuations appear

intense regular components. The frequencies of these components

usually lie/rest at operating regions of Doppler range(§ 4 Chapter 2.

Let us recall that by the reason for the excitation of the mechanical

oscillations of parts at the resonance frequencies can be the poor

attachment of the elements/cells of the mounting of equipment or

klystron itself. In connection with this during design of the

low-noise klystrons should be paid special attention to the

reliability of the interconnection of parts and assemblies for the

exception/elimination of the possibility of their friction or rapping

against each other. Jhus, for example, the pistoning of insulators

and their attachment with the method of reduction is recommended to

replace by soldering, in the constructions/designs must not be, if

possible, such fine-adjustment elements/cells, which would not be

soldered or poured by hard resins.

One complex problem from point of view of possibility of mutual

displacement is node cathode - heater. For the attachment of heater

in the cathode is completely necessary the use of one or the other

technological processes, capable of ensuring reliable fixation of

- C -.. - _
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heater with high temperatures and with changes in the temperature,

which correspond to different operating conditions. However, the

methods of the filling of heater in the cathode by Alundum or with

other masses, sintering the spiral of heater with the ceramic rod lead

to an increase in the inertness of cathode, raise respectively the

readiness time of klystron and therefore they frequently prove to be

unacceptable. In these cases it is possible to utilize the mechanical

squeezing of heater or other methods of mechanical attachment [70].

Construction/design of low-noise klystron must be maximally

rigid; therefore for mechanical retuning of frequency of klystron

preferably use of system of connected resonators, but not change in

air-gap clearance of resonator or introduction to cavity of evacuated

resonator of tuning element. The advantage of the system of the

connected resonators is determined by the absence of flexible walls,

membranes/diaphragms or bellows, which are necessary for the retuning

of the single evacuated resonator, and also by the substantially

smaller slope/transconductance of mechanical retuning.

Grids, which form resonator gap, must be either monolithic

(honeycomb type grid, grids, made electrical errosion method in

continuous metal), or loop tungsten [101). is not recommended the

using of for resonator gaps of the low-noise klystrons wire woven

grids and especially grids with nodes not soldered through in the

places, where the turns of wire are intersected. It follows to avoid

the formation of long brackets during design of electron guns,

LV
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assemblies of reflector and collector/receptacle. Especially this

concerns high-voltage klystrons.
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Most expedient is a cermet overall design of low-noise klystrons.

It makes it possible to achieve the maximum rigidity of

construction/design and to most fully utilize contemporary technology,

which provides reliability and life of klystron, the stability of
'4

characteristics.

3.2. Decrease of the probability of the appearance of static regular

component in the spectra fluctuations.

By most important condition of guaranteeing reliable work of

low-noise klystron and, in particular, condition of decreasing

probability of appearance of static regular components is obtaining

required vacuum in working klystron and preservation of both the value

of pressure and spectral composition of residual gases in process of

operation. For reflex klystron the pressure of residual gases must

not exceed 10-' mm Hg, while for span 1 0 -0 and even 10-' mm Hg 1.

FOOTNOTE 1*. Fulfilling these requirements provides the low value of

the fluctuation noise of ionic origin. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In this connection during production of low-noise klystrons it is

necessary to use cleanest materials (for example metals, melted in

K •"~ " % '% " "; ' ,. ' "" "' .+" , + "-".".. " -+ -","% .."-" '
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vacuum), contemporary methods of cleaning parts and assemblies and

their degassing. Evacuation with the dual vacuum (vacuum not only

inside, but also outside the evacuated klystron), is preferable, since

* in this case is feasible warm-up at maximum temperatures (to 700-

. 800 0C). Warm-up at such temperatures not only contributes to the best

. degassing of parts, which raises the stability of vacuum in the

process of operation, but also decreases deposition of the products of

activation of cathode by the internal walls of the nodes of klystron

and decreases the probability of oxide coating. All this must

favorably affect both total noise level and the suppression of

secondary electrons static regular component because of the decrease

of a quantity.

Use of effective getters is desirable, but are preferable

unsprayed getters.

All recommendations presented above carry technological character

2; however, without taking into account specific requirements for the

construction most ideal technology can prove to be barely effective in

fight with static regular components.

FOOTNOTE Z. In more detail with questions of contemporary technology

of electronic devices the reader can be introduced, for example, in

[65, 662. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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First conditon during design construction of klystrons is such

selection of sizes/dimensions of electron-optical system, during which

is impossible formation of virtual cathode. If according to one or

the other reasons the lengths of the span religious rites of grid

klystrons cannot be made deliberately less than critical, then for the

difficulty of the formation of virtual cathode it is possible to

recommend the use of the increased opening/aperture in the center of

accelerating grid (usually its diameter of approximately 1.5 mm),

which changes axial potential distribution [67]. For achievement of

the same target it is possible to utilize a separation of the tube of

drift into severc! parts - channels - with the aid of the thin

metallic partitions/baffles or other methods [68].

It is important however, to recall that absence of virtual

cathode is necessary, but insufficient condition for suppression of

relaxation or plasma oscillations in klystron, which call appearance

of static regular components (S 4 Chapter 1).

Therefore one should approach complete elimination in entire

electron-optical system of klystron of ion traps, although in many

instances solution of this problem is conjugated/combined with very

great difficulties, and sometimes it is in principle impossible. In

connection with this for the low-noise klystrons are preferable the

electron guns, which work without accelerating grid or with the

voltage/stress between accelerating grid and cathode, considerably

lower than voltage/stress cathode - resonator.
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For eliminating potential wells in region of tubes of klystrons

it is possible to use smooth or abrupt change of diameters of tubes,

which facilitates compensation of potentials along axis of electronic

flux [69).

Should be mentioned about method of suppression of static regular

components with modulation of electronic flux of klystron with

frequency to 2-3 orders of of higher than frequencies of static

regular components. It is experimentally established that even with

the small depth of modulation on the current to virtually completely

it is possible suppress static regular components. Unfortunately,

this method, on one hand, complicates the construction/design of

klystron and its feed, and on the other hand, it is not applied in

many instances on operating conditions.

4. Radio engineering methods of noise reduction of klystron

generators.

Level of frequency noises of klystron oscillators can be

substantially improved by application of special radio engineering

methods, which facilitate increase in stability of generatable

frequency.
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In the principle, any method of frequency fixing of the generators of
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shf can successfully be used for a decrease in the level of the

frequency noises (with exception, certainly, the methods of increasing

the stability of the generatable frequency due to weakening of the

effect of the external destabilizing factors, for example, by

thermostating, damping, decreasing the pulsations of the supplies of

power, etc.).

Monograph [71] is dedicated to methods of frequency fixing of

generators of shf. Will be examined below only the two widespread

methods of stabilization of klystron oscillators: stabilization via

the automatic frequency control (APCh) and parametric stabilization

with the use of an external high-Q resonator. The first method is

used almost exclusively for the stabilization of reflex klystrons,

what is connected with convenience in the frequency control with a

change in the voltage on the current-free electrode - the reflector,

the second - for the stabilization both of reflecting and span

klystron oscillators.

4.1. The automatic frequency control.

It is most full problems, connected with theory, by design and by

application of APCh, they are presented in labor/works [71, 72). The

essence of the method of the automatic frequency control consists in

the comparison of the frequency (phase) of the stabilized generator

with the frequency (phase) of supporting/reference standard,

generation of the error signal, connected with a difference in these

• 1
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frequencies or phases, and effect by this signal on the generator for

the purpose of the maximum decrease of the error signal.

Fundamental system block diagram of APCh is given in fig. 4.1.

Part of power of stabilized generator is branched/shunted to

* device/equipment, called discriminator, in which is conducted

comparison of frequency of generator and standard.

t'

¢. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Fig. 4.1. System block diagram APCh.

Key: (1). Output of generator. (2). Stabilized generator. (3).

Discriminator. (4). Frequency standard. (5). Control element.
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If the compared frequencies are different, then at the output of

discriminator will appear the error signal, value and sign of which

depend on value and sign of a change in the oscillator frequency. The

error signal, acting through the control element on klystron, changes

oscillation frequency to the side, reverse/inverse initial detuning.

Since change in frequency of generator is unambiguously connected

with change in phase of oscillations, the is possible comparison of

oscillations of stabilized and standard generators both in frequency

and on phase. Theoretically comparisons and device/equipment of the

discriminator (sensor of disagreement/mismatch) of system of APCh are

divided into the frequent- (ChAP) and the phase (FAP). In the system

of frequency self-alignment thp error signal is connected with a

difference in the frequencies of the adjustable/tuneable generator and

standard. The resonance frequency of cavity resonator is usually

standard frequency. In the system of phase self-alignment the error
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signal is determined by a phase difference of the oscillations of the

adjustable/tuneable generator and standard.

This difference in these systems with respect to working

principle of sensors of disagreement/mismatch causes different

character of dependence of divergence of frequency of stabilized

generator relative to standard from value of destabilizing effect.

According to the character of this dependence the systems of APCh are

divided into the static, in which residual/remanent error depends on

the value of the initial detuning, and astatic, in which

residual/remanent error vanishes independent of initial detuning.

Systems of APCh are characterized by following fundamental

parameters:

- by coefficient of self-alignment or by stabilization factor,

which is expressed by ratio of values of initial detuning of generator

to residual/remanent

K , fH (4.1)
A fo

In such a case, when detuning occurs as a result of regular or chaotic

modulation of fundamental oscillator frequency, stabilization factor,

generally speaking, is the function of the frequency of this spurious

modulation. In other words, stabilization factor is various for slow

and rapid changes in the oscillator frequency;

- range of the retention, which determines the maximum

permissible interval of the divergences of oscillator frequency within

which is retained effective work of in the established/installed

..-. ..- .-. . . . - . - . - . . . -
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mode/conditions;

- by trapping range, which determines the maximum permissible

initial divergences of oscillator frequency, with which is feasible

the capture of this frequency and transition/junction to the

mode/conditions of retention.
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Frequency self- alignment (ChAP). The widespread diagram of

frequency self-alignment with the waveguide discriminator and the

error signal at the intermediate frequency is given in Fig. 4.2. The

fundamental network elements are: dual waveguide tee with those

placed in its arms by resonator (frequency standard), phase inverter

and two semiconductor detectors; generator of intermediate frequency;

* buffer amplifiers; phase-sensitive detector and control system.

Let us examine the working principle of diagram. High-frequency

oscillation from klystron oscillator comes into arm H of twin T-

piece. Because of the symmetry of device/equipment the wave, which

enters this arm, excites in the lateral arms of the waves, co-phasal

and equal in the amplitude. With the identity of lateral arms the

wave in arm E is not excited.

Connection/communication of cavity resonator with waveguide in

one of lateral arm is selected such that at frequency f=f 0

resistor/resistance of resonator would be equal to wave impedance of

waveguide, and it presented, thereby, matched load. Detector .7, in

. . . . .. .. . .
.7I
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other lateral arm analogously must be agreed on at the resonance

frequency. To the detector a, the signal of intermediate frequency,

which, modulating internal resistor/resistance of detector, disrupts

the coordination of arms, is supplied, as a result the signal echo

from the detector a, , due to the nonlinearity of the characteristic

of detector consisting of the lateral modulation frequencies i.i,p.

falls into arm E. With a change in the frequency of klystron, f0

relatively occurs the detuning also of the arm, with which is

connected the resonator. In this case the signal echo from the

resonator, amplitude and phase of which are determined by the value of

detuning f-f0=Af, also falls into arm E.

As a result on detector a, occurs mixing of signals with

frequencies i. I+ 1,., and f- f,pand is developed a voltage intermediate

frequency, amplitude and phase of which depend on value of detuning of

generator relative to standard frequency of resonator. The intensive

signal of intermediate frequency from the detector R2 is supplied to

the phase discriminator where simultaneously it is supplied signal

from the generator of intermediate frequency.

. .- : " % ', * " .% "** . .... • ** * .*-* % . o . .. °. ...• .... • -
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Fig. 4.2. Diagram of frequency self-alignment (ChAP).

Key: (1). output of generator. (2). Phase discriminator. (3).

Control system. (4). Buffer amplifier.
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Phase-sensitive detector develops output voltage/stress,

proportional to phase difference of two input voltage. Since one

signal (from the generator of intermediate frequency) has the specific

phase, and the phase of another signal depends on value and sign of

the detuning of oscillator frequency, relative to resonance, then

value and sign of output voltage/stress from the phase discriminator

also depend on value and sign of the detuning of frequency. This

voltage/stress, called the error signal, through the control system is

supplied to the klystron repeller, reducing the value of detuning to

the minimum.

Any control system is in stable state with control pressure

remaining the same. For the system this ChAP means that in the

"+-''..' "<''.,"-"" --"."., . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .,-".-.---. .- "-. .'..-... . . .,. .'."."... .,.. . . " " ".' .'.- .. . ; *"."-.'
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steady-state mode/conditions must be supported constant output

potential of phase discriminator. Since frequency discriminator is

the sensor of disagreement/mismatch in this system, the constancy of

voltage/stress from the phase discriminator is possible only when a

-certain residual/remanent difference in the frequencies of the

generator and cavity meter is present.

Thus, in diagram ChAP is always residual/remanent detuning of

frequencies, which depends on value of stabilization factor. In this

sense this diagram is static. under the influence on the klystron of

*. disturbance/perturbation with the frequency, close to zero ("slow"

'- drifts), in the diagram of ChAP the residual/remanent static error,

which decreases with an increase in the stabilization factor, will

occur.

Characteristics of system of ChAP with respect to "rapid"

frequency drift of klystron are determined by its dynamic properties.

In view of the inertness of the separate elements of network

(discriminator, IF amplifier, phase-sensitive detector) the transfer

function of system is frequency-dependent, and phase change in the

system increases with an increase in the frequency of spurious

modulation. Stabilization factor in this case from an increase in the

frequency falls, approaching one at the modulation frequency F,

striving toward certain critical value , *.

FOOTNOTE '. For the stabilization of system, i.e., so that K, it

4
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would not change the sign with the phase change, greater r, at the

output of phase discriminator is placed RC-circuit. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Noted properties of frequency self-alignment determine region of

its application by those cases, when is required high frequency

. stability of klystron at not very high frequencies of spurious

modulation, but slow frequency drift limited in value are permissible.

Specifically, such conditions for application occur during the use of

reflex klystron as the local oscillator in coherent-pulse radars,

which ensure the selection of the moving/driving targets.

In system of ChAP spectral density of frequency fluctuations of

generator at frequencies F, substantially smaller F3 p can be expressed

so [73):

W, (F) V, (F) + W (F), (4.2)

where w,(F) - spectral density of frequency fluctuations of

nonstabilized klystron, w,.(F) - spectral density of frequency

fluctuations, caused by noises of stabilization system. Converting

this expression, it is possible to record

r I F + W .F) (4.-3)
W1 (F)=WOF) I 11±

where a-l.
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From expression (4.3) it is evident that with F40, when second

term in brackets can be disregarded/neglected, noises of klystron
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prove to be reduced to K, once. With sufficiently high values of F

the maximum decrease of the spectral density of the frequency

fluctuations of the nonstabilized klystron is possible only (F/FP)2

once.

As already mentioned in S 2 Chapter 3, for local oscillator in

coherent-pulse radars frequency drift of 10-30 Hz are permissible

during repetition period. At the repetition frequency, for example

F. =2 o Hz, especially dangerous are the fluctuations of the

frequency of heterodyne near half frequency F,,. i.e. in the range from

F,=500 Hz to F,=1500 Hz.

.o

Mean square of frequency fluctuations of klystron oscillator in

system ChAP in the range of frequencies F,-F, can be expressed through

spectral density of frequency fluctuations

~fT~W, (F) dF. (4.4)

If we assume that in necessary comparatively narrow frequency

band of 500-1500 Hz wV(F) is constant/invariable, to accept F.,-io Hz

(74], Kc,=i0 (which easily it can be achieved/reached), while Wof

=iO-+l-o Hz'Hz at frequency F=101 Hz, then mean square of frequency

fluctuations, caused by noises of klystron, i 4, =2-20 Hz' and value

of effective deviation of frequency o-lI7- =1.4-4.5 Hz.

Such numeral are completely satisfactory for the local osciallat:)r

coherent-oulse radar.
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In given example noises of very stabilization system were not

considered. In the real diagrams ChAP at the low frequencies (less

than 5 kHz) the second term in expression (4.3) proves to be more than.

the first [74) and, thereby, in the region of low Doppler frequencies

" the frequency fluctuations of system are determined by the noises of

very antihunting circuit. At the higher frequencies the frequency

fluctuations of klystron, which when F-F~p approach a noise level of

the nonstabilized klystron, become determining.

The presence of fluctuations of amplitude of oscillations of

generator and fluctuations of circuit parameters they can cause

certain increase in frequency noise at output of stabilization system.

Phase automatic frequency control (,FAP,). The block diagram of

the phase automatic frequency control of reflex klystron is given fig.

4.3. Fundamental network elements are: dual waveguide tee, in one of

lateral arms of which is arranged/located matched detector A;

reference oscillator, which consists of crystal assigning oscillator

and frequency multiplier on semiconductor diodes; IF amplifier; buffer

amplifier; phase discriminator and control device/equipment.
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On detector A is isolated signal of difference frequency of

oscillations of klystron and reference oscillator, which after

amplification is supplied to phase-sensitive detector. On the phase

*
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discriminator the comparison on the phase of this signal with the

oscillations of the master oscillator is realized. With the deviation

of the frequency of klystron relative to reference oscillator on the

phase discriminator will appear the voltage/stress, sign and value of_

, which depend on phase displacement of the signal of difference

- frequency. The developed error signal through the control system is

supplied to the klystron repeller, reducing the value of phase

displacement of the oscillations of klystron relative to the

oscillations of supporting/reference generator to the minimum.

System FAP is in stable state with constancy of voltage/stress,

removed from phase discriminator. This state corresponds to certain

constant phase displacement of the oscillations of klystron and

reference oscillator, which is possible only with the equality of

frequencies of these. Thus, system FAP is the astatic with respect to

the changes frequency of klystron oscillator and provides the very

high stabilization factor of "slow" frequency drift of the

adjustable/tuneable klystron, limited virtually to the stability of

crystal oscillator.

Such properties of system FAP make its application more

preferable in comparison with system ChAP in such cases, when is

important absolute frequency stability of klystron, and when necessary

strongly to also weaken/attenuate fluctuations of oscillations of

klystron oscillator at frequencies, close to carrier. This causes the

wide application of FAP for frequency fixing of the master oscillator

r
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in the coherent continuous-wave radars.

In system FAP phase change in diagram, just as in system ChAP,

leads to decrease of stabilization factor with increase in frequency

of fluctuations. If we take measures for the stabilization of system,

then Kc,--i when FP-F.p. At frequencies F, substantially smaller

FP(F<Fp13). stabilization factor approximately can be expressed thus:

K? y (4.5)

where y - band of the retention of system FAP.

- -'~-*--.~-~ - - -- *"
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Fig. 4.3. Diagram of phase self-alignment (FAP).

Key: (1). Frequency multiplier. (2). Buffer amplifier. (3).

Phase discriminator. (4). Control system.
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Frequency fluctuations in the system FAP can be expressed analogously

(with 4.2)

W', (F) ± W,: (F). (4.6)
,(F=K2 (F)

After substituting (4.5) in (4.6), we will obtain [73]

W, (F) =F () - + W. (F). (4.7)

From expression (4.7) it is evident that WfF) - W,(F). with F-*O, i.e.

determining are the fluctuations of the diagrams, which, in turn, at

the very low frequencies virtually completely are caused by changes in

the frequency of reference oscillator. With an increase in the

frequency the fluctuations of the frequencies of klystron oscillator,

which substantially exceed fluctuations caused by the instabilities of

the oscillations of reference oscillator, become determining.
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With real values of band of retention FAP pfzi' Hz) weakening

frequency fluctuations of klystron at frequencies F=1-10 kHz is very

considerable and relation WI(F)iWpF) composes 10-'-10-4 (-60" -40 dB).

As in system ChAP, in system FAP considerable fluctuations of

amplitude of oscillations of klystron, reference oscillator and

fluctuation of circuit parameters lead to increase in level of

frequency fluctuations.

Analyzing systems APCh, in conclusion it is necessary to draw

some general conclusions. The systems indicated possess property

substantial to decrease the fluctuations of the frequency of reflex

klystrons; however, in this case they have a number of the serious

deficiencies/lacks, fundamental from which following:

- the presence of inertial elements/cells, which leads to

considerable reduction in the value of the suppression of the

frequency fluctuations of klystron with an increase in the frequency

of fluctuations;

- ill effect of the amplitude fluctuations of generator and

fluctuations of the circuit parameters of the level of frequency

* noises;

- limitedness of the possibility of the suppression of the

frequency fluctuations of klystron oscillator at the low frequencies

by the inherent noise level of system APCh;

- complexity of the adjustment of systems APCh and difficulty of

~ ~ * . .
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their retuning even in the narrow frequency band;

- difficulty of using the systems APCh for the stabilization of

span klystrons, the connected with the need administrations for the

electrode, which consumes considerable current.

4.2. Frequency fixing of klystron oscillator by external high-Q

resonator.

Systems of parametric frequency fixing of klystron oscillators by

external high-Q resonator are to a considerable extent deprived of

deficiencies/lacks, characteristic for systems APCh. Such systems,

based on the phenomenon of frequency pulling of generator with

resonance load, received wide acceptance. As the resonance load

cavity high-Q resonator is utilized.
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In S 2 it is shown that level of frequency fluctuations of

klystron oscillator significantly depends on value of quality of

resonance system. It is natural that the connection with the specific

shape of the external resonator of that possessing quality, many times

of the larger quality of the resonance system of klystron, must lead

to the decrease of the level of frequency noises.

In this paragraph is not posed the problem of complete

description of properties and analysis of principles of construction

of stabilization systems of klystron oscillators by external high-Q

.[* A t . *- *-.-. -- . . * * -. - * - - . . . -
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resonator, since this exceeds the scope of this book. The principles

of the work of such systems and their effect on the level of the

fluctuations of klystron oscillator will be only briefly presented.

The questions, connected with calculation and construction of

stabilization systems are presented in works [75- 85], the methods of

engineering the stabilizing resonators - in works [80, 86).

Different circuit diagrams of external resonator and reflex

klystron are possible. Most extensively is used the circuit diagram

of external resonator "to the passage" between the klystron and the

load (Fig. 4.4). In this diagram cavity high-Q resonator is connected

to reflex klystron through the intermediate resonator, which is, as a

rule the section of the waveguide of the specific length. The systems

stabilizing properties will be provided in such a case, when the

reactive load, created by resonator with the divergence of oscillation

frequency from its resonance frequency, will counteract this

divergence.

r:

This system can be considered as three-circuit, counting its own

oscillatory system of klystron for one equivalent duct/contour, which

is completely admissible in sufficiently narrow band of frequencies

[75]. Condition, which determines oscillation frequency,

B+B,=0. (4.8)
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Fig. 4.4. Block-diagram of stabilization of reflex klystron by

external resonator, connected "to passage".

Key: (1). Klystron. (2). Intermediate resonator. (3). High-Q

resonator. (4). Load.
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In this case of B - reactive component of the multicircuit resonance

system, which consists of the equivalent duct/contour of klystron,

intermediate and high-Q resonators, which in view of the high quality

of external resonator is determined by the latter; B, - reactive/jet

component of the electronic conductivity of klystron.

For guaranteeing necessary sign of susceptance of external

resonator during its transformation from plane of equivalent inclusion

of resonator into plane of high-frequency gap of klystron length of

coupling section/segment must be completely specific. In practice the

length of the coupling section/segment, connected between the output

collar of klystron and the input collar of resonator, is regulated

with the aid of the special element/cell, placed in the coupling

section/segment.

Since oscillatory system of stabilized klystron is three-circuit,

in it oscillations at several frequencies are possible. The parasitic

.. - - - - - - -. -. . .
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frequency, determined in essence by tuning/adjusting intermediate

resonator, is closest to the resonance frequency of external

resonator. For the purpose of the suppression of spurious resonances

in the section/segment a certain attenuation with the aid of the

absorbing plate is introduced. The introduction of the absorbing load

with the small attenuation (about 1 dB) breaks away the parasitic

oscillations, whose energy reserves itself in the intermediate

resonator and virtually does not affect the dominant mode of

oscillations, connected with the external resonator.

Like any automatic control system, stabilized by external high-Q

resonator system is characterized by ranges of retention and capture

of operating frequency with its change as a result of staggering of

klystron or voltage error of reflector from nominal value. The work

of klystron in this system is the more stable, the less the quality of

external and intermediate resonators.

In practice identification of parameters of separate network

elements is certain compromise, since decrease of quality of external

resonator and increase of attenuation in coupling section/segment

leads to reduction in stabilization factor, but decrease of length of

section/segment is not always possible (in particular during use of

superconducting high-Q resonators, workers in cryostat with liquid

helium).

Stabilization factor is fundamental characteristics of stabilized

'p'.

= *
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system.
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The stabilization factor of frequency with drifts, the drifts/cares,

connected with a change in the resonance frequency of the oscillatory

system of klystron, disregarding by losses in the coupling

section/segment, is approximately determined (for example, into [75])

thus:
K. CT Q 'Ka (4.91

where QPB. - external q of the stabilizing resonator from the side of

input connection/communication; Q*,, - external q of klystron

duct/contour. The stabilization factor on the reflector, connected

with the frequency drift with a change in the voltage/stress on the

reflector, is equal to

KR CT= R (4.10)
(fll/ VR)c,

Taking into account that value f/IOVR is inversely proportional to

loaded quality of oscillatory system

KR cT = Q1. ,(.

where Q,. - loaded energy factor of klystron duct/contour; Qc, -

equivalent loaded quality of stabilized system.

In quotient, but close to real, case, when steady state of

stabilized klystron coincides with its mode/conditions out of

stabilization system, i.e., with equality of total conductances of

stabilized and nonstabilized klystrons, stabilization factor on

'q" " " " " ' . '' . " . " " . - . . . - . " ' " . . " " . " . " . • . - . - . . - . - ." . " . • . - . . " . o " - " . . " .
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reflector (4.11) proves to be equal to stabilization factor of

oscillatory system (4.9).

Fig. 4.5 depicts equivalent schematic of stabilized system,

depicted in Fig. 4.4.

!.

C,

* *
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Fig. 4.5. Equivalent schematic of stabilized system, led to specific

section of waveguide at output of klystron: 1 - stabilized klystron;

2, 3 - intermediate resonator with attenuator; 4 - external resonator,

loaded to conductivity v*.
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Equivalent diagram is reduced to the specific section of waveguide at

the output of klystron. Between the sections AA-5E the attenuator in

the coupling section/segment is shown.

If'we consider external of resonator as that coordinated from

entry side then loaded quality of this system is equal to

Qc~-~~+Q. - (4.12)
go,

where L, - attenuation, introduced by attenuator in coupling

section/segment; g, - parameter of agreement of klystron with load,

equal KSVN [ - VSWR] in "hot" state in the case "of over/rebond

and l/KSVN - at "underbond".

In this case spectral density of frequency noises of klystron by
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stabilization system is evinced

At present in usual stabilization systems of klystron with the

aid of external high-Q resonator of comparative stabilization factors

30-100 easily are realized, which makes it possible to decrease

spectral density of frequency fluctuations of nonstabilized klystron

on 30-40 dB. Comparing these systems with the diagrams of APCh, one

should note that the stabilization systems by external resonator

possess a number of unconditional advantages.

Since feedback in stabilization systems with the aid of external

cavity resonator is realized in high frequency, then they are

virtually inertia-free. Thus, the degree of the suppression of

frequency fluctuations does not depend on their frequency, and to the

equal degree decrease both slow and rapid changes in the frequency.

These systems possess a comparatively simple retuning of oscillation

frequency, which can be achieved in the the small band of by change in

resonance frequency of external resonator, and in the wider interval -

by tuning also of the duct/contour of klystron and length of coupling

section/segment. In the stabilization systems of the frequency Cf

reflection klystron by external high-Q resonator, in contrast to the

systems APCh, virtually is not exerted harmful effect of the

fluctuation of amplitude.

Page 177.
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A
deficiency/lack in such systems is that that prolonged

frequency stability is determined by the properties of the external

stabilizing resonator. Even with the observance of the necessary

measures for an increase in the stability of external resonator

(production of resonator from Invar, which possesses the low

coefficient of temperature expansion, hermetic sealing/pressurization

of resonator, etc.) the prolonged relative stability of the

generatable frequency does not exceed 10-1, which is considerably

worse than the stability of klystrons in the system FAP, determined by

quartz harmonic generator. Furthermore, stabilization with external

resonator is connected with the considerable power losses in this

resonator, which grow/rise with an increase in the stabilization

factor and with the sufficiently high values of the latter they reach

5-7 dB.

Liquidation of these deficiencies/lacks or, in any case,

essential IS weakening is possible by applying superconducting

stabilizing resonators (91, 92]. Such resonators, prepared from the

special materials and which work in liquid helium, can have our own

quality several million (for example, into [92] Q=2.10') instead of

2-101-4.101 in usual resonators. In this case an increase in its own

quality of external resonator due to the decrease of losses in it

makes it possible to obtain respectively high stabilization factor

with sharp reduction in the power losses for the stabilization, which

do not exceed 3-4 dB. Furthermore, the temperature constancy of the
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medium of that surrounding resonator, in conjunction with the high

stabilizing properties can ensure prolonged frequency stability

(approximately 10-1 0 [92)).

Stabilization systems examined above related to reflex klystrons.

With the aid of the external high-Q resonators possibly also reduction

in the frequencies nyx fluctuations of generators on span klystrons

[87-90). In this case different circuit diagrams of the cavity

resonator are utilized: it can be connected with the feedback loop

either it is connected directly with the input or output circuit of

klystron.

-f£vel of frequency noises of stabilized generators on span

klystrons will not noticeably differ from noise level of stabilized

reflex klystrons in such a case, when as external resonators

resonators with identical qualities are used, in spite of the fact

that its own frequency fluctuations of generator on span klystron

somewhat lower than in reflex klystrons, as a result of higher energy

factor of ducts/contours of span klystrons. This is explained by the

fact that the qualities of the stabilized systems on both types of

klystrons will be close ones to each other.
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Each of mentioned antihunting circuits has their advantages and

disadvantages. In particular, upon the inclusion of resonator into

the feedback loop there are no considerable power losses, given up

. into the load. However, the adjustment of this diagram and the

* retuning of the generatable frequency somewhat more complicated than

- in the second case. With the connection of external resonator to one

of the ducts/contours of klystron the band of retention [89)

considerably becomes narrow.

Comparing different radio engineering methods of reduction in

frequency noises of klystron oscillators (APCh and parametric method

of stabilization), it is possible to note that they all provide

considerable noise reduction in Doppler frequency band. The diagrams

of the automatic frequency control, possessing at the low frequencies

greater stabilization factor, than antihunting circuit by external

high-Q resonator, nevertheless, in practice do not give essential

gain, since the noise level in these diagrams near the fundamental

signal is caused by its own fluctuations of system APCh. At the same

time the uniformity of the suppression of the frequency fluctuations

of klystron oscillator in entire interval of Doppler frequencies by
I

the stabilization system by external resonator is made with their very

convenient for the use in coherent radars, where the requirements for

the value of signal-to-noise ratio grow/rise with an increase in the

frequency. The latter is explained by the fact that with the large

F2. that correspond to high target speeds, for the effective fight with

;P7
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such targets is necessary the larger time interval and, consequently,

their detection at great distances is desirable, than the slowly

moving/driving targets.

Thus, each of briefly analyzed methods of reduction in frequency

noises of klystron oscillators has their advantages and disadvantages.

The final solution about the application of one or the other

antihunting circuit must be accepted on the base of the account of all

factors, which encompass both the requirements for the characteristics

of radar, and special features of utilized klystron oscillator.

5. Noise characteristics of contemporary klystron oscillators of a

small power.

In catalogs, advertisements and periodic literature parameters,

which characterize noisiness of contemporary klystron oscillators and

especially noise characteristics in frequency region, close to

carrier, are published comparatively rarely.
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Therefore appear the specific difficulties during the attempt to

analyze the values of noises reached and to compare them with the

design features and the modes of operation of the actual types of

klystrons.

In this paragraph are given fundamental published materials,
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which characterize noisiness both of reflecting, and span generator

klystrons.

Table 4 gives fundamental parameters of contemporary low-noise

klystron oscillators, and in Fig. 4.6 - typical spectral noise

characteristics. on the spectral characteristics of frequency noises

raising noise level at frequencies less than 10-20 kHz, determined by

flicker effects, is distinctly visible. However, the course of some

curves, reproduced by us on the basis of the appropriate sources,

causes doubt. Thus, for example, the excessively sharp lift of

frequency noises in stabilized reflex klystron of firm Varian at the

low frequencies and the nonconformity of the course of the

characteristics of stabilized and nonstabilized klystrons according to

data [94] (curves 6) can be explained, probably, only by errors in the

measurements.

Gridless-two-cavity span klystrons possess lower level of

frequency noises. These klystrons work with high voltages, which

impedes their application in the small/miniature onboard equipment.

during the use in the span klystrons of the grids of voltage/stress

decrease, but noises increase on 10-15 dB. Thus, according to data

[983, at the frequency F=30 kHz the level of the frequency noise of

gridless span klystron comprises (5-9) .i0' Hz2/Hz, and for the span

klystron with the grids it is equal to (1-4) x10- 3 Hz2/Hz, i.e., noise

level becomes close to the noise level of reflex klystrons. The

lowest level of frequency noise among the span two-cavity klystrons

% e
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possesses the experimental klystron of firm Ferranti (curve 12), in

which-according to data (93] is increased resonator gap.

Reflection klystrons with high-Q stabilizing resonators possess

level of frequency noise, to temporarily inferior best stabilized span

klystrons, and therefore wide application is found, since they work

with considerably lower feeding voltages. Klystrons with the

increased power output possess the smallest noise level among reflex

*- klystrons. This is connected with the work on the low numbers of the

zones of generation, by the use of those increased as compared with

the heterodyne klystrons of voltages/stresses, which makes it possible

to use grids with the large transparency and to decrease the noises of

current interception.

.4

- - -.
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Table 4. Fundamental parameters of contemporary foreign low- noise

klystron oscillators.
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Key: (A). Designation. (B). Type of generator. (C). Firm,

source. (D). working frequency, GHz. (E). Resonator voltage, V.

(F). Current of cathode mA. (G). Repeller voltage, V. (H). Power

output, mW. (1). Noise characteristics. (J). frequency of

U detuning, kHz. (K). amplitude noises -db/Hz. (L). frequency

noises, H /z. (M). Note. (1). Reflex klystron with stabilizing

-a1-P
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resonator. (2). Reflex klystron. (3a). Reflex klystron ... with

stabilizing resonator .... (3b). Stabilization factor

slope/transconductance of electronic electronic tuning/adjusting of

5.5 kHz/v. (4a). Reflex klystron. (4b).:. (according to the

calculation) .... (4c). Slope/transconductance of electronic

tuning/adjusting of 2.25 MHz/v. (5a). Reflex klystron ... (or ...)

with the stabilizing resonator .... (5a). Reflex klystron ... (or

... ) with the stabilizing resonator .... (5). Stabilization factor

... ; tuning/adjusting 6 kHz/V. (6a). Reflex klystron. (6b). During

the use of stabilizing resonator frequency noise ... Hz 2/Hz. (7a).

Span two-cavity klystron. (7b). Slope/transconductance of the

electronic tuning/adjusting of 4 kHz/V. (8). Span two-cavity

klystron. (9a). Span two-cavity klystron ... with the stabilizing

resonator ..... (9b). Stabilization factor .... (10). Span two-

cavity klystron. (11). Span two-cavity klystron. (12). Span

two-cavity klystron. (13a). Span two-cavity klystron. (13b).

During the use of the stabilizing resonator frequency noise ....

(14a). Span two-cavity klystron with the stabilizing resonator.

(14b). Stabilization factor ...; power loss in the resonator 10 dB.
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Analyzing tables 4 and Fig. 4.6, it is possible to note tendency

toward deterioration in noise characteristics in proportion to

increase in operating frequency of generatable

oscillations/vibrations. Reason here lies not only in the fact that

the intensity of frequency noise is proportional to the square of
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frequency of the generatable, but both in the increase of the role of

the surplus noises of different origin with the decrease of the

geometric dimensions of operating regions of klystron and also in the

increase of the difficulties of designing of optimum electron-optical

systems.

I,

I,

)"

* . ..
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*Fig. 4.6. Frequency (a) and amplitude (b) noise characteristics of

*contemporary klystron oscillators. The number of curve corresponds to

* reference number in Table 4.

*Key: (1). HZ 2/Hz. (2). (stabil). (3). kHz. (4). dB/Hz.
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Page 183.

Appendix 1.

SOME INFORMATION FROM THE THEORY OF RANDOM PROCESSES.

General concepts and determinations.

Random processes (noises) are described by random variables,

which depend on time, i.e., by random functions of time u(t), which

express any specific parameter of generator; current, amplitude of

oscillations, frequency of oscillation/vibrations, etc.

Any random process is defined by totality of functions of time,

each of which can be obtained as result of single experiment

(measurement) and is called realization of random function. The

totality of the set of possible realizations composes the ensemble of

the realizations-of fluctuation process (Fig. nI). The realization,

limited by the specific time interval, is called truncated.

At specific moment of time, for example t, (Fig. fi), function

y(t.) accepts possibility of random values (according to number of

-. realizations). The totality of these values forms random variable.

Average/mean value (mathematical expectation) and dispersion are

important characteristics of random process. The average/mean value

y(t,) averaging markedly by feature on top) determines by itself the

level, relative to which are scattered possible values of random

F.,
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variable at the specific moment of time. Dispersion a2 is the mean

square of the possible divergences of random variable at the specific

moment of time relative to the average/mean value of

Random processes, whose average/mean value and dispersion do not

depend on time, are stationary *

FOOTNOTE 1*. Stability in the broad sense [25) is intended.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

S.. . . .. .. ,., . .' .- . -.. - . .. '- , . .. .. . - - . ' .- - .' . , . .- .. - - - -. . .. -
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Fig. Mi. Ensemble of the realizations of fluctuation process.

Page 184.

The stationary processes, which possess ergodic property, occupy the

important place among random processes. The latter consists in the

fact that the mean statistical characteristics of such processes (for

example, average/mean value and dispersion), the obtained by averaging

one realizations over the time, are equal of to the values, obtained

by averaging over the ensemble of realizations at the arbitrarily

selected moment of time. From the properties of ergodicity i.t follows

that if necessary the study only of one realization for the

sufficiently large interval of time instead of the study of the large

totality of realizations is possible. The following presentation

concerns stationary ergodic processes.

During analysis of random processes it is convenient to represent

I- random function in the form of sum of its average/mean value and

fluctuation (divergence of its instantaneous value from average):

M)= ---)+ ayO (M)

From definition of (1) it follows that 6y(t)=0. The value of the

mean square of fluctuation [ bt] 2 (i.e. dispersion) determines the
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intensity of fluctuations.

ENERGY. SPECTRUM OF FLUCTUATION PROCESS.

Any noncyclic function y(t) (if it is continuous, with exception

of finite number of points of discontinuities, and there is integral

" ly(t)ldt; it can be represented by integral of Fourier

y (t) y y (u)ei"" do. (2)

This expression gives the expansion of time function y(t) into the

spectrum with complex amplitudes of y(- moreover j(w) is called

the spectral function or the spectrum of function y(t). In turn,

(.) y(t)e-i"'dt, (3)

which expresses Fourier transform.

Mathematical method indicated is applicable for harmonic analysis

of random processes, although for random function y(t) integral

+ - y(t)Idt does not exist. Let us examine the n-th realization y,,( t) of

stationary periodic process with the zero average/mean value in the

range of time from -T/2 to +T/2 (truncated realization), considering

that out of this interval it is equal to zero.

Page 185.

For this case are completely applicable expressions (2) and (3).

If y.n - voltage/stress or current on the load into 1 ohm, then

total energy of fluctuation process is expressed as the modulus/module

-. - . '.-. ,,- ... -.... 5-',** -" " ",..."**-"-. .'-" * -, "." ."V ." * ' "" i , ' ,', ,* " o-- * .". :
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of spectral function as follows:

Ily. (t)1 St y (W)I)2 dW. (4)
S-it

After dividing entire energy of process to period of its action

T, we will obtain

- 1y.(t) dt= - ( 2 d = 1.(/)jd . (5)

This expression determines mean power of the truncated realization of

fluctuation process and it can be rewritten in the following form:

P r. () dt, (6)

where WT.U)= -lyn(/)" - spectral power density of the truncated

realization of fluctuation process referred to the frequency,

expressed in hertz.

Strict analysis shows that when T-w WT.(f), remaining final, does

not strive toward specific limit. However, after averaging

preliminarily wIV( over the ensemble of the realizations (let us

designate this operation/process by wavy line), it is possible to

obtain expression for the spectral power density of random process and

under these conditions:

W(f) I1m WTn (f) 1mr Iy (7)

Value w(f), besides spectral power density, is frequently called

spectral density of mean square or energy spectrum of random process

(fluctuation). Thus, knowing expression for the spectral density it

is possible to find the power of fluctuation process, which is
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isolated in the specific band of frequencies af:
/+Af

= .' W(f)df. (8)

If in the band of frequencies Af value W(f)-const, then

According to form of spectrum random processes are subdivided

into broadband, width of spectrum of which much more than their medium

frequency, and narrow-band with width of spectrum of small in

comparison with medium frequency.

Page 186.

If sum of independent random processes y(t)=y,(t)+y,(t)+y,(t)+...,

is examined, then energy spectrum of process y(t) is equal to sum of

energy spectra of the components: W,(c)=Wy,()+ wy,(f)+W,.()+.-- If

processes y,(t), y,(t) and so forth are interrelated (partially or are

completely correlated), total energy spectrum is not equal to the sum

of the spectra of each of the processes. Thus, for example, for the

sum of two correlated random processes y,(t) and y(2 (t) we will obtain

where * W(f)=WY.()+WY.(f) +Wy,Y,.)+ W,(f), (10)

WY,, () = W;,, (f) = Mir -1 Y' ()Y: (V)I
T__- T

- mutual energy spectrum of processes y1 (t) and y(t).

Let us note that in contrast to its own energy spectra, which are

real functions of frequency, mutual energy spectra - complex functions

of frequency (the symbol "," it indicates complex coupling).
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' FLUCTUATION PROCESS AS OSCILLATION WITH SLOWLY CHANGING BY AMPLITUDE

AND PHASE.

With narrow-band process fluctuation oscillations can be harmonic

oscillations, modulated on amplitude and phase. This makes it

possible to record narrow-band random process in the form

'y (t= C(jOcosju) t-- p(t0 = a(t) os W0t b(t0sin t, (11)

where w. - the medium frequency of the spectrum of process y(t), and

C(t) and 0(t) [and respectively a(t)=C(t)cosQ(t) and b(t)=C(t)sinQ(t)]

- slowly changing random functions of time.

This representation of fluctuation process in number of cases is

very useful. Between the energy spectra of process y(t) and processes

a(t) and b(t) there is a connection/communication:

W.(f)-- W,(F)=W,(f-F)+ W,(fo+ F), (12)

moreover

Wab(F) = 0.

Appendix 2.

Tables of the parameters, utilized for describing the spectral

characteristics of fluctuations.

Table 1I-13 gives definitions and conversion formulas for

fundamental spectral parameters of fluctuations. Tables are handled

due to the absence of the conventional system of the representation of

data and the steady unified terminology. Besides the complete

designation of each parameter the abbreviated/reduced versions, which

are encountered in the technical literature, are givtn.

V"

'-4~~ J. -~** *
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Page 187-188.

Table Hi. Parameters, which describe the spectral characteristics of

the fluctuations of amplitude.____________________________

Haxwenosamme 11APaUel ROeaae~eooeeeu 0M fpeean

I BepremecxHA cnex-rp (eneK. 2 --

?paflb~an flAOTHOCTb cpenAero W.(F) = 1rn - f(F12
MUapBar) OTHOCHKeJbhIX 4!JIYK- T

1ryaRNI avflAKTYAW.+0(i)

g) 3iaeprerK'4eCKHI cneKTp - Cnex'rPaJaff *)yKlmx n-a yceqen-
jKYaUHA &MOJIHTyAbi HOA peaAa.EHK OHOHTeAbHOI 4kAYK.-

cnexrPanha IIJOTEOM~ TYSUHN aMnANTYAM U
4&yyumi aunJII~yzbi; 8 U.(e

* 4) 3a~epreewE euerrp am- C1.0t)

J) cZaevpaabunaxsUoTEocrth 3a~amiloA a repiaa
*auairwyzworo uuyua T Ti<-

2 2

2 Cpeuah U&M~aT OTNOCH~tJ~b- ---- 3WI'a3tP~l 3ro cooI weNbRnle R oflOAbYIemea
anao qyaRM ahF NA 5, "&nPa- WRQ (t 0 opeybray x3vepeass

Coan~o A 6)b~h~K~~ an- amropa A &F.

(30 13d)(A

3 OrlloweHHe MOWIHOCTH crieKT- _ S~~ e3Pa3- a) B HeXoTopbIX pa6orax cll-

a~lbbr( oc~a~rn~.IJ(aFnJH- MIepHI.I 3Ve1'CR oTHoLeHHe MOUIHOCTH afl.'IH
[t0(F)IAF -O~B1901 riIIHP apa- Tymworo WV~a Ba Bvx (ciimmeT:)HtIo

T\IHoro wyma BO~1HoA 60KOOA ~ F+aI x F.F3tppFl.oKHN) Oobxn~oa K

noicetipriOA AF (Ha pac- W.FA e1ianaoKHbX
cooBHce F WceIeMa~oN -~(F)dF * MODIHOCTII iiecyuieR. MaTemaTH~ecKe
CT S H OTerp o. eaH ) pea i efTO b 2 2 onpeeeH e a m mo caiy'ae no.1HOCTbIO

* Mo1JIHOCT Koa eft aHHR. K 2C)me coana~ae T C onpe eo1etiem V,-oBH f a mi-
MOIAOCT Koz~a~R. ((-)n.1HTyaHofo wyma (n. 2):

CopaeHO:HnK a 2eUH6eJlaX: I 6. 12F 21 Pr, .,

a) OTHoweHlie MOWMOC~iI am.
fl.iHT~atioro wyvea B 6oKoBoHrO no 1 V(F).IFI

.ioce'AiF x MOULHOCTII HecyuieA.{[ (F)J.jp} 1&,j 101gg 2  1.MMHo BCTPeTtTb TaIK)Ke pa6omi.
8KOTOPhIX ijCrl.IbayeTCR o6paTHoe OT-

Oowemie wYM/Iri-a.1P
HoWeHme I6 ]IF . B IHOC'pailliof

.11ItTepaType 3T0 oFmowemie o6O3Ha-

'iaeTCR CHM11O.1OM c/N ( ailer

H ecytuan' yabseC

iiy'i ). flpi 3TOM )aweTf

BRA wuyma (amn.1HTyAHblA. tiaCTOTHblAJ
it orosapllae'rCS nO.ioca AF

al.
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Key: (A) the designation of the parameter. (B). Mathematical

determination. (C). Dimensionality. (D). Note. (la). Energy

spectrum (spectral density of mean square) of relative fluctuations of

amplitude. (iB). In abbreviated form: a) energy spectrum of

fluctuations of amplitude; b) spectral density of fluctuations of

amplitude; c) energy spectrum of amplitude noise; d) spectral density

of amplitude noise. (1c). ... where ... - spectral function of n

truncated realization of relative fluctuation in amplitude ... ,

assigned in interval .... (id). 1/Hz. (2a). Mean square of

relative fluctuations of amplitude in band of frequencies AF. (2b).

In abbreviated form: a) level of fluctuations of amplitude in band

AD ; b) level of amplitude noise in band AF. (2c). Dimensionless

parameter. (2d). This relationship/ratio is utilized during

experimental determination ... from result of measurement ... in

passband of spectrum analyzer .... (3a). Ratio of power of spectral

components of amplitude noise in one sideband with width of AF (at a

distance of F from medium frequency of oscillation spectrum) to

average/mean power of oscillation. (3b). In abbreviated form: a)

ratio of power of amplitude noise in sideband AF to carrier output; b)

relation noise/signal. (3c). ... or in decibels: .... (3d).

Dimensionless parameter. (3e). a) in some works is utilized the

ratio of the power of amplitude noise in two (symmetrically

arranged/located) lateral bands to the carrier output. Mathematical

determination in this case completely coincides with the determination

of the level of amplitude noise C p. 2): ... b) it is possible to

Io
o

1% -% , ,, ,-., -:. , .? .I .. . . . . . . . . ... .1",. . . . ..
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meet also the works, in which is utilized inverse relation .... In

the foreign literature this relation is designated by symbol c/N

(carrier/noise - carrier/noise). In this case the form of noise

(amplitude frequency) is indicated and band AF is specified.

t.
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Page 189-190.

Table nl2. Parameters, which describe the spectral characteristics of

the fluctuations of frequency.

niuj HaNmaemosaune napailelpa j MatuT'eCCKe o0pexexeuHe Rflbrpumequitte

I 3HepreTPieCKHA cnes~rp (cneK- 2(-) -f,., B HeKo1opbax (npeHmyweCTBeHHo Teo-
Tp8ab~aR nnmTOcM cpe;IHero W1 ) -_ Tm -y tfn(F) 21, (/)peTKqecxHx) pa6oTaX nO.Ib3yI0TCfl no-
K*A&a T-.'T~UH liC-b.+MHTe er~coociKP )IK

Kas~~~~pata)~i4 4Ayxlau~if vacorw - Nr) ume f cerpt.i)
rae 6 f,(F) - Vw~t) e-,"' dt 5 ?YlIf't=

Co ~awueRno: -CrielcpaAhBaRq 4)YHKu~IR n-fl yce'aen- (04) W,~ (F) -(2-.)' WA(F)
8 ) 3HepreTHqeCKltA cnexlP HOA peaAH3a~IjH 4nJIYxryaUHH qacrombi

* *J~~~~yKTyauA tiaCTOTbi; ~ ,() aaNO renn
) CnexTpa.ThJnaa nwlomoC-b

*4uylTYBUHfl tiacromai; T T
Q~ queprerimecxHA Cnecrp q&- -2<t

CTOTNOrO uMy~a;
d) cneKTpauAaa~ naomocm (A.C- (, Od

2 CpenAnHf KaAaT 4.AYKTya. [ Af~) W1(fldf WAF) -i ZIP 3cOOpueT8AolIHuI i n aeHap
UN.IA RSCOTm B nom'oce 'iaCTot W F 3K n o pee3YaJ b~a on epeenn

%CoxpauLeHH0 .2& AF nojioce nponYCgaHR aHa-
a ) yoaein 4~TyatA q3 - &uaaopa cneNTpa F8 F
T; yposemk. 1iacTomoro mla 1b) W$F)= 1t1F,,

3 onoce AF c
CAaffAapToe olXAoffeey j 5
JIOryKBHAu qafl T a nouioce Ia~oi 01- IF ? 4 aav~ f()Ha s nae

AF xycecaeii AF xHOCTpaint AHTe-
*~~~If Aalo AFf* fPA?)'p ON 06o3aaqaercu Tm trms*

~ V $F)(cmpauxenae a~rJIIIICoro Tepusna
*WAeKmaApariiqan sejtwnnia )

T TWehdOMe OLUHOCTH r-nex- ~e3p&3- a) opm)yaa flpHHifHMa TO.ThXO iX
Tpa.ibmbix COCTBRa.iIOu.HX ' qa- hAfF)jaF- po mep 9 mA KpbLmbRm cneKTpalbHoA .TIHHH, T. e.
CTOT~toro muia3OHA8K napa- npai F, lFcneK-p. rae AF neT -

oof noizoce uHp.HHOA AF 4a pac- CflCK~ HH12ce~pAo I~i. ri T
CTORHPHH Tce~A4cob ( dF z W,(F) AF W()S
cneKrpa Ko-ne6aHRn, K cpeAlieA 2 F2 2F3 ycflosie Hapywello, TO 2F2

WAMOIUHOcTH xoile6aHHFI. F, eelb3Ri HHTepnpeTKpOBaTb KaK OTHOLLIe-
CoxpaUjeHHo: (11b) H9~. pe MOiLLLOCTII x4aCToOoM wyma K
a) OTomenHe uOI.UHOCTH 14a- wix B Aeuaifiax: MOLUHJOCTPI mecyLueA.

CTOTHOrO Myia B 60KOBOA no- (A)Yiu~ WfF
1CCAF K MOfOCTH Hecywed; Wf F) AF (V' J0**H pa(F

J) T~oeH~ My/Crjin 1 19 2PcmaTPH3aTb Kal( 3HepreTHqeCKutA
cfleKTP ( AKTvauHA 4)a3lb (CM § 1.1

20 V2F rai. 2);
tVT 16) B HeKOT0~bX pa6OraX Kcflo1b-

3yeTcR OTHoWCeHHe OLHOC11I qaCTOT-
Horo wYma B .2BYX CHMMeTpHHo paC-
flOomwelHx 6oKoBblx noliocax K m~otu-
MOCr11 HecyLlueA:

PO PO

B) BCTpesaboTcq c.'l'aH KnfOh3oRa-
HHR o6paTmoro oTHoweHHH:

P0 I~fILF

(cm. rip~meqaqir 6 K n. 3 Ta6.1. )

%
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Key: (A). Designation of the parameter. (B). Mathematical

determination. (C). Dimensionality. (D). Note. (la). Energy

spectrum (spectral density of mean square) of fluctuations of

frequency. (lB). In abbreviated form: a) energy spectrum of

fluctuations in frequency; b) spectral density of fluctuations of

frequency; c) energy spectrum of frequency noise; d) spectral density

of frequency noise. (Ic) ... where ... - spectral function of n

truncated realization of fluctuation of frequency ..., assigned in

interval .... (id). Hz 2/Hz. (le). (Hz). (if). In some

(predominantly theoretical) works they use the concept of the energy

spectrum of fluctuations .... (2a). Mean square of fluctuations of

frequency in band of frequencies AF. (2b). In abbreviated form: a)

level of fluctuations of frequency in band AF; b) level of

fluctuations of frequency in band AF. (2c). Hz2. (2d). This

relationship/ratio is utilized during experimental determination ...

from result of measurement ... in passband of spectrum analyzer ....

(3a). Standard deviation of fluctuations of frequency in band of

frequencies AF. (3b). Hz. (3c). Parameter ... is utilized

predominantly in foreign literature. It is designated there "rms"

(shortening English term "root-mean-square value"). (4a). Ratio of

power of spectral components of frequency noise in one sideband with

width of &F at a distance of F from medium frequency of oscillation

spectrum to average/mean power of oscillation. (4b). In abbreviated

form: a) ratio of power of frequency noise in sideband AF to carrier

output; b) relation noise/signal. (4c) ... or in decibels: ....

° I% ° p ° • . % , . - .* - - *.. . . .. . ° - . ° '. . . . . . .. . .**** .. . . -. . . . . . .*
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(4d). Dimensionless parameter. (4e). a) formula is applicable only

to the wings of spectral line, i.e., with ..., where AF the spectrum

is is0 spectral line width. If this condition is disrupted, then ...

it cannot be interpreted as the ratio of the power of frequency noise

to the carrier output. (4f). Function:. can be considered as the

energy spectrum of the fluctuations of phase (see S 1.1 Chapters 2);

b) in some works are utilized the ratio of the power of frequency

noise in two symmetrically arranged/located sidebands to the carrier

output: ... c) are encountered the cases of using the inverse

relation: ... (see note by 6 to p. 3 of Table 1).
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Page 191-192.

Table 113. The parameters, are used for describing the spectral

characteristics of noise currents in the electronic devices.

n/a auiemosamnapauerpa J M.. AT4e4c-xoe oiipexeienme n 4
Nrk p ue

I 3Hep~eTxqecxnfl cfeKp (cneK-W(F - r -re

TpaAbHasi flJIOM CpeAHero r__. T I(), ,I.)= (C
xBajxpaTa) mIyMoBoro TOK3a

(1tJ1YXTLiU) TM ~no) e -2-F1dt
-cIneK~paAbas 4?YHKUHR fl-f yceqea-

HoA peaAm3aujim *)AYKTyauII Tona
1
n(t), S&AaBBOA B wriepsm~e

T T
(a)2 2)

2 be3aumepnwA saqereCKHA '(F - W(F)(A) 0cnaHoae 3mroO napamerpa
cn=Trp myxosoro i-oxa 2eb '' fiespa3- ofe To npewuyuzecmo, Wno peayAi.-

rAe 2eI. - 9aepre-rwaecsiHI cneicrP BOA wepaTHwfecraif~le aran
Hoopofonor aryua (e -aps~ napa- un ThadEax, Jerxo co3mmepUafl'

3J~k~o~; - peize ESltmeTO Ml- c xapaKXePHCTH'eCJ(HM ypoBBCM -

KB, *Ayrryazmu xoporo Hsyllaxvt) ypormDoo O6DO- (F)a - 1

3 CpexAif Tog SKRafieflTOro IF) -P~jtS gym2uynec--ma o~tib B PS-
nomyaynchzenrOr AHOA5 ;L Q) " F)1.um x m. 2, acnpoc-rpanRsoyt itCurpatenoi3b na uapawe~p Is (F), vaxi K-poro xa-ram 3nsnaww1oro sacwizen- (e - 3&pRA wierrpona) p&ZK'cnpecK~w ypamaex (coome-

DUO WASM cl3yx.JE nojinouY AP06030MY MY-

YposH wj~ooromy) RusermR vOBb 1. (F) =I*6

4 p~ ~ yooo ToKa F~Fa
2  3 T0 cooTmoUeiCIe 1iCno1b3VeTCq n1PH

(0.iyxivauiii TOKa) B nQo1oce AF F" 2~)~ W'j F) d Ft Wj (F) IF 3KCfle1MeHT.ibtom onipeaenewill
2. W (F) no Pe3.Ara'ry Ii4epeHliR

(t164011F B no-ioce nponCKaHtin a~a-
.'Ul3aTopa CneK~pa AF A,

Key: (A). Designation of the parameter. (B. mathematical

determination. (C). Dimensionality. (D). Note. (la). Energy

spectrum (spectral density of mean square) of noise current

(fluctuations of current). (1B). ..- spectral function of n

truncated realization of fluctuation of current .. ,assigned in
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interval .... (ic). Ga2/Hz2. (2a). Dimensionless energy spectrum

of noise current. (2b) ... where 2el0 - energy spectrum of complete

shot noise (e - electron charge; I, - average current, whose

fluctuations are studied). (2c). Dimensionless parameter. (2d).

Use of this parameter has the advantage that results, represented on

graphs/curves or in tables, easily are commensurate with

characteristic level - level of complete shot noise, for which ....

(3a). Average/mean current of equivalent on noise saturated diode.

(3b). In abbreviated form: current of equivalent saturated diode.

(3c). (e - electron charge). (3d). Advantages, noted in note to p.

2, are propagated also to parameter ... , for which characteristic

level (corresponding to complete shot noise) is level .... (4a).

Level of noise current (fluctuations of current) in band AF. (4b).

This relationship/ratio is utilized during experimental determination

... from result of measurement ... in passband of spectrum analyzer

Page 193.

In formulas, placed in tables, wavy line on top designates

averaging over set, and straight line - on time. All given in the

tables determinations assume the statistical stability of

fluctuations.

With use of conversion formulas it is necessary to have in mind

that in this book is accepted "physical" determination of energy

spectrum, with which it is assigned on positive semi-axis of
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frequencies and corresponds to specific power of fluctuations, which

falls to infinitesimally narrow interval of usual (not angular)

frequencies. During the use of other determinations of energy

spectrum in the conversion formulas the coefficients will change.

Thus, for example, energy spectrum it is possible to determine on the

entire axis of frequencies and to relate it to the angular frequency:

I
S. (2)= m (- I 1

T-ft 2xT

where 2.(Oe-at _ the spectral function of the truncated

realization of fluctuation a.(l) assigned in the interval - T/2_t<T/2.

This determination of energy spectrum is used, in particular, into

[46).

Comparing this formula with definition, accepted here

(graph/count 1 'able flu), we see that W.(F)-4%S.(Q). In order to arrive

at the accurate result, it is necessary not simply replace in the

conversion formulas, represented in the table, W.(F) by S(0), but to

substitute in them 4%s (9) for W.(F).

:......%. ! X _ _ _ v
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